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The purpose of this project was to explore for the pos sible existence of value orientations as factors operative in the social work
judgment process.

The study first tested for differences in value ori-

entation between social workers.

The extent to which these value

orientations dominate the pre -disposing attitudes of the social worker
was to be determined for the case of diagnosis of families in crisis.
Utilized as a test for value orientation were five constructs
developed by Charles Morris.

These constructs as characterized by
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their titles were: A.
ment in Action; C.

Social Restraint and Self-Control;

Withdrawal and Self-Sufficiency;

and Sympathetic Concern;
ment).

E.

D.

B.

Enjoy-

Receptivity

Self -Indulgence (or Sensuous Enjoy-

The study was designed to scale the ratings in responses

from a sample of social workers.

Its purpose was to obtain informa-

tion showing relative preference for each of the five value

orienta~

tions so that a relationship could be tested for with a similar scaling
of the importance each respondent attached to diagnostic criteria of
family crisis.
The items used to test for preferred diagnostic criteria were
evolved by adapting a problem area li st developed by Brim, F ai:tchild and Borgatta.

The original items were modified and appropri-

ately revised by testing them with a special group of respondents
whose evaluation of the original list was the basis for developing the
final list of items.
A questionnaire consisting of three parts was sent to 300 social
workers selected randomly from the Directory of members of the
National Association of Social Workers.
usable responses were received.

One hundred fifty-eight

Personal information such as

age, sex, marital status, religion, place of employment and work
background was obtained along with ratings and rankings of the aforementioned value orientations and diagnostic criteria items.
A listing of the ranking of value orientation in its relationship
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with the employment setting of the social worker showed some differences between sub-groups of the sample.

Administrators and Com-

munity Organizers tended to emphasize Construct A:
and

Self-Control~

Social Restraint

while social workers seeing individuals and fam-

ilies as part of their work tended to emphasize Construct C:
drawal and Self-Sufficiency.

.Variations

With-

along lines of age, sex,

marital status and religion also were identified but in more complex
combinations.
Scores were developed for the ratings of value orientation
items and diagnostic criteria items.
scale.

These were on a seven point

A factor analysis of the resultant matrix of correlations be-

tween these thirty-one items produced nine dimensions.
nal rotation was used in the factor analysis.

An orthogo-

The nine factor

dimensions are characterized by their titles as follows:

(1) External

as Opposed to Internal Influences on Family Functioning; (2) Communication between Members in the Family; (3) Focus on Overt
Descriptive Characteristics; (4) Focus on Family Unity:and Loyalty;
(5) Focus on Self-awareness and Introspection; (6) Focus on Group
Activity; (7) Focus upon Static as Opposed to Dynamic Attributes;
(8) Focus upon Responsiveness to Environment; (9) Focus on Current
Circumstances of the Crisis Situation.
The value orientation items were represented particularly in
Factor (5) with a focus on self-awareness and introspection.

Factor
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(8) was a low preference dimension and emphasized the value orientation favoring receptivity and sympathetic concern.

Practitioners of

social work with families tended to p.refer items favoring the individual above the social order.

They tended to prefer value orienta-

tions that emphasized self-awareness and permitted gratification.
The study disclosed four value dominated factors in diagnosis :
(1), (5), (7), and (8) as listed above.

Factors (2), (3), and (9) were

found to be "value free" factors in diagnosis.

Factors (4) and (6)

seemed to be value tinged in that only a mild loading on a single
philosophy construct emerged.in the factor analysis on both of these
factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Social work is a practice organized into relationships that are
guided by personal factors.

It is a fundamentally human activity de-

finable as a constellation of subjective elements.

Among these are

elements related to the personal philos.ophy or value orientation of
the individual social worker.

The exploratory research undertaken

in the present study probes for the emergence of sorne dirnensions of
value that might influence social worker judgrnents in perceptions of
clients.

The research effort will seek evidence of the presence of

value congeries among the myriad of variables potentially in the
functional make -up, of the social workers.
The relationship of value orientations to overt prefe rential behavior will be measured in this study.

The centermost problem in

measuring such phenomena is the elusive nature and essentially
nebulous quality of the concept of value itself.

One can manage as-

sessment by the assumption that values apparently are related to
behaviors when a preference for a value or set of values is identified
along with certain behavior s.

The structure of a causal relationship

between value predisposition and discrete acts could not be encompassed within this study.

Gross -validation of the value dirnensions
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used in this research also must be left for additional research.

It

will suffice to obtain internal consistency of constructs utilized in
the questionnaire - -their more universal application will not be within
the purview of this study project.

One must be mindful of these

limitations when reading this report.
In collecting the materials of this project together for exposition' the initial concern was with defining the abstract concepts involved.

The sequence of this thesis begins with a definitive discus-

sion of value orientation as a consideration in social work diagnosis.
It moves systematically on to a description of the procedure and
findings of this study.

The concluding portions of the report list the

findings and the implications one might infer from them.
Chapter I points out how values can be conceived as an element
in the life space of the social worker when he is involved in making
a diagnosis.

The participation of the social worker as an action

component of the process is implicit.

In Chapter II, a conception of

the diagnostic situation involving family crisis is set forth as a model
for study of a prototype social work activity.

Once the theoretical

basis has been stated, it becomes- possible to outline the procedure
employed in seeking to reveal something of the role of value orientation in determining probable emphasis at time of judgment.
In Chapter III are outlined the methods used in research.
justification for using a questionnaire form of inquiry and for

A
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subjecting the data to factor analytic interpretation is set forth.

The

technique of em.ploying written constructs as testing devices is presented in detail.

The use of attitudinal measures does serve as an

exploratory m.echanism, but it has vulnerabilities which mean that
other research endeavors would be necessary to clarify the results
of this study.

This project has served to establish hypotheses for

more circumscribed research.
The final two chapters describe the findings and conclusions
as developed out of the data provided by responses to written questionnaires.

The data are set forth in two ways: first, a statistical

description of the sample is assembled to show the character of the
respondents and their value predisposition in connection with their
personal characteristics; second, factor analytic procedures are
employed to obtain the emergence of a small number of dimensions
from among the judgment correlations.

The implicit hypothesis is

that these dimensions sho1.lld emerge along lines directly related to
or substantially affected by value orientations, buJ the research design was formed. to allow the possibility that other influences could
prevail in producing the arrangement of factors.

CHAPTER I

THE VALENCE ASPECT OF VALUE ORIENTATION IN
SOCIAL WORK DIAGNOSTIC JUDGMENTS

1.

A DEFINITIVE INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCEPT OF VALUE

This research rests upon the proposition that the social worker
embraces certain assumptions as to "what ought to be" in connection
with the real life situations he encounters in his work.

Origins of

such predisposing attitudes might be traced to many causal factors.
This study identifies differences in value orientation among social
workers for the purpose of relating these constrasting preferences to
behaviors in a specific social work judgment situation.
Terminology becomes an initial consideration in a study of this
kind.

Value is the central term and c()ncepts of it are to be described

in the next succeeding paragraphs.

This first section also sets forth

definitions of related terms such as: po stulate (p. 7), value system
(p. 8), value orientation (p. 8 ),philos-ophical conE(truct (p. lO),phi:-

10 sophy of life (p. 12), valence (p. 12 ), attitude (p. 12), and opinion
(p. 12).

Later sections of Chapter I further develop conceptualization

of the abstractions which are constructed and measured in this
research.
The measurement of value is recognized in science as a
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challenge to experim.ental procedure.

As Thurstone (1959) has noted:

Hum.an values are essentially subjective. They can certainly be adequately represented by physical objects. Their
intensities or magnitudes cannot be represented by physical
m.easurement. At the very start we are faced with the
problem of establishing a subjective metric (po 182).
In the beginning it is necessary to establish som.e clarity in the
use of term.s by which the subjective concepts are to be represented.
The m.etric would be a quantification related to these terms along
preferential lines as ordered by the respondents in the study.
A definition of the term value must take into account meanings
at different levels in the use of the term.

The variant connotations

that value has corne to represent must be considered before the researcher can extrapolate to a refined and specifiable definition for
this study.
The definitions of value tend to merge with one another at certain points and in various dimensions.

This aspect is a philosophical

issue which goes beyond the bounds of this study.

The collecting of

relevant characteristics germane to values as manifest by many
variant conceptions was undertaken by Spaulding (1963).

He identi-

fied the following understandings with notions of value:
(1) Measure of satisfaction; (2) Concepts and groupings
of modes of behavior; (3) Human capacities; (4) Demands
and desires; (5) A basis for choice; (6) "Being" as it appears
in man's self-realization; and (7) Man's essential being
(p. 169).
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These definitions suggest interrelationships among various aspects
of value and there is overlapping between the usage of the term
value at various levels along the hierarchy of semantic organization
in this sphere.
A dictionary definition of value: n. follows:
1. the worth or excellence, or the degree of worth, ascribed
to an object or activity or a class thereof. Though ascribed
to the object and reacted to as if external or objective, value
is a function of the valuing transaction, not of the object. A
valence is a specific embodime~t of a value in a particular
conc rete situation. 2. an ab stract conc ept, often me rely
implicit, that defines for an individual or for a social unit
what ends or means to an end are desirable. These abstract
concepts of worth are usually not the result of the individual's
own valuing; they are social products that have been imposed
on him and only internalized--i. e., accepted and used as his
own criteria of worth. 3. a goal object. Instead of saying
that a goal has a value, in this usage a goal is a value. 4.
(math.) the magnitude of something, or the number that
represents that magnitude; any of the numbers representing
the different magnitudes of a variable. E. g., the several
scores in shooting at a target may be treated as the values
obtained by the individual on a variable of accuracy in shooting. Value, measure, score, or magnitude may often be
used interchangeably for a number (or other sym.bol of
quantity) though they refer to slightly different functions of
the number . . . . . 7. (econ.) a judgment of what an object
will bring. in exchange; the basis of price; exchange value
(English and English, 1958, p. 576).
The above variations of meaning attributed to the term value
are not nece s sarily independent from one another.
Morris (1956) has classified the ways the term value tends to
be used and a mutally exclusive categorical format emerges.
Operative values are a reference to value as a way of referring to
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the actual direction of preferential behavior toward one kind of object
rather than another.

The focus seems in this meaning to be upon the

interplay between the person and the object in relation to a wider environ:rnent.

Object values are those where the stress is upon the

properties of the object.

This is concerned with what is preferable

(or desirable) regardless of whether it is in fact preferred or conceived as preferable.

Focus is upon the object and its context with

less emphasis on the relationship of the person.
Value is used in the present study in a way consistent with
Morris' definition of conceived values, which he defines as follows:
"Reference to value in cases of preferential behavior directed by an
anticipation or foresight of the outcome of such behavior" (p ... 14)."
Adler (1956) has also articulated this category of meaning.

Values

by Adler are seen as originating in man's biological needs or in his
mind.

Of such conceptions of value, he says:

Viewed as located or at least originated within man, individually or collectively, values become psychological
phenomena, internal states or internal behavior, not directly
accessible to observation other than introspection. As such,
they are said to precede action and to guide it; they may be
wholly or partially the cause of action, (p. 275).
The sense of the term value to be measured in this study derives from an even more fundamental notion.
taken to mean

"a

Where postulate is

proposition which is taken for granted or put forth

as axiomatic". (Webster, 1960, p. 660),,.:the term value is taken in
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this study to mean the accommodation of a person's set of postulates
to social circumstances.

It is an abstract concept defining for an in-

dividual those ends or means to an end that are desirable.
A person tends to collect together a congery of values as an
ethical basis for all action.

It is the substance of the collective

ideology necessary to give man a sense of what is right and wrong in
life.

In the sense that the collection of values forms a structure, it

can be seen as a value system.

There is no assurance that the

chosen values of a person: are consistent enough in format to constitute a homogeneous system.

A generalized representation of aper-

son's value congery would be approximated as its general direction
could be identified.

This crude measure of direction has been called

value orientation.
Parsons and Shils (1954) have developed a conceptualization for
value orientation that sets out the meaning adopted for this research.
They analytically divided the orientation of :an actor with respect to-any situation.

Classification into two categories were sufficient to

represent different aspects or ingredients.

They termed their first

as a category of "elements of motivational orientation" which would
roughly correspond to the categories of value incorporated under the
aforementioned by Morris, "operative values" and "object values. "
These are appearances, wants or plans.

Suggested, by this conceptu-

alization is an immediate precursor to specific action.

The second
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category of the Parsons and Shils analysis is what they call "value
orientations r r - -which sugge sts more generalized norms - -the organized set of rules and standards.

They have conceived of this con-

struct as being subdivided into what seem to be modes representing
di:m:ensions of organized sensitivity to subjective phenomena;

The

:m.odes are:
Cognitive :m.ode which involves the various co:m.mitments
to standards by which the validity of cognitive judg:m.ents· is
established. . . . The appreciative mode of value-orientation which involves the various com:m.it:m.ents to standards
by which the appropriateness or consistency of the cathexis
of an object or class of objects is assessed. . . . The moral
code of value -orientation involves the various co:m.mitments
to standards by which certain consequences of particular
actions and types of action may be assessed with respect to
their effects upon systems of action, (p. 169).
At the level of abstraction where the individual human being is
able to integrate preferences into a generalized direction that beco:m.es a value orientation, a rational synthesization may develop
which can be applied in either of the other modes through subjective
attachments.

Hartman (1959) has sugge sted that the dimensions of

value standards are to be conceived as analytic, synthetic, and
singular concepts:
The first being abstractions from empirical reality, the
second mental constructs, and the third proper names. The
fulfillment of the synthetic concept gives systemic or mental
value, the fulfillment of the analytic concept gives extrinsic
or classificatory value, and the fulfillment of the singular
,concept gives intrinsic or singular value.
He points out, i'These value dimensions interplay all the time in
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our valuation!'

(p. 24).

A deductive approach to the ascertaining. of value orientation
would be to identify all discrete modes, and then to classify them
along lines of their character.

A quantitative method could subse-

quently be employed to determine orientation.

The chief drawback

to this approach would be the immense job of gathering and sorting
the data.

The researcher in the present study has chosen instead to

introduce a series of philosophical constructs which would be considered extreme polarizations if represented as value orientations
in themselves.

Each of these is to be considered

a

systematic rep-

resentation of a singular orientation that could be ascribed to a collection of conceived values guiding behavior in a particular direction.
The philosophical constructs are assumed to represent internally
consistent constellations of values and, in theory, one should be able
to utilize inductive methods to determine the direction of a particular
conceived or operational value by reference to the orientation of the
construct.
The philosophical constructs to be utilized in this study are
pure types of written descriptions of "Ways to Live" as developed in
the research of Charles Morris, a recognized professional philosopher.

Beginning with the proposition that basic personality orienta-

tions could represent various conceptions of the "goodlife, " Morris
distinguished these on the assumption that the differences expressed
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themselves by central components.

Cultural and religious concep-

tions were substantially his starting points.

The following thiI"ee

were his initial categories:
The dionysian component is made up of the tendencies to
release and indulge existing desires
The promethean
component of personality is the sum of
active tendencies
to manipulate and remake the world
The buddhistic
component of personality comprises those tendencies in the
self to regulate itself by holding in check its desires"
(Morris, 1956, p. 2).
In his research, Morris began with the three divergent constructs as orientations.

Respondents in his studies were asked to

add their own descriptions of alternative. "Ways to Live" not ineluded among those already devised.

By the time Morris had ad-

ministered his questionnaires to thousands of subjects in various
cultures, thirteen independent and unique "Ways to Live" had been
composed.

His studies were repeated often enough that no additional

constructs appeared.
The "Ways to Live" were descriptions of a system of value
choices.

Morris felt that these could be reduced to a fewer number

of independent dimensions through factor analysis.

In cooperation

with Lyle V. Jones, he carried through a factor analysi s that succeeded in producing five discrete factors which are the base
philosophical constructs used in this study.

This term distinguishes

items of Part II in the questionnaire as being representative of
"conceived values" as opposed to items developed in Part III which
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are preferential behavior or operational valuation.

The philosophical

construct represents orientations of value congeries that go into the
making up of a philosophy of life.

The philosophy of life would be

the sum total of the entire complex of values held by any person.
The philosophy of life would be an additive assemblage of the philosophical constructs put together in various proportions for different
people.
The link between value and behavior is the object of search in
this study.

Valence is the term that properly characterizes this re-

lationship.

A valence is the specific force of a value in a particular

concrete situation.

Further elaboration as to the precise meaning

of this term will follow later in this chapter.
The presence of value orientation has been made manifest in
this research by a measure of attitude.

This latter term, to borrow

from Thurstone (1959), will be taken to mean:
The concept "attitude" will be used here to denote the sum
total of a man's inclinations and feelings, prejudice or bias,
pre -conceived notions, -ideas, fears, threats, and convictions
about any specified. topic. Thus a man's attitude about pacifism means here all that he feels and thinks about peace and
war. It is admittedly a subjective and personal affair.
A measure of

attitud~

has been accomplished by eliciting an opinion

from the respondents in the study.

The opinion symbolizes attitude.

The representation of that opinion in this study will be a rating and
ranking of i terns.
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II. THE SUBJECTIVE DIMENSION IN SOCIAL
WORK DECISION -MAKING

The present research plan has developed a framework for
analysis by conceptualizing social work in terms of its decisionmaking processes.

The vast numbers of unique activities undertaken

every day by social workers have in common the fact that each act
requires one or more judgments.

Even very simple behavior re-

quires a conscious or unconscious judgment.

The anatomy of the

judgment process for the professional social worker is to be outlined
in this section by reference to definitive formulations taken from
pertinent literature.
The practice of social work can be described most generally
as an encounter of one human being with another person or group.

It

can be viewed as an interaction between people where there is a relationship in which both social worker and client have responsibil-ities.

There are thus contingent decisions to be made throughout the

time span of this social exchange by all of the individuals involved.
While the judgments made by social workers and by those with
whom they engage in relationships are unique as to each discrete act,
there can be ways of categorizing common components in these
decision-making processes.

In the context of such interaction, de-

cisions would be based upon intake of information, and, in preparation for the judgment, some means of processing or synthesizing the
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input data would be necessary.

For the social worker, it may be

argued that guidelines for the discrimination of input information
corne from the principles of the profession in which he has memberHowever, it can also be contended that translation of such

ship.

fundamental postulates into practice is subject to the peculiarities of
the problem situation encountered and to the individual differences
among the social workers.
Each individual situation requiring social work decisions can
be considered to be made up of circumstantial dimensions.

A crisis

for a family in which there is loss of a child obviously differs from
that in which there is loss of a parent.

The judgment process of the

social worker is affected by the different arrangements of these situations.

Differences among the personalities involved in the client

situation would likewise significantly affect the judgment proce s s of
the social worker.
A psychological predisposition could be assumed by the social
worker preparatory to interventi on in the troubled client situation.
Thus, the worker may not be independent of the situation itself even
at the point when his senses had not yet encountered stimuli.

He

could conceivably be influenced by past experiences in prior situations.

Relevant assumptions might develop that could be a function

of the time and place of the projected encounter.
The individual conceptions of the social worker about his task
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in the encounter are probably the rnost critical elernents of the
judgment process.

The social worker is unlike the Labyrinthmachine

in that judgrnents flow frolll a process that is subjective in nature.
The work is a professional endeavor calling upon the practitioner to
be prepared in knowledge and ernotional tone for the activities involved.

For purposes of this study, the social worker shall be re-

ga:tded in his role as a person engaging in clinical practice.

This is

a classic way of distinguishing the social work judglllent from
silllpler forllls of discrimination of stimuli.

An elaboration on the

character of judglllent in clinical work follows below.
English, and English (1958, p. 90) define "clinical" as "characterizingthe method of studying the unique whole."

They also say

that it suggests a reliance upon the intuitive judglllent of the clinician
rather than upon llleasurelllent (p. 90).

The judgment process in

clinical work must emphasize the essential unity of the psychological
processes involved_ (Bieri, "et al., 1966, p. 4). In its simplest form
a clinical judgment may involve a decision as to the presence or absence of schizophrenia.

Or, in the more complex set of circum-

stances, it may be a cOlllplete study of the clLent in a biopsychosocial context involving the process of synthesizing, interrelating,
and then formulating, a professional judgment, (Turner, 1968, p. xiii).
Clinical practice covers a span of time and_ it develops a history of
interaction between the people so involved.

It is distinguished in
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some sense by its methodology.
Som.e attem.pt at incorporating scientific technique into clinical
practice has been a trend.

While not of the procedural rigor char-

acteristic of experim.ental research, the rnethods in clinical practice
and social work have gained a style having system.atic attributes.
There is an emphasis on m.aintaining flexibility even while seeking
more precise understanding of clients.
Clinical practice m.ight best be characterized by what Erikson
(1954) calls a "disciplined subjectivity." In clinical decision making,
this means "evaluating the evidence and arriving at diagnostic and
prognostic inferences" (1959, p. 77).

Any given situation.is to be

evaluated in terms of a theoretical model (for Erikson it is the
Freudian psychoanalytic model).

He says of his understanding of the

patient, " . . . there is a systematic relationship between clinical
observation on the one hand and, on the other, such conceptual
points of view as Freud has introduced into psychiatry" (p. 78).
(Erikson) analytically combines dynam.ic configurations into historical per spective by clas sifying hi s anal ysi s using the following
referents:
a structural point of view denoting. a kind of anatomy of the
mind, a dynam.ic point of view denoting a kind of physiology
of mental forces and of their transform.ations and, finally, a
genetic point of view reconstructing the differentiation during
distinct childhood stages of an inner organization and of
certain energy transformations" (1959, p. 91).

He
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It is useful to conceive of social work's clinical practice as a
series of judgments constituting a purposive interaction process.
From the time of the first meeting with the client to the point when
the last significant interventiOn or interaction take s place, the social
worker has a sequence of intricate and <tontingentdecisions to make.
The range of judgments involved for the caseworker span through
many time phases and spatial dimensions.

To start with there is a

determination of the character to be assumed by the social workerclient relationship.

In the later course of the process, the worker

must repeatedly determine the character and direction of h,is work
with the client.

Ultimately there must be a determination as to, the

value of the pr6c e s s itself and when it will be be st that it be brought
to an end.
Many m.odels for conceptualization could be consistent with the
theories of practice utilized in social work.

Each individual situa-

tionwould seem to c.all·for special applications of whatever principles guide the worker.

Thorne points out,

Behavior is so complexly determined, both in terms of
the development of individual personality and in terms of
the infinite variety of environmental situations that each
specific per son -meeting -hi s - environment -at -any -timeand-place represents an 'unique etiologic equation which
can be studied and manipulated only in terms of its own
individual characteristics (1961, p. 18).
There is a limit to consistency.in any discipline where its
arena of concern is so vast.

Objective measures of and reliable
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standards for clearly observable behavior are at a llIinillIullI.

Judg-

llIents based on subjective feelings or "intuitive knowing" have COllIe
to be an accepted part of social work practice.

There is a tendency

. sOllIetillIes to confound llIeans with ends as workers try to delineate
and define the techniques used in understanding and helping clients
(WakellIan, 1965).

The social worker trains to recognize how his

inner feeling could affect his perception of case situations.

Subject-

ive decisions are thus to be understood for what they are: they are
a judgllIent blending value considerations with observed phenollIena.
When HallIilton (1954) has suggested that self-awareness is
necessary to the evaluation of client problellIs and sees the "buildingin" of self-awareness as a function of professional training, (p. 372)
she is identifying the clinician's responsibility, for understanding the
impact of subjective and value -laden factors in clinical judgments.
OptillIality of a clinical judgllIent would be the evaluation and decision
llIO st beneficial to the client in terllIS of the inte rvention nece s sary
to the amelioration of the distressing situation.
equates to effectiveness.

OptillIality here

The relativity of these situations to the

social worker's value syste:m llIake s evaluation of the clinical proces s llIOSt difficult.

Evaluation has usually relied upon introspection

by the clinicians thellIselves and allIbiguous llIeasures of results
llIake true opti:mality hard to deter:mine.
In writing about deci sion theo ry, Roge r Shepard (1964)

,
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recognizes that subjectively disparate attributes are inevitably found
in any hutnan judgment situation.

He believes that choice between at-

tributes is a function of relative valuation.

Shelly (1964) elaborates

specifically in regard to psychotherapeutic situations saying, "The
therapist's decisions are tnade on, the basis of the way things are
perceived in his own private world, or, on the basis of his own personal structure" (p. 318).

The clinician' s

obje~ti ve s

as a helping

agent are to attetnpt a tnerging of hi s relative valuation with that
which approaches a true optim.izationof decisions in practice.
Treatment goals are established in light of relative valuation which
is itself dependent upon the make -up of the social worker himself.
Fishburn (1964) has emphasized the importance of both operational values and conceived values in decision-making activity.

He

has seen, their importance in determining the appropriatenes s of a
consequence through subjectives modes:
In considering the relative value of a consequence to the
decision maker, "relative" is used in several different
senses. First, it means that the value of a particular consequence 'is relative to the set of consequences. Second, it
means that the value or worth of a consequence is relative
to the decision maker in his environment. Third, the value
of a consequence is relative to the set of objectives held by
the decision maker. Finally, in it~ more common usage,
"relative" is used as opposed to "absolute", in the sense
that absolute value is taken to mean intrinsic worth or that
there is some natural definition of zero value. No object,
concept, or consequence has value of and by itself, but takes
on (relative) value only through a human agent with a purpose.
The aspects of " relative" considered above are not, of
course, independent of one another but are invariably
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intertwined. The important point to stres s is that relative
value refers to the importance that the decision maker,
motivated by a set of objects, attaches to members of a set
of consequences considered by him in a specific decision
si tuation (p. 39).
The evaluation of potential outcome in clinical practice is the
assessing of relative value of a consequence.

Clinical practice in-

eludes judgments made on. the basis of objectives established by the
clinician.

The extent to which clinical objectives relate to value

orientati.on will be examined in this research.

It would seem from

the foregoing. that a significant role could or should be played in judgment by value orientation.

III.

DIAGNOSIS AS COGNITION

It will be the judgment situation in dIagnosis that this study will
consider as a model of decision process in social work.

This section

sets out a description of social work diagnosis as an activity involving more than mere disc rimination of stimuli by the senses or the
cataloguing of the data.

The word cognition shall be used to char-

acterize this conception of diagnosis as it is seen to include a complex of functions.
The concept of diagnosis is an abstraction that is strangely
. elusive of delineation.

It is often thought of as a slippery conception

doomed to a state of being tentative.

Nevertheless, it is a judgment

that is considered indispensable to the entire helping process.
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Perlman (l957) recognized the difficulties facing the diagnostician
when she wrote :
Probably no process in case work has been as troublingto
caseworkers as this one of diagnosis. The symptoms of its
problematic character express the range of the caseworker's
defensive -adaptive re sponse s from a relentle s s pur sui t of
"complete" diagnostic understanding as though it would
magically yield a cure to a reluctance to come to any conclusion beyond an "impression"; from blocking. at case recording
to grasping.at readymade'labels, from viewingthe concept
of diagnosis as a credo to holding it to be anathema" (p. 165).
Because diagnosis is the aspect of casework that determines the direction of treatment, implicit of the whole notion is the fact that it is
a :judgment-making function.

As Hollis has characterized it, diag-

nosis is an action concept undertaken to answer the question, "How
can this person be helped?" (1964, p. 178).
Research concerned with the decision-making in social work
canbest start with the model employed in initial diagnosis for the
decision process used throughout the therapeutic encounter is a
close approximate.

A pragmatic style characterizes the conception

of Hollis who has written of

"the diagnostic process itself as con-

sisting of three major steps: assessment, the establishment of dynamic and etiological interrelationships, and categorization"
(p. 178).

Turner (1968) points out that, "Because there is not a

single theory of psychosocial behavior which can serve as a unifying
principle of practice, it is clear that the process of diagnosis must
of necessity be a multifaceted one" (p. xiii).
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A model concept of human behavior applicable at one time
could be entirely inappropriate at another.

The diagnostician must

have the capacity to feel his way, along. in seeking to arrive at a
proper judgment.

Advanced clinical skill could be measured by the

breadth of the clinician's available "repertoire" of conceptual models
and by the flexibility with which he is able to bring the:m into play.
The capacity to form impressions related to ,the clinician' s
tivityto the stimuli.

sensL~

A reference to ,terminology used to describe

this activity may further clarify,this conception .
. In forming impressions of people, say' Wertheimer, "It is not
perceptions which are measured, but ra,1:her conceptions, or apperceptions" (1960, p. 137).

He sees perception is dealing quite pre-

cisely.with variables along. clearly specifiable response and stimulus
dimensions.

But, his nomenclature would call for a .labeling of per-

son perception (such as in diagnosis) to be more inclusive.

He con-

curs with Asch (1946) who suggests characterizing it as "for:ming
i:mpressions of personality" (p. 258).

Werthei:mer suggests such

other alternativeter:minology as "person apperception, or the judg-ment of characteristics of people, or possibly, inference. "Finally,
he suggests, "Perhaps the safest term would be person cognition. "
Necessary.to an understanding of the role of the evaluator in
the diagnostic proces s is the appreciation of the wider span of mental
functioning ;that takes place in cognition generally.

English and
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English (1958) have defined the term as follows:
Cognition: a generic term for any process whereby an organism becomes aware or obtains knowledge of an object.
Although it is part of the traditional terminology and has subjective connotations, many neobehaviorists use the term.
It includes perceiving, recognizing, conceiving, judging,
and reasoning (p. 92).
It can be seen that perception is part of a larger process and thus interacts along with other variables as the social worker engaged in
cognitive activity.

Johnson distinguishes the two terms,

We shall say "perception of relations "when the relations
are perceived directly by the senses. When the relations
are abstract, such terms, as "cognition, ~' "knowledge of
relations, " and "under standing" are preferable' (1955,
p. 102).
Though the term "perception" is often used interchangeably
with the broader term

"cognition", it is well to apply the more en-

compassing concept of the latter when applying it to social work diagnosis.

Perception cannot be isolated out as a separate phenome-

non exclusive of the wider notion.

If cognition can be used as a term

to characterize the entire act of diagnosis, perception is a dynamic
process subsumed within it as a stage or phase within the larger
whole.

Mead (1934) has conceived of perception as "a relation be-

tween a highly developed physiological organism and an object, or
an environment in which selection emphasizes certain element. "
He notes that "this relation involves a duration and a process"
(p. 102).

There i's a dynamic interaction between person and object,
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and. the perception is a measure of the incorporative phenomenon.
Knowledge of the subjective propensities of the perceiver may well
be necessary before a measure of the relation in this s!age of the
cognitive act can be meaningful.
The diagnostic process is a cognitive activity for the social
worker.

The system of action that comes into being has propensities

which are usable only in the fabric of their context.
between parts must be only in terms of the whole.

Discrimination
In the words of

Lewin (1935), "The fact that certain single objects are connected with
each other, or that a whole event sticks together in the sense of adhesion, is given as the cause of a.psychic'al event" (p. 43).

It becomes

necessary in this connection to regard distinctions between mental
processes as nothing more than artificial conceptualizations for the
purpose of establishing a functional nomenclature.

Our analytic

terminology should avoid the misconception that there is a separateness among the attributes of personality.

The emphasis of Gestalt

psychology on organization of patterns provides a focus on the totality
which allows for the differentiation of component parts.

When per-

ception is accumulating through the activity of the senses, it is not
the mere assemblage of input, but a reo'rganization of the entire perceptual field (Kohler, 1947, p. 104-108; Johnson, 1955, p. 9-11).
This is not to say that the social work diagno stician fails to appreciate the presence of character traits or other unique criteria.
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These are seen by the social worker in a·kind of psychological space
interacting with other eleITlents and diITlensions of the environment.
The phenoITlenon.in diagnosis seeITlS to belike what Parsons and Shils
(1951) describe as a "cogIlitive ITlapping" of the situation.

This in-

volves the ITlechanisITls of cognitive learning :that these authors have
labeled "discrimination and g:eneralization." In their words,
The first concerns the cognition of differences between
different objects and different attributes of the same objects
in terms of the s-ignificanceof these differences .for the
actor. Generalization.is the process by which different objectsand g.roups of them are classed together with respect
to those properties which.they have in COITlITlon and which
are significant to the o.rientationof action (p. 126).
It i-s conceptually useful to consider the social worker as himself a dynaITlic systeITl functioning ,in a larger environmental field.
Cognition in diagnosis is determined both by the worker's unique
inner qualities and by the character of his stimulus.

With respect to

the nOITlothetic laws that develop to explain behavior, Meehl (1954)
sUITlITled them up siITlply as, "laws relating responses to stimuli via
certain intervening ·variables whose states are in turn specified by
antecedents . . . " (p. 54).

A responsible clinician.will utilize cer-

tain derivedaxioITls and ITleasures froITl theoretical models as he assesses a client person or group.in the life situation.
psychiatrist, these may often

b-<;~·

lying classified disease entities.

For the

the pathological proces ses underFor the social worker, these ITlay

include patterned disturbances in social relationships.

Nevertheless,
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in his analysis, the clinician :must take his cues fro:m the presenting
problem, fro:m recognizable sy:rnpto:ms, and fro:m ana:rnnesis . . Inferencesare based upon: what Erikson (1959) portrays as a rapid and
mostly preconscious cross checking of the models.

The standards

that one has accepted in the course of experience become involved in
a dynamic process when a case situation is under consideration.

It

is to be expected that a set of new laws may emerge each time a
diagnosis is made - -new premises that are valid only for the particular case under consideration.
The interrelationship between. social worker and client requires
under standing. in dimensions thus far not identifiable as overt behaviors or reliably measured by present d9-¥ techniques..

In the

clinical encoun,ter between ,the client and clinician, there occurs a
sensitivity phenomenon which Reik (1948) describes by the term
"unconscious cognition." It is necessary to Reik's analytic technique
that diagnostic investigation of personality. configuration be at least
in part a derivative of a kind of immediate cognition through inner
vi sion. .Hewrite s in hi s c.las sic, Li stening with the Thi rd Ear:
The analytic technique of cognition of unconscious proce s se sis marked by 0 scillation between the conscious and
uncollscious labors of the intellect and imagination. The
proportion of unconscious ideas in the searchingproce s s
is variable, but they always playa part in determining the
result and are undouhtedly of peculiar significance. For
several reaSOllS I have here placed the realization of thi s
unconsciou,s element in the forefront of psychological di scussion. The employment of the unconscious as a vital
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organ of apprehension constitutes a peculiarity of the
analytic method, which differs in that particular from
other scientific methods (p. 131).
_Cognition is for the social worker too a taking in of information through all avenues of sensory perception available to him. Suhjective understanding through an unconscious or preconscious interaction with his client is a common mode.

This involves perceiving

at a feeling level and it is constructed of emotional reactions.

These

combine for an impression only recognizable through inwardly conceived terms.

Substantiating,the necessity for impressions at this

level are Borgatta and Fanshel (1960) who point out,
only a limited amount of information may be available
about some of the characteristics that are considered very
relevant for casework. The more subtle social psycho;logical characteristics that are the importaD:t concern of
the caseworker as a diagnostician may be but little known,
and much of the information, may be intuitively based (p. 52).
It is pertinent to note that the body of knowledge incorporated
by the social worker is implemented in the casework situation as the
worker develops a sense of himself as a person with a cultural
heritage who is in turn involved.in a meaY,lingful relationship, (Wille,
1960).

The social worker's skill depends to alarge extent upon his

basic self-awareness and then upon rational use of self in the dynamic process of assessment.

Evidence accumulates as data comes

to the attention of the worker by cognition at the various levels, but
the social worker is always a part of his findings.

Paul Tillich
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(1962) has enunciated this assum.ption by a sim.ple and yet insightful
com.m.enti in which he suggests that there m.ay be two kinds of "knowing":
Wem.ay distinguish knowing--knowledge of the other one
as a thing, and our knowledge of the other one as a person.
The first is the cognition of external facts about som.ebody.
The :second is the participation in his inner self so far as
any hum.an being is able to participate in another one. The
first is done in detachm.ent, through an em.pirical approach;
the second is done through participation in the inner self of
the other one (p. 16).
Knowing that the diagnosis is ae:ognitiveprocess which necessitates a particularizing of the client situation, the social worker
has a responsibility to recognize the dim.ensions that com.e together
to form. his "Gestalt" of the situation.

Objectivity would require a

social worker to be aware of his inner self as acom.ponent of his
evaluation.

Value orientations as well as other personality factors

could.be considered a part of the social worker's fram.e of reference
in diagnosis.

IV.

VALUE ORIENTATION AS AN ANCHORING
EFFECT ON JUDGMENTS

Specifically of concern. in this research is the character of
identifiable value influences as they retate to the judgment process of
the social worker.

It shall be important to establish that conceived

philosophical constructions about life or related value orientations
can be considered among the phenomena likely to modify perception.
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These preconceived attitudes are considered am.ong the cognitive
variables that could establish the field of focus for the social worker
as a receiver of inform.ation.
Orcutt (1964) has provided som.e useful nom.enclature in a research report entitled, "A Study of Anchoring 'Effects in Clinical
Judgm.ent." He defined the word anchor as a standard or a force that
influences perception of other stim.uli.

His work specifically re-

ferred to situations where experience in judging cases extrem.e in
,pathology had tended to bias judgm.ent or perception of case s of m.ore
m.oderate pathology.

The stim.ulus received in the earlier situation

was sho,wn to have lingered on to affect the clinician's view of othe r
cases perceived in later situations.

The findings of the study by

Orcutt showed that anchoring phenom.ena were clearly present in
clinical judgm.ent and that there was reason for the as sum.ption of the
generality of anchoring effects in perception.
Bieri, et al., have described the term. Jlanchor" to refer to the
inferred psychological status of a stim.ulus for a person.

In illustrat-

ing the concept of anchor in judgm.ent, they had this to say:
The term. "anchoring" as it is applied to judgm.ent, carries
m.any of the sam.e im.plications as its nautical counterpart.
Just as a ship that is anchored is fixed in one place and is
expected not to drift substantially with the tides and waves,
so an anchored stim.ulus (often called "an anchor" for short)
. is one which is presum.ed for one reason or another to be
stabilized in its position. Furtherm.ore, just as an anchored
ship or buoy can function as a point of reference in locating
the position of one's own ship, for exam.ple in a channel, so
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does an anchored stim.ulus appear to serve an orienting
function with respect to other stim.uli. The effect of the
presum.ed fixed position of one stim.ulus, the anchor, upon
the judged position of another stimulus is term.ed an anchoroing effect (p. 109).
In an article discussing the types of fallibility in clinical judgm.ent, Hunt (1959) suggested t,hat bias from. the clinician's conceptions, beliefs and standards shows in a number of ways despite professional training.

A study of clinicians by Weiner, et al., (1959)

including social workers and clinical psychologists am.ong the respondents, found that the concepts of "adjustm.ent" were often vague
and undefined am.ong the sam.pleinterviewed.

They concluded that

reliability of judgments am.ong clinicians about an iridi vidual's adjustment often seem.ed considerably less than perfect (p. 315).
Professional education itself m.ay introduce referents and thus
create bias or contam.inating effects which become integrated into
the conceptual make -up of the clinician.

As Kadushin( 1963) has

written, "agreement among experts may result not only from their
independent achievement of an objectively correct response but also
from their similar perception because of similar education" (p. 403).
Soskin (1954) actually carne up with the finding that professional
training tended to introduce a bias toward the perception of greater
pathology.

He presented undergraduate majors in psychology,

graduate students in clinical psychology, and profe s sional clinical
psychologists with a protocol of TAT sto.ries and Rorschach
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interpretations from. a youngwom.an.

She had been chosen by the

experimenter because' she appeared to be such a close approxim.ation of the happy, efficient, affectionate young .wom.an and mother.
Soskin found that the m.ore professional training--the more pathology
was seen in the protocols.
Weism.an and Chwast (1960) believe that social workers have
pre-conceived standards for judging behavior of clients:

"Social

workers, as well as other persons in the helping professions, tend
to subscribe to types of behavior and to think of them as universal
standards" (p. 452).

Wille feels that social workers are trained to

regard their values more objectively, but she thinJ<:s that "cultural
background is still influencing secondary values" (p. 102).

Re-

search by Hayes and Varley (1965) produced findings to show that
those who chose social work as a career held values that were
generally consistent with the profession even before they went on to
receive their professional training (p. 43).

Recognizing the impli-

cation of value premises in the work of the casework process,
Taylor (1958) writes of the potentially positive influence of values in
maximizing the effectiveness of social work:
The point I am making is that so'cial workers have values,
that these values are derived from the particular culture or
subculture with which the caseworker is identified, and that
they are potentially coercive in the work of the caseworker,
whether or not he recognizes them. When they are recognized and clearly identified, they may become potent tools
of the casework process; when they are not recognized, they
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may intrude and interfere with the realization of casework
goals. Rather than denying values, it is important to assert·
and affirm them. Thus, one may recognize to what extent
he is coerced by his value or subjectively oriented to selfgoals, rather than oriented to helpfulness to the client in the
situation that faces the client. It may seem pedantic to emphasize the point, but no one is value-free. However, the
question still remains as to how values may be used to
maximize the client's problem solving activity, and to provide him with "personal happiness and well-being" (valueladen goals, in themselves) (p. 20).
There are the means for the subjective involvement of value
dim.ensions in the work of the social worker.

Theorists and re-

searchers in the field have identified how it occurs.

To understand

value dimensions a:s anchors in the judgment process of the social
worker" however, a conceptual system must be set forth.
Lewin has conceived of man's sensitivity to his fellows in a
holistic view that gives importance to the interaction of systems in a
pattern of interrelationships.

The theoretical framework as intro-

duced by Lewin provides a way to m.easure and chart the magnitude
and relative influence of interacting factor s as determinants of
human behavior.

Interaction among human being sis identified by

. behaviors which are not discrete but are dynamic.

It thus becomes

unreal to derive the psychological vectors from single isolated acts
or objects.

Any conception of the psychological field, according to

Lewin, must derive from the. mutual relations of the factors in the
concrete whole situation.

Behavior is essentially the momentary

condition of the individual and the structure of the psychological
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situation.

In Lewin's words,

The dynamics of the processes is always to be derived
from the relation of the concrete individual to the concrete
situation, and, so far as internal forces are concerned,
from the mutal relations of the vat:io.us functional systems
that make up the individual (1935, p. 41).
Important to Lewin was the concept of the human being in relation to the structure of his psychological environment.

He dernon-

strated that the psychological world could be described in measures
no less concrete and potentially specifiable than the scientist would
use in the world of physics.

The human being operates amidst a

field of forces where functional relationships can be considered
analogo,us to spatial dimensions in the physical sciences.

He speaks

of life space in characterizing the psychological environment.

This

is a concept that encompasses historical development as well as the·
"here and now." In a theoretical paper published in 1951, Lewin
described it this way:
The possibilities of a field theory in the realm of action,
emotion, and personality are firmly established. The basic
statements of a field theory are that (a) behavior has to be
derived from a totality of coexisting facts, (b) these coexisting facts have the character of a "dynamic field" insofar as
the state of any part of this includes the statement that we
have to deal in psychology, too, with a manifold, the interrelations of which cannot be represented without the concept
of space. . . . All psychological schools implicitly agree
with this statement by using concepts like approach or
withdrawal, social position, and so forth in their descriptions . . . . It is everywhere accepted that this "life space"
includes the person and the psychological environment
(p~ 71).
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It is convenient to consider that human beings operate in the
systemic. spatial context as integrated systems, a construct applied
in social work theory by Hearn (1958).
follows:

Hearn has defined system as

"Each system consists of objects which are simply the

parts or components of the system; there are attributes which are
the properties of the objects and their attributes which tie the system together" (p. 38).

The human being .is described as a system

consisting of parts such as physiological and psychological components.

Where the human being as a system engage s in social inte r-

course, the dimensions of the interplay are parts of another system,
"a social system, " as conceptualized by Talcott Parsons ( 1951).
The interplay between social worker and client is an interactive re1ationship which should be characterized as itself a social system.
The characteristics of the individuals as systems in dynamic exchange are involved as objects andattributes in functional interplay.
An attribute of the social worker is the philosophical conviction
about life and its application.in the diagno stic judgment situation is
measured through determining the measure of valence.
No object is considered neutral in Lewin's systematic understanding of the world, and every environmental facet has attached to
it a valence (or Aufforderungscharakter) which through combinations
determines the direction of the ultimate behavior.

A working trans-

lation of the German word, aufforderungscharakter, is "demand
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value", and thus valence suggests relative valuation of factors in the
psychological environm.ent (1961, p. 794).

It is a quantifiable con-

cept.
A com.plex of variables com.pose the life space of the social
worker whenever he m.akes an evaluation in a case situation.

Rela-

tionships am.ong objects m.aking up this environm.ent can be described
with reference to the valences of these objects as to each other.
The present research

~s

an approach to m.easurem.ent of the

difference in valence between relevant objects.

Techniques utilized

in the research were designed to m.easure relative preference for
differ:ent value orientations.

The quaI;l.tities representing these

m.easures were then to be used to ascertain their relative corre-·
spondence to perception in certain diagnostic situations.
The concept of valence as applied in this conceptualization. is a
term. used to characterize the dynam.ic aspect of value.
a . relationship and it is be st quantified as a force.

It represents

As a force in

hum.an relationships, it m.ust be considered a feeling.

When valence

is defined by Lewin.for its part in any psychical event, he points out:
That the valence is not associated m.erely with a direction,
but that a directed force, determ.inative of the behavior,
m.ust be ascribed to it, m.ay be seen in the fact that a change
in the position of the attractive object brings about (other
things being equal) a change in the direction of . . . m.ovem.ents (p. 81).
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The valence is a force which itself implies certain properties as a
"force"--again by Lewin--force is composed of three properties:
(1) direction, (2) strength, and (3) point of application (p. 81).

The

active character of valence implies that it is recognizable only as it
emerge s in an actual event or transaction.. When translated into
static representation, as to be ascribed to an actor or an object, the
measure of valence can probably be measured by the disposition of
the actor.
A word used to describe the general phenomenon which we are
considering when referring to the predisposition of the person is the
term, ','set" or sometimes, "psychological set." Dember (1960) has
characterized this state as follows:
passive receiver.

"stimulation does not fall ona

The individual, on the contrary, is 'prepared',

implicitly or explicitly, for certain kinds of input; the input is actively dealt with on the basis of this preparation" (p. 273).

This

would, of course, include a variety of physiological, psychological
and axiological variables in combination with one another.

Postman,

Bruner, and McGuinnes (1948) have stated:
What one sees, what one observes, is inevitably what
one s.elects from a near infinitude of potential percepts.
Perceptual selection depends not only upon the "primary
. dete rminants of attention" but is al so a servant of one J s
interests, needs, and values (p. 142).
These experimenters tested the influences of the Spranger value
categories (Spranger, 1929) in showing that value orientation acts as
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a sensitizer lowering thresholds for acceptable stimullls objects.
Respondents were able to recognize high value words at relatively
. shorter intervals (p. 142-154).

A similar study by Haight and Fiske

(1957) carne up with precisely the identical result (p. 394-398).
Another study by Fensterheim:and Tresselt(1953, p. 93-98) showed
that when the stimulus situation is ill-defined or when quite emotionallyladen, subjects judging personality of other people contribute
more of themselves to the perceptual field.

The value orientation

can become a frame of reference for judgments in the field of cognizance experienced by the social worker.

Attitudes may be pro-

jectedonto the stimulus figure.
There are varying points of view with respect to the degree of
influence to be adduced to value orientation when determinants of behavior are being specified.

McCormick (1961) would suggest that all

social functioning is traceable to these fundamental ideological considerations.

Kecskemeti (1952) would see the value orientation con-

structs as such nebulous things as to be malleable and therefore
behavior becomes entirely dependent upon the momentary interrelationships.

Buhler (1962) convincingly suggests that a relationship

between personal values and behavior in the therapeutic situation
mllst be assumed- -leaving us only to determine its character.
writes:

She
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One cannot live without encountering the problem of values.
Certainly, one cannot go through psychotherapy without becoming, involved, implicitly or explicitly, in the problem.
Nor can one engage in psychotherapy as a therapist without
bringing certain convictions about values into one's work.
These convictions mayor may not be specifically communicated to the patient, but they underlie the therapist's activity; they help determine the goal he sets for himself and
his patient; and they are consciously or unconsciously refleeted in his questions, statements, or other reactions (p. I).
Social work research can explore and evaluate in such abstract
dirnensions as are examined in the present study so long as tangible
aspects are measured.

The "demand value" or "valence" can be

identified when reflected by expressed attitudes.

The approach to

measurement and evaluation of this attitude assessment 'as utilized
in the present study will be outlined in Chapter III.

It is necessarily

a method that seeks to bring about disclosure of 'possible relationships between value orientation and behavior.

The value orientation

would be expected to emerge as one component of the psychological
set assumed by the social worker in perception of diagnostic criteria
in family crisis situations.

The degree to which the psychological

set is influenced or "anchored" by various value orientations has
implications for the cognitive efficiency in the diagnosis.

v.

SUMMARY

It has been the purpose of this section to identify the aspects
of value potentially to appear in social work decision-making.
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Definition of its meaning and impact were initial tasks.
The value orientation is seen as an ingredient of the social
work practitioner's total functional make-up.

If it is to be said that

a decision-making process is inherent to social work practice, then
the value-laden aspects of the judgment are important for their in-fluence in the process of the decision-making.

In undertaking re-

search of this phenomena, the act of diagnosis is a good model
decision-making situation to examine.
This section defines the terms used in this conceptualization
and it prepares for a theoretical understanding of the models in
diagnostic judgment.

The act of cognition as understood in social

psychology approximates the social worker's activity in receiving and
incorporating information as stimuli for diagnosis.

The exact

character of valuation was recognized to be potentially an aspect of
professional training as well as fundamental personal philosophy.
Processesihpsy~hicalevents

were to be seen as caused by sub-

jective and objective elements in the field of forces.

Lewin's field

theory provided a theoretical basis that could introduce schema for
introduction of value factors, along with other phenomena as concrete
aspects of a specific psychic,al result.

CHAPTER II

AN OPERATIONALVSITUA1'ION: THE FAMILY IN CRISIS
AS A MODEL DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEM

1.

CHOOSING A PARTICULARIZED PRACTICE PROBLEM

It is postulated that the efficacy of this research effort shall be
dependent upon how carefully the problem has been designed and the
inquiry managed.

The announced purpose has beeu_to_assess a valence

phenomenon in some delineated area of social work practice.

To

test out this area of influence upon judgment processes, a specific
dimension of social work functioning must be isolated out and made
recognizable.

This chapter proposes a particular social work ac-

tivity as a problem for analysis in relation to the aspect of value
valence.
As a profe s sional pur suit, the practice of social work has
tended to encompass a wide range of activities.
Hinding~

Chambers and

(1968) remember the social worker as a friend of the poor

living in settlement houses - -on the one hand guiding child-like clientele to better living and on the other appealing to an unsympathetic
public on behalf of a part of the population unable to articulate their
needs.

The Portland State University School of Social Work has now
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conceived of social work practice as cOTIunonly being pursued in
com.m.unity action agencies, in group-oriented neighborhood houses,
or in agencies devoted to individual or fam.ily treatment.

A worker

might be centrally concerned with a total neighborhood or a community.

Therapy groups or activity groups might be the recipients

of intervention by the social worker.
tact might be individuals or fam.ilies.
of

~lientele

The focus of social work conBy and large, there is variety

and problems which can be regularly encountered in the

course of practice.
Clemenger (1966) has suggested that a generic method is common to ,all social work whether the unit of service happens to be with
individuals, families or peer groups.

She suggests that work with

clients at any of the levels has common characteristics, having
"overlapping referents and convergent conceptual properties" (p. 4).
If one can be persuaded by her argument, then it might well be concluded that practice principles developed in one of the several dimensions might be profitably utilized or properly adapted for application
in other circumstances.

The present research study has limited its

focus to a particular stage in the work of a social worker and it has
been economical to select out a type of'situation as a model for study.
The research plan utilizes the terminology and thinking set out
by Lippitt, Watson and Westley in the book, The Dynamics of fHanned
Change.

They conceive of social work method in an analytical way.
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They point out that four types of dynamic systems potentially need
help--"the individual personality, the face-to-face group, the organization, and the community" (p. 5).

The family is one example of

the kind of small social unit that these authors categorize as a faceto-face group. Theypropose the term

cli~ent

system to denote any of

the levels of social unit which might warrant the attention of the
social worker.

That such a general term does lend itself to. seman-

tic difficulties is to be acknowledged, but it provides a conceptual
construct useful as a framework for understanding similarity among
these subjective phenomena.

The aforementioned authors say:

~

it is important to remember that the word "system" always refers to an organization of interrelated parts and
that when the system is a multiple-person system these
parts may be various types of sub-units - -individuals, roles,
groups, organization, communities (p. 12).
It is through diverse means that different units of social organization
may manifest an appeal for help.

Resources which any client system

may turn to for assistance are referred to as change agents--a term
which could appropriately apply to the psychiatri st, psychologist,
group, worker or other human relations expert (p. 11).

In the pres-

ent study, it is the social worker that is being seen as the change
agent.
The conceptual structure utilizing the foregoing terms is suitable as a framework for this research.

Its application accords with

Hearn's (1958) requirements for theory building in social work.

The
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value orientation must first be made explicit, he says, then "the
theorist will next select or develop appropriate constructs and
models" (p. 13).

The "client system" is one construct of the prob-

lem situation encountered by the social worker in this study.

Meas-

urement is in terms of objectivelyidentifiable criteria but total
impressions include more esoteric data.

The "change agent" in

process of interaction with the client system shall be the central
theme.

Our model shall be but one stage in this dynamic encounter.

This study intends to develop implications for wider understanding of diagnosis in social work.

The findings or hypotheses

developed out of the tests involved in this research should fit at a
high level of abstraction.

The use of an operational model is to pro-

vide for a symbolic representation of a cognitive phenomenon.

A

guide to establishing such a model is set out by Meadows (1957) who
has said,
The formulation of a model consists in conceptually marking off a perceptual complex. It involves, moreover, replacing part or parts of a perceptual complex. by some
representation, or symbol. Every model is a pattern of
symbols, rules and processes regarding as matching, in
part or in totality, an existing perceptual complex. Each
model stipulates, thus, some correspondence with reality,
and some verifiability between model and reality" (po 4).
For the sake of testing how diagnosis might be influenced by
the value orientation of the social worker, a model situation fairly
typical of social work practice problems has been selected out for
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study.

Diagnosis in a particular family circumstance has been

chosen as the typical situation.

The social worker encounters fami-

lies in rnost social agencies and demands for service are varied.
Briar has pointed out, "The farnily has long been one of the central
concerns of social work" (1966, p. 9).
for farnily service.

Social work training gears

All schools of social work are expected by the

Council on Social Work Education (1962) to enable the student to
recognize, understand, and appraise:
. . . The processes of growth and personality developrnent of the individual within the social contexts of the
farnily, group relationships, occupational settings, and
cornmunity structures .
. . . Behavior of the individual under stress, with attention to rnaturation, growth, development, and environrnental
influences and of his use of adaptations and defenses.
The trained social worker is thus expected to be equipped to understand social relationships of a person in a family constellation.
Most often the social worker has at least had experience as a
member of his own family.

Coupling this with his training and ex-

perience, he should theoretically have a conception of "what a family
is" even though this might differ greatly between individual workers.
A definition of pathology or. deviance

~ould

be dependent upon a num-

her of factors form-ulated in the pre -cognitive stage of the social
worker's impending clinical encounters with family situations.
and Sabshin (l966) feel that social values and centuries of past

Offer
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ethical associations do exist which intermingle with objective appraisal of real life situations (p. 129).

Behavioral scientists and

clinicians, regardless of attempts at objectivity, must be so affected.
It is possible that a large number of variables are complexly
intermingled in the network of family relationships which might be
encountered by the social workers.

The literature discussing family

life could conceivably lend support to any number of quite variant
conceptions of family organization even when it is possible to find
agreement about the characteristics that are actually observed in a
clinical encounter.

Diagnosis in the complex of a family situation

would r.esemble the delicate interplay of factors within the individual
personality and it 'similarly would be analogous to the intricate interrelationships of forces in a community.

The family diagnostic situ-

ation is an appropriate example of the various situations in which
social work judgment take s place.
The conceptualization of diagnosis through utilization of an
"operational situation" as a model can show the components of the
process while preserving its dynamic character.

Meier (1965) has

developed her classification system for casework practice by outlining,potential interactions between the person and his operational
situation.

She defines the operational situation as "the sites within

which the person is expected to function."
says,

More specifically, she
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The sites can be defined in terms of those factors and influences that are external to the person but that are relevant
to. his functioning in that they provide the stimuli affecting his
ways of thinking, feeling and behaving (p. 544).
This is a useful interaction concept to apply to the social worker
himself as he engages in a meaningful encounter with any client system.

His role as a change agent is circumscribed by the character

of service he is offering, the agency in which practice takes place,
and finally by the perceivable attributes of the operational situation
with which he seeks to engage.
Help rendered by the social worker involved in the casework
process may well follow some specifiable patterns in spite of diverse
agency identifications.

The family itself will be the single most in-

fluential determinant of the character of its involvement with the
social worker.

Diagnosis will nonetheless rely rather heavily upon

the specific set of circumstances which precipitate the need for a
family to see a social worker.
Commonly encountered in social work practice is the crisis of
a family as precipitated by some stress or pressure.

Crisis events

are common in situations requiring the attention of the social agency
and the nature of the crisis usually relates to the nature of the service a given agency performs.

Travelers call upon the Traveler's

Aid Society in the couse of a catastrophy incurred while being vulnerable as a traveler.

Families coming to the attention of the
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juvenile court do so in the aftermath of some critical event like an
act of delinquency or the mistreatment of a child.

Even in the rela-

tivelyrnore long-term casework agency like the Family Services
Society, the impending breakdown of a marriage, or the acting out
of a child, or the disability of an aged parent are often the critical
precipitant to the request for service.
times of crisis.

These are most certainly

It would seem that the social work diagnostician

could delineate practice principles quite knowledgeably where intervention is precipitated by a state of crisis.
ence for the social worker.

This is a typical experi-

The research design has specified a

hypothetical set of conditions relating to family structure and the aspects of crisis.

This was to provide a test of perception that would

have the social worker relating to presumably familiar parameters.
Before this chapter is considered complete, the attributes of a
family as a system must be set into perspective.

Its organismic

character must be made manifest as potentially identifiable in the
form of a perceptual complex.

Rules and processes as would be

likely to emerge in the time of crisis must be defined.

This is es-

sentiallyan elucidation of the character of the diagnostic problem
so that the reader may understand wha't is involved in such circumstances.
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II. ATTRIBUTES OF THE FAMILY ASA CONCEPTUAL CONSTRUCT

While considered by many as being basic to the orderly functioning of the total society, the family remains an enigma in many
respects.

It is a complex and elusive construct.

Social workers

will nonetheless say that they consistently encounter family units
and routinely develop a diagnostic appraisal in relation to them.
Some basic assumptions seem necessary when we are developing a
research relating to any particular class of objects.

This section

serves a purpose that will set the family into perspective much as
JayHc~.ley

did in an article written in 1962.

It is a statement of my

position regarding the family as a construct.
A blending of the views of the family into a framework considered minimally consistent will be necessary as a ba.ckground for
the analysis to follow later in this research report.

An emphasis

upon systemic properties of the family will emerge quite ctearly as
will conceptualization in terms of interaction variable s.
seeks to gi ve

v~lue

This review

to both the structural and the dynamic, and real-

istically it should be regarded as non-speculative observation of a
social phenom.enon.

It is a

topologica~

identification of relevant

characteristics, and social work's unique recognition of the central
place of hum.an need colors the characterization.
Ackerm.an (1958) suggests, "it is possible to conceptualize
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along a single continuum degrees of success and failure in the fulfillment of essential fam.ily function.

II

In his view, sick fam.ilies must

be regarded as those which progressively fail to carry out their
essential family functions (p. 99).

Diagnosis in fam.ily therapy in-

volves assessing the extent to which the deficiency and the m.om.entary
disequilibrium. is a direct m.anifestation of the pattern of relationships within the family unit and between fam.ilymembers and those
outside the family.
The uniqueness of each family constellation must be kept in
m.ind because the essential functions will vary.
social unit are som.ewhat distinct.

The needs of each

It is in the specific case situation

that the individual social worker provides a distinct service to his
client- -his general concepts are adapted accordingly in relation to
the circumstances he encounters.
mented to preserve the family.

An adaptive procedure is imple-

The late Charlotte Towle (1945),

outlined what the social worker m.ust seek to understand before helping a family:
Understanding what is happening to family life im.plies some
knowledge of what it has been, som.e perception of its strengths
and weaknesses. This involves learning something of how the
family functioned as a group prior ,to the present difficulty.
Just as the individual com.monly has varying needs at different
age levels and com.mon ways of responding insofar as these
needs are met or not m.et, just as these needs and these ways
of reacting must be re spected if the individual is to be helped,
so the fam.ily group presents a varied interplay of relationship
needs which. must be considered if its strengths are to be conserved and disintegration guarded against (p. 85).
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Fun_C:::,tion for the family may be described in terms of those
benefits that accrue to individuals in the group.
need;.,meeting operation.

Its process is a

As a recognizable entity in the American

society, the family group generally has a fairly well-defined structure which is considered best suited to achieve its goals.

Bell and

Vogel have suggested a prototype which can well be representative
of the typical family group:
. . . we shall regard the family as a structural unit composed, as an ideal type, of a man and woman joined in a
socially recognized union and their children. Normally, the
child'ren are the biological offspring of the spouses, but, as
in the case of adopted children in our society, they need not
neces sarilybe biologically related. This social unit we shall
calJ. the nuclear family or simply the family. This unit is
familiar and easily identifiable in American society, and it
is the expected household unit (1960, p. 1).
Mo'st social work contacts are very likely with the social unit
as constituted in the above definition, but certainly a sizable ptoportion of the clientele are in need of casework services even when
family -make-up differs from that model.

Sometimes, surely, the

troubles that require social work intervention may well be related to
the degree to which the aggregation needing service deviates from
the model structure.

This sugge sts that the family as a social insti-

tution may tend to be constituted as it 1s because it is called upon to
perform certain necessary tasks.

Bernard Farber has considered

the varying definitions of the family,as distinguishable insofar as they
emphasize goals originating in differ:ent dimensions.

He has
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observed that,
Some sociologists try to define the family in terms of a
set of ends, others in terms of a kind of social structure
organized to gain more general ends in societies, and still
others in terms of structures and ends emerging in the unique
history of each society (1966, p. 1).
The familY,as an individually dynamic system and in its wider
functional abstraction as a social institution certainly must be re
garded as anything but a static entity.

=

Pinpointing its dimensions

and specifying them at anyone point in time becomes relative to the
cultural context and it is a complex problem. Nothing but an ever"
changing conception will do.

Speaking of the family as a functional

unit in ,society, Hill (1951) pointed out how vastly different family
tasks are today than they were many years ago:
As America has become industrialized and urbanized, there
have been tremendous shifts in the division of tasks assigned
to its major social institutions. Activities once centered in
the horne, such as production of food and clothing" family
recreation, vocational apprenticing, and religious instruction' have been shifted to canneries, factories, recreation
centers, vocational schools, and,Sunday schools. Important
tasks remain, however, which families must render society:
childbearing, child socializing, and personality building.
These responsibilities are more complicated than raisingcorn or producing fried chicken, by which some families
were judgedin days past. To be sure, families have always
had these' humanizing assignments, but only within our time
have they been given the time and the tools for accomplishing
them (p. 4).
Recognizing that family diagnosis must involve awareness of
the societal influences on the family, the social worker must be
ready to understand the impact of economic, political, and religious
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factors.

Nimkoff (1965) writes perceptively of the interrelationship

of social influences as distinctive practices emerge in families.

He

introduces with great clarity the popular notion that the family is a
part of the social system which is influenced by other parts, and in
turn, also influences them.

The family is a functional part of a

wider matrix in which all dynamic mechanisms interrelate to produce a

surro~nding

for hurnans that nurtures, sustains, and reacts

to these very individualistic beings (p. 37-59).
Drawing heavily frorn rnaterial uncovered in anthropological
studies, Nirnkoff and his fellow authors recognize how variance in
the farnily systern relates to its interplay with other cultural,
structural and environrnental dirnensions.

The varying human cul-

tures thernselves can be organized into widely diverging social
systerns.

Ways that such a wider social systern develops

to regu-

larize interaction often can be structurally identified as sub - systerns.
Thus, it is possible to see sorne sirnilarities at various levels in
terrns of organizational phenornena alone.

Styles adopted in social

units of larger size rnay have parallels in the farnily as a subsystern.
Because the farnily is conceived as a social system in this research, further elucidation of thi s conception can help to deterrnine
the analytical basis for it.

This social systern structure can be ap-

plied analogously in understanding laws governing other systems.
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Borrowing a description cOTIlposed by Leslie (1964), it is possible to
see the character of this conceptualization:
A social systeTIl is TIlade up, not of people, but of behavior.
Viewed froTIl the standpoint of the individual, every person
participates in TIlany different, and often overlapping, social
systems. Husband and wife in interaction constitute one
system, mother and child a second, father and child a third,
and so on. There is also the social system which eTIlbraces
the whole family. Each family member participate s, in addition' in a variety of sy stems involving nonfamily membe r s.
Some of the more significant of these revolve around the occupational role of the husband, the family's religious affiliation' and the members' social and community affiliations.
Society may be viewed as a complex network of interdependent,
interlocking social systems (p. 924).
Perhaps the foremost engineer of the concept of the social
system is Parsons (1962) who has written, "The social system is
made up of the actions of individuals.

The actions which constitute

the social system are also the same actions which make up the personality systems of the individual actors" (p. 190).

In considering

the family, one must take into account the individual's total system
of action which is essentially his role in the interrelationships.

This

may be composed of constellations of roles, and again from Parsons,
"it (the family) is a system of differentiated actions, organized into
a system of differentiated roles" (p. 197).
As it is for an organi~ation()f individuaLhuman beings which forITl
any group, certain functional prerequisites are necessary for the continuance of any individual family.

These have been collected into six

broadly-stated and all-inclusive items by Bennett and Tomin (1948)
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who feel these are necessary in any social group not doomed to dissolution: (I) Maintenance of biological functioning of the group members, (2) Reproduction of new group members, (3) Socialization of
new members, (4) Production and distribution of goods and services,
(5) Maintenance of internal and external order, and (6) Maintenance
of meaning and motivation for group activity (po 49).

The testing of

these postulates is not for this research effort, but the recognition
of the family as a system and as a group is indispensable to this
theoretical perspective.

The social worker's intervention must be

concerned with survival of the family and its members.

Diagnosis

by the social worker is activity of an individual personality involved
with this semi-closed system.

One aspect of this activity is bringing

potential re source s into focus.

It is a multi -dimensional challenge

to the perceptivity and understanding of the social worker.

III.

VARIANT FORMS OF THERAPEUTIC
INTERVENTION IN FAMILY LIFE

Family casework must be considered as a living process with
an infinite number of possible treatment strategies.

An understand-

ing of the role of diagnosis must recognize the potential of differentiation between various ways of intervening in family situations.
Shifts in the balance of equilibrium in a family unit could conceivaqly
be induced through focus at many different points in the disabled
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client system.

Recognition of some diverse approaches in that form

of clinical practice which centers upon family disorganization will be
the function of the following discussion.
The Committee on Family Diagnosis and Treatment of the Midwestern Regional Committee of the Family Service Association of
America (1965) has suggested a definition of family treatment that
seems descriptive of the typical representation of social worker casework with cli:ent families:
Family treatment is the process of planned intervention
in an area of family dysfunctioning. Family treatment is
centered upon the dynamic functioning of the family as a
unit, and some form of multiple interviewing is the primary
treatment technique. Shifts to other treatment techniques
(individual, joint, and total-family interviews) are related
to the emergence of new diagnostic data or treatment development' and are undertaken in the context of the totalfamily treatment goal. Since the goal of treatment requires
focus on the family, some form of multiple interviewing
remains the major treatment technique (Family Service
Association of America, 1965, p. viii).
A general pattern of practice in family treatment does seem to
exist and it might be said to accord roughly with the above statement.
Beatman, Sherman, and Leader (1966) have agreed that "family
therapists, of whatever stripe, have a common purpose and share
certain basic theoretical propositions, " but they have also cautioned
that "they (family therapists) emphasize different things and pursue
different interests - -concurring, debating, and complementing each
other's work" (p. 75).

In the course of intervention, the character
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of the social worker's interaction with any given family will relate
to style of practice as well as dynamic factors.

The style of the

caseworker includes his capacity to engage with a family in a way
consistent with certain widely accepted propositions even as he
operates in a mode possibly quite divergent from that of other family
therapists.

It is helpful to contrast some of the concept of social

worker involvement with families.

Dynamic factors are of course

idio sync ratic to each and eve ry situation.
When pathology is identified in a family unit, the;therapist presumably attempts to discover how best it might be remedied.

Liken-

ing this to medical procedures, the ca sework task then becomes one
of determining which means of "treating the disease" is proper.

A

wide variety of orientations might be considered, depending upon the
character of the problem and the preference of the therapist.

Where

a single member is causing a disturbance, it might be conceivable to
offer individual psychotherapy or even structured behavior change.
Where a member of a family unit is behaving in a way potentially
dangerous to himself or others, hospitalization or incarceration
might even be the treatment of choice.
.

Involvement of the identified
.

patient in. another form of intimate group experience outside institutional settings might be another alternative.

The choice might be a

therapy oriented to the individual personality system- -or it might be
a family centered approach.

It might conceivably involve broad
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environmental manipulation.
Gomberg (1958)believes that the helping professions have been
feeling the limitations implicit of a sole reliance on an individualized
psychology.

Joining with this conception is Satir (1964) who says,

"When one person in a family (the patient) has pain which shows up
in symptoms, all family Inembers are feeling this pain in some way"
(p. 1).

She points out that the symptoms serve a family function as

well as an individual function by helping to achieve family homeostasis (or a balance in relationships).

The involvement with an in-

dividual family m.ember m.ay be a way to reach the total family, but
even when such an approach is utilized, Miss Satir and her colleague s would contend that the implications for the wider fam.ily
m.atrix must be understood.
There is indeed reason to assume that individual psychotherapy
and fam.ily therapy neces sarily contrast with one another in term.s of
procedure and process.

Menninger (1958) writes of the psychoana-

lytic technique as an extremely intim.ate experience between two
people.

The relationship between two people comes very close to

being the goal itself--but it is an individual experience for the
which can have iInplications for his social life.

pati~nt

Menninger suggests

that decisions in a person's "life program" be deferred until the
analysis is com.plete.

It is not that individual treatm.ent is antitheti-

cal to the goals of better family functioning.

Rather, focus is on
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the patient who, in turn, becomes better able to function in the fam.ily
life and in his social environment.
While the word "family" ~o some therapists. rnaymean nothing
more than a collection of individuals, it will mean something much
more to those on the other end of the continuum.
is an entity having a being in itself.

To some, a group

Leik and Northwood

(1964) utilize the group process approach in their work and focus on
problems encountered during decision-making "which arise regardless of the degree of personal stability of the members of the family"

(p. 288).
A,s this research effort has developed, it has seemed desirable
to recognize that social workers need to consider a client system
that has specifiable properties, regardles s of the potential therapeutic focus.

When it is considered that the total family unit is in

distress, there is an implied responsibility for considering a wider
interactional field.

Even those who prefer to provide individual

therapy tend to consider the potential impact upon the total family
unit of the patient's behavior, and, of course, consideration is
usually given to the corresponding influence of the family on the
patient.
Styles in treatment of families may also be seen to vary from
worker to worker quite conspicuously in spite of fundamental agreemeI1-t in respect to some theoretical propositions.

Scherz (1966)
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suggests that "family treatment is in a stage of development similar
to the young child who is struggling to establish his identity . . . a
state of excited confusion." She feels that "our practice must con=
tinue while theoretical speculations continue to be put forward,
formulated, altered, and reformulated" (p. 234).

The task yet to be

mastered is described by Ehrenwald (1963).
Family diagnosis, in order to be brought up to the standards
currently applied to psychiatric diagnosis in the individual,
has to proceed in two major steps. First, it must aim at a
descriptive, taxonomic delineation of patterns characteristic
of a given family constellation. Second, it must seek to ar~
rive at a deeper, dynamic, psychological understanding of
such patterns (p. 121).
Generalized objectives in family treatment are formulated in terms
of functional standards, but adapting these in family situations requires individual judgment and interpretations of very nebulous constructs.
An example of the range of diagnostic decisions possible
emerges with regard to composition of therapy sessions.

It is Bell's

(1961) contention that the family therapist must always see the
family as a group.

He suggests that involvement with individuals in

the family is inappropriate.

Conversely, Hallowitz (1966) urges that

individual therapy is sometiines to be used as a component of family
therapy.

Wasser (1966) contends that family group treatment as a

modality can be broadened and enhanced by includingolder relatives-she would not limit to the nuclear family and conceives of the
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importance of extended family relationships.

Beatrnan, Sherman

and Leader (1966) propose that selective inclusion of extended family
might even include a nurse, domestic worker or even the "family
pet." Their idea behind this view is that
the family session has as its important purpose the assembly of the whole family in order to bring to light its
Gestalt, the whole significant emotional field in which the
individuals are intricately bound and balanced together
(p. 78).
The literature generally recognizes the focus on the household unit,
but some therapists are willing to subdivide it for therapeutic purposes and others think it feasible to extend it to spheres well beyond
the basi,c group.
Application of family treatment concepts in case situations will
involving making value judgments and thus the philosophy of the
social worker to the extent that it influences these judgments can be
seen as one of the determinants of the social worker's behavior.
Long time practitioner, Meyer (1959) says, "Family caseworkers
are faced continually with value considerations . . . the burden is on
the practitioner to be sufficiently aware of his own value system so
that he can make a proper adaptation of it to the objectives of social
casework" (p. 374).

It would seem that the structure and dynamics

of a given family are uniquely perceived by a given social worker
who then must achieve some degree of self -awarene s s of the role of
his own value system in his involvement with clientele.
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IV.

THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE F AMIL Y IN CRISIS

A time of crisis in a family provides a set of conditions calling
. for the social worker's evaluation of the family circumstances.

This

is a typical situation for the social worker in major practice settings.
The public welfare agency provides financial help when the provider
is for some reason unable to obtain the income to meet family needs.
Medical social workers in hospitals often are called upon to aS$ist
families facing the loss of a loved one.

Adoption workers are fre-

quently called upon at times when an unwanted pregnancy threatens
social status and internal balance in the family.

Baldwin

(1968) has observed of her clinical experiences that,
An acutely stressful situation, brought about by a current
problem, is often the spur that impels a per son to seek professional help. The severe stress, unconsciously and
symbolically linked with earlier conflicts, stirs up fears
that are, as a rule, related to a threat to or actual loss of
someone es sential to instinctual gratification (po 28).
It is suggested by Kaffman (1963) that a special kind of psychological
atmosphere develops at the point in time that has come to be "known as
lithe crisis.

II

English and English (1958) have defined the crisis time

as " a turning point" (p. 130).

Kaufman contends that long term

therapy may well be unnecessary under these unique conditions:
The simple fact that a large proportion of emotional disturbances' both in children and adults, can be dealt with
satisfactorily without resorting to prolonged methods of
treatment cannot be denied. This is usually true for the
vast majority of reactive emotional disorders and for acute
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and c ri si s situations leading to a breakdown of previous
apparently "normal" behavior. Opportunely timed assistance can help to restore emotional homeostasi's and prevent further impact of disorganizing anxiety which could
determine progressive maladjustment, disintegration and
serious psychopathy (p. 217).
The hazardous event introduces a special kind of problem for
the social worker.

It is proposed by theorists that certain common

conditions are present in the crisis situation, and this theoretical
position must be discussed definitively as a statement of valued perspective in this research.

The conception of the family is here

linked with the notion of crisis.
Crisis is seen in simple spatial terms by Caplan as "an upset
in a steady state." Rapoport characterizes a crisis as "a call to
action" in an article written for Social Work in 1962.

She suggested

that the challenge it provokes maY,bring forth new coping mechanisms which servesto strengthen the adaptive capacity (p. 56).
Duvall (1957) defined family c ri si s in terms which sugge sted that the
situation imposed on the family a need for dramatic readjustment and
possible outside intervention.

In conceiving of the circumstances

that become manifest, she stated:

"A family crisis may be defined

as anything for which the usual patterns of family living are inadequate" (p. 489).
A social scientist who has written authoritatively about the
concept of crisis in family life is Reuben Hill.

His analysis of the
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research has helped to build a theoretical construct for the family
diagno si s problem to be considered in thi s re search.

Hill (1958)

irlentifies three systems of classification of family troubles that have
been used by investigators in cataloging crises:

(1) by source,

whether extra-family or intra-family, (2) by effects upon the family
configuration, which combine dismemberment, acce s sion, and de ~
moralization, and (3) by type of event impinging on the family
(p. 141).

Similarly, Duvall (1957) suggests the following origins to

family crisis:
. . . Family crises have been classified as those resulting
from loss of a member (dismemberment), those resulting
. fro~ loss of status and of face (demoralization), those re~
suIting from the addition of a member (accession), and those
resulting from a combination of demoralization and dismemberment or accession . . . (p. 490).
In spite of varying points of view when it comes to understanding family crisis, a consistent nomenclature has been developed in
specifying structural aspects common in such situations.

Preference

for particular kinds of the dimensions could be expected to vary according to the orientation of the perceiver.

Diagnosticians can be

expected to conceptualize in various ways related to how they expect
family interaction to manifest itself.

Absolute determinants are yet

unavailable at this point in time for guidelines in study of this
phenomenon.

The framework must therefore be seen as a very

generalized schematic of the circumstance under consideration.
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Well accepted reference points are still to be developed.

Haley

(1959) has acknowledged,
What is lacking in the study of interpersonal relations is
a method of describing, by way of some analogy, the process
which takes place when two or more people interact with one
another. Although there are models for inner activity, e. g. ,
the id-ego -superego metaphor, . . . there is not yet a model
for human interaction (p. 372).
The broadly stated definitions and the all-encompassing derivative classification systems are difficult to translate into operational terms.

The system construct described earlier in this report

has considerable promise as a means for programming empirical
research to investigate the interaction, but as yet only limi ted study
has been undertaken.

Hill undertook a systematic study of families

under stress and publishes his results in 1949 setting forth dimensions that he believed could be conceived as organizing determinants,
in the crisis situation.

He conceived of the crisis itself as a situa-

tional occurrence and he felt that three variables are present in a
situation which determine the character of the crisis:

(1) the hard-

ships of the event, (2) the resources of the family to meet the event,
and (3) the family's definition of the event (p. 51).

He translated this

into a formula in a 1958 article which graphically illustrates his conceptual framework for organizing the elements of family crisis:
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1

T_H_E_:_V_E_N_T_ _.....Jf

1

t

(Interacting with)

B
THE FAMILY'S CRISIS-MEETING RESOURCES
(Interacting with)
C

THE DEFINITION THE FAMILY
MAKES OF THE EVENT

THE CRISIS

The varying points of emphasis in conceiving of the family as
an organization in stress will fit within the model suggested by Hill
in the formula shown above.

Social workers may be impressed more

with some components than others according to preferences which
would be in turn related to a widely

ass~rted

myriad of factors.

It

is possible to define the various dimensions of crisis with some degree of conceptual precision, ignoring for the moment the tendency
of the social worker to as sign greater importance to one or the other
of these aspects.
The event which we label as a precipitant of a state of crisis
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is characterized by Lydia Rapoport (1962) as "a self-limiting event
in the temporal sense (from one to six weeks)." She conceives of
crisis, then, as having a beginning, a middle and an end (this she
contrasts with the chronic crisis that she feels characterizes some
client families) (p. 211).
In writing about the kinds of crisis event likely to cause the
family some distress, Baldwin (1968) provides a colorful description
of potential sources of stress--"losses, moves, separations, additions to the family, illness, accidents, legal suits, and shifts in
roles" are examples that she cites.

She notes that for different

family constellations, different events may be significant:
In dealing with young parents, pregnancy is an important
factor. In families with older parents, the disequilibrium
lllay be brought about by the lllarriage of a son, daughter,
or even a widowed grandparent; by the birth of a grandchild;
or by the "loss" of a young child entering school or an
older child entering college of the arllled services (p. 29).
The crisis event has llleaning according to the situational deter:lllinants which are thelllselves directly the factor of an interplay between organism and environlllent.

It is an event which so deeply

penetrates the system that whole new patterns must elllerge.

Crisis

is not simply the disorganization of a system, but it is a new thing
. entirely for the social entity affected.

Farber (1964) points out that

the event which precipitates a crisis introduces conditions which
cause serious disorganization and consequent disfiguration of the
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family's integrated system:
(a) it triggers a change in values and roles, (b) it cannot
be controlled by merely erasing its effects and continuing
life in the manner which had gone on before its occurrence,
and (c) the potential distortions in interpersonal coalitions
which it is capable of inducing are considered as "undesirable" at least by the parents (p. 402).
That some members of the family might regard the distortion
of family organization as distressing or threatening would suggest a
very natural resistance to change or a characteristic organismic
striving to maintain homeostasis.

The family as a system would

tend to prefer handling problem situations in ways that were functionally operative before the crisis producing event caused the disorganization.

Parad and Caplan (1960) suggest,

"the~ essence

of a

crisis is that the situation cannot be easily handled by the family's
commonly used problem-solving mechanisms, but forces the employment of novel patterns" (p. 7).

Patterns or new modes within

the family's range of capacity are called into operation- -new
strengths are identified and put into play.
The phenomenon being identified in the preceding paragraph
would suggest an interplay of the "family's crisis ~meeting resources"
with the stressor event.

Rapoport (1962) has outlined the phases

that occur during the period when the family and event are interacting:
First, there isa period of heightened tension; second,
there is an attempt to solve the problem with habitual
problem-solving mechanisms; third, emergency problem~
solving mechanisms may be called on. The outcome may
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once again be variable: the problem may actually be solved,
or the goals may be altered in order to a,chieve needsatisfaction and greater stability, or there may be a renunciation of desired goals (po 49).
It can be seen that the way that the family conceives of the
problem would modify the impact of the stressor event and likewise
influence the character of the mechanisms used to cope with the
trouble.

The meaning of the c ri si s to the family could r elate to

cultural or subjective definitions as formulated by the members of
the social unit itself.
the family.

It would be affected by the value system of

Some events which would pose major crises to one

family would not to another simply because the problem was differently conceived.
Paradand Caplan (1960) introduce the "family life style" as an
aspect in considering the potential impact of a stressor event.

They
(

suggest the existence of three interrelated factors - - "value system,
role pattern, and communication network. "In essence, the family's
generalized and reasonably stable pattern of organization can be
characterized as a mode or style which itself must interpret events
for definition of relative impact of the stress upon the system.

The

diagnostician must be able to know the family well enough to understand the relative nature of the family system in its interplay with
traumatic events.
The social worker's assessment will finally include appraisal
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in terms of intervention style most likely to be available to the
worker himself.

It is vital to know what can be done.

Treatment

strategies may vary greatly between mental health workers who might
well share an identical conception of the crisis itself.

Kaplan has

written contrasting the tra:ditional stance with an approach which emphasizes the factors inherent of the current situation itself.

Quotes

from his article of March 1968 follow:
Acute emotional problems related to crises and em.ergencies are perceived, in the traditional psychiatric' conception of disease, prim.arily as exacerbations of chronic mental
disorders. It is assumed that a chronic disorder exerts
considerable influence on the patient's reaction to crisis and
stress because it affects all critical aspects of individual
behavior. Although reaction to a crisis is conceived of
largely as indicative of the nature of the pre;..:stres~ personality, the evidence from. studies that have attem.pted to predict
the outcome of a stress situation on the basis of personality
alone does not tend to confirm this theory. An alternative
theoretical position has been form.ulated, which assum.es that
crisis reaction is som.ething .apart from. neuroses and psychoses, a phenom.enon in its own right that requires study
and treatm.ent(p. 151).
These crisis situations, which temporarily disturb the
person, also call forth attempts to m.aster them. and to regain
psychological balance. The signs of upheaval- -the sym.p ~
tom.s - .;.are better understood as products of a crisis situation
than as m.anifestations of earlier personality disturbances.
The person's pre-stress personality is likely to influence
his response to a crisis, but his personality alone does not
determ.ine the outcom.e, which is m.arkedly affected by his
current relationships (p. 152).
With the assumption that clinical experience and professional
unity have produced a population of constructs having som.e conceptual
hom.ogenei ty regarding the content of c ri si s situations along wi th
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sOITle underlying theoretical heterogeneity, this research study shall
investigate the process of faITlily diagnosis at such tiITles as perceived by social workers.

The liITlitation of this probleITl to the

faITlily in crisis still leaves ITluch rOOITl for variant interpretations.
But, it has been possible to liITlit consideration to a total group
identity and to specify a tiITle -liITlited situation.

The fraITlework for

understanding a crisis in faITlily life leaves opportunity for the social
worker to conceive of it as steITlITling froITl individual personality
aberration or for diagnosis to be an asseSSITlent of total group disequilibriuITl.

A long range

ori~ntation

short-te'rITl intervention approach.

could be adopted as cou.ld a

It is proposed that faITlily in

crisis is an understandable construct regardless of the psychological
school by which it is to be regarded.

A nUITlber of influences can be

expected to influence the pre-conceived perceptual iITlages of the
social worker to be involved in such a circuITlstance.

V.

ADDENDUM TO CHAPTERS I AND II

It has been the function of the preceding two chapters to review
literature which deals with constructs relevant to the present research.

These chapters provide a theoretical fraITle of reference so

that the relationships being ITleasured in this research can take on
ITleaning.

It has been the goal of the preceding sections to define the

character of the universe being studied.
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One m.ust first appreciate the significance of the construct of
value in the conceptualization of the diagnostic process before one
can appreciate the com.plexitie s of the fam.ily situation as the subj ect
of the diagnosis.

Both are essentially elusive constructs which defy

absolute definition.

For every way of looking at either value or

fa:mily, som.e very logical objections can be introduced.

One m.ust

be content with a conceptualization that is at least internally consistent.

Once established in this way, the construct can be tested

and tentative results obtained.
The review of m.aterial as set out in the first two chapters is
too brief to be accurate and too wide-ranging to be simple.

The

definitions of concepts are som.etimes by im.plication and every:
notion expressed is subject to changes as the contextual boundaries
shift.

With what has been identified for this moment in time, it has

been possible to explore possible ramifications along the lines allowable in this frame of reference.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY IN MEASURING RELATIONSHIPS
AMONG STUDY VARIABLES

1.

RATIONALE FOR A MULTIVARIATE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
IN THIS EXPLORATORY RESEARCH PROJECT

The beginnings of this research project stemmed from a
general hypothesis that human values would constitute one aspect of
the functioning of the social worker in practice.

It was not possible

to subject such a notion to the scrutiny of methodical quantitative
analysis in any way that would not be grossly subject to

thevulner~

abilities of nebulous and abstract terminology, but the study has proceeded in spite of such obvious- _limitations.

Appropriate measure-

ment has been utilized and mathematical concepts_have been
introduced to aid in the analysis, and yet one must recognize that a
study of this kind will have a great potential for error simply by the
nature of the constructs involved.
At the beginning, it was thought ,that theme s might be identified
by actual observation of the activities of social workers.

The idea

was to infer the existence of subjective guides to such activity that
would point to a philosophical theme underlying practice.

This
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would essentially be an inductive approach to study of the problem.
In the process of designing the study, it was learned that the problem
of itemizing and interpreting specific acts of service could include
such immense :minutia: of unique bits of behavior to make collation
virtually impossible.

Initially, the task was too broadly conceived.

The problem would have to be narrowed and it seemed most
feasible to go in the direction of considering the me.chanic s of social
work judgment in relation to value conceptions.

A proposition would

be tested that value dimensions could be generally conceived to
underlie specific trends in judgment.
Gonsideringjudgments as decisions between two or more alternatives or categories of response (Johnson, 1945) one can_

~/

describe the social worker as a clinician who would have judgments
to make continually

du~ing

casework with client families.

These

would be based upon his ongoing appraisal of his client's condition
and circumstances.

It can thus be said that judgments in the case-

work process are progressively based on greater and greater accumulations of information:and experience with the family.

Decision-

making becomes increasingly complex and involved as it is
complicated by continued interaction .between the social worker and
his clients.
The time of worker preparation for the initial encounter with
his client family seemed logically the point when there would be

PORTLAND STATE UfUVERS!TY LlBmt
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least " contamination" frorn an involvernent with considerations external to the diagnostician hirnself and thus a maxirnum involvement of
value considerations.

At such tirnes, there could conceivably be a

chance for rneasuring of the pre-perceptual stage of the diagnostician.
There would be a minim.um of client influence as opposed to what
there would be at later stages of contact in the casework process.
The test ,would seek to elicit a measurement of the attitudinal set of
the social workers by asking each to respond to the questionnaire as
a social worker diagnosing a situation involving a family.

The ques-

tionnaire was designed to establish an experimental condition which
would determine the social worker's basic frame of reference, prior
to but in anticipation of an encounter with a family in crisis.
Consistent impressions of the meaning and implications of
human behavior are unlikely from worker to worker as Weiner,
Blumberg and Cooper discovered in a study reported in 1959.

Their

findings showed that uniformity of attitudes among clinicians was
lacking.

Social worker s were found to be no more consi stent in

specifying relati ve adequacy of adjustment than were a random
sample of college students.

Other studies also vary a great deal

from person to person (Estes, 1949; Leventhal, 1957; Allison, et al.,
1964).

And, situations lacking clear cut determinants in the

stimulus dimension judged to tend to be perceived along lines determined by other factors (Hood and Sherif, 1962).

Judgments in such
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situations have tended to be formed on the basis of certain criteria
which are chosen for reasons unique to each judge.

Fillenbaum

(1961) reports that "How Fat is Fat?" tends to vary by one's own
weight when judgments are made of the same sex.

No trends were

found among the judgments of weights of the opposite sex.

Tuddenham

(1950) found that n,orms established by a highly regarded person
could actually distort perception of a situation.

These studies tend

to suggest that the personal characteristics of the judge will

d~ter

mine trends one is likely to see in the judgments he is called upon to
make.

The search in this study is for the basis of some of this se-

1ectivity of perception by the judge in the clinical diagnosis situation.
In the present research, experimental.conditions as set up by
a questionnaire were developed to identify patterns for organizing
such stimuli as might potentially become available in the diagnostic
judgment situation.

The judgment situation would necessarily be un-

structured, or only structured to the extent necessary to pose a set
of circumstances for the judgment.

It was felt that maximum aF-

plicability would result if a connection with "real life" situations
would be established among the items designed to elicit responses
from the study subjects.

Situational information would have to be

provided so that the respondents could picture the potential form of
clinical encounte r.
It was first supposed that a series of hypothetical situations
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could be cOlTIposed and submitted for the consideration of the respondents in this study.

The situational descriptions would be the stimulus

designed to obtain a commitment to some orientation in the diagnostic
situation.

Such a technique was utilized by Briar (1963) in a study of

clinical judgments in relation to foster placements.

It was thought

that this approach might bring forth quite personalized responses so
that respondents would be thinking of actual ca,se situations rather
than of relatively abstract hypothetical situations.

The idea would be

that generalizations might be identified representing the social
worker response to a number of situations which could then be interpreted,as value orientations.
Uponfurther evaluation, it was concluded that there were
limitations to using hypothetical situations to draw out attitudinal information.

The introduction of actual sets of circumstances can

bring about association with prior situations which might involve additional unrecognizable variables.

A transference phenomenon could

develop which might introduce many unidentifiable determinants.
David Fanshel (1963), in a commentary on the research by Scott
Briar, felt that this form of inquiry reduced diagnosis to the level
that it nolonger adequately re sembled real life.

He felt that it would

not be possible to reproduce, in the form of case illustration,
stimuli that would adequately convey a true fac simile of an actual
situation.

Fanshel felt that workers responding to the hypothetical
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situations would be "unable to explore elements of the situation that
were not covered by the material presented. . . . "

He said that it

would force the worker toward producing stereotyped responses
rather than those individualized for any particular situation (po I 71)
In responding to this criticism, Briar claimed that Fanshel's critique
am.ounted to nothing more than.a condemnation of the laboratory
method in social research.

The present investigator felt that there

was sufficient merit to the criticism that it might extend to a repudiation of simulated real-life constructs in the present inquiry.
The approach taken in this study is indeed a laboratory technique,
but the- goals are sufficiently limited that Fanshel' s objections could
not be deemed relevant.
The respondents to the study questionnaire were asked only
. that they conceive of the diagnostic situation as a crisis situation for
the family.

No more specifics were to be included.

It was risked

that by allowing test items to be defined by use of abstract terms,
construct validity might be impaired.

Mindful of this, a research

instrument capable of measuring both empirical and hypothetical
constructs needed to be developed.
Behaviors in responding to questionnaire items were to be
measured by numerical scores to correspond with ratings and rankings.

Any conclusions to be developed out of this kind of information

would ultimately depend upon verification.

Cronbach (1960) has
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pointed out that the process of validating interpretation of a theoretical concept in the form of constructs requires experimental verification.

Levitt (1961) has noted that validity and reliability are allied

phenomena.

He writes, "Categorically, an unreliable instrument

cannot be valid, while a reliable instrum.ent must be a valid measure
of some construct" (p. 70).

The effectivenes s of the instrument

would depend in large measure on the degree to which the instrument
actually measures the content or activities under consideration.

Es ~

tablishment of a high level of construct validity would have to await
further research.
The essence 0'£ this inquiry was to find relationships among the
judgments registered by respondents in rating or evaluating items involving abstract conceptualizations.

In developing the instrument,

two groups of constructs were to be derived from entirely different
directions.

Value orientatiqn or philosophy constructs were general

conceptions of what people m.ight conceive to be "the good life" and
these would necessarily be drawn from ideological dimensions.

Con-

structs representing variables involved in family diagnosis described
facets of problem areas.

The task would be to develop a research

instrument in: which respondents could judge items in each category
and in such a way that attitudes could be scaled.
The research problem required measurements in each category
for computation of the correlation between categories.

A
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questionnaire form of inquiry utilizing written, language became the
means of interpreting constructs to those respondents from whom
information was to sought.

It would qualify as an experimental

method along the lines Cattell has suggested,
an experiment is a recording of observations, quantitative
or qualitative, made by definedandrecbrded ope-rations and
iIi defined conditions, followed by exa:r;nination of the data,
by appropriate statistical and mathematical rules, for the
existence of significant relations (1966, p. 20).
The procedure is constricting in the sense that adequate definition is
essential for reliability, but it is flexible in allowing methodology
that need not adhere to classical sciE1ntific format.

Cattell (1952)

convincingly contends, "It is possible to observe covariation and
develop laws without theories" (p. 13).

He suggests that "classical

accounts of scientific method, more concerned with intellectual
pomp than historical and psychological truth or present research
fruitfulness, have overstressed the importance of a hypothesis. "
Thus, the goals of this research are to, be broadly stated.

Any ob-

servable assessment of the evidence of the possible existence of
any law or of covariation ,will be reported.
It has thus been deemed appropriate in this study to go beyond
strict adherence to the classical, bivariate analysis of variance design.

The present research is aimed at discovering principles of

clas sification.

The hypothe si s being te sted. is that value orientation

influences the choice of certain variables in family crisis diagnosis.
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The idea that these systematic value constructs are in fact to be construed as determinants or guides to behavior comes from propositions advanced by Charles Morris and others as noted in Chapter II.
By introducing these constructs in the context of this study, it should
be possible for these subjective dimensions to emerge by appropriate
clustering of variables.

If a new schema of classification emerges,

this is entirely in line with the research objectives.

If an analysis

of variance were the only test used, there would be no thought to discovering new schemes of classification (Burt, 1966).
Research with multidimensional scaling (Messick, 1956) indicates that when people are called upon to make judgments:concernin.-g
atti tude relationships, their judgments can be analyzed and conceptualized in terms of a dimensional frame of reference.

The items in

a diagnostic study are social objects different from the philosophical
ideas internalized by the social worker.

The former attaches to the

external involvement of the social worker with a particular diagnostic problem, while the latter is the synthesis of internal conclusions about life by the social worker.
class.

They are distinguishable by

Recent research (Boyd and Jackson, 1967) shows that differ-

ent classes of social objects can be included within a single domain.
All along in support of thi s notion ha s been Thur stone (1947) who has
written, "Factor analysis is not restricted by as sumptions regarding
the nature of the factors, whether they be physiological or social,
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elernental or cornplex, correlated or uncorrelated" (p. 56).
needs only to recognize

the~ lirnited

-utilized this forrn of data analysis.

One

objectives of research which
Again quoting frorn Thurstone:

The exploratory nature of factor analysis is often not
understood. Factor analysis has its principal usefulnes s at
the border line of science. It is naturally superseded by
rational forrnulations in terrns of the science -involved. Factor
analysis is useful, especially in those dornains where basic
andfruitf-ul concepts are essentially lacking _and where crucial
experirnents have been difficult to conceive. The new methods
have a hurnble role. They enable use to·rnake only the crudest
first rnap of a new dornain. But if we have scientific intuition
and sufficient ingenuity, the rough factorial rnap of a new dornain will enable us to proceed beyond the exploratory factorial
stage to the rnore direct forrns of psychological experirnentation in the laboratory.

A very tentative set of findings are being sought in relation to
a population of social workers.

An individual to be selected as a

respondent in this study was to be conceptually regarded as an entity
having .potentiallyrneasurable attributes.

The attitudes of these

v

so_cial worker

respondents would be the dirnensions along. which

scales would be constructed.

The relative valuations so identified

would corne to represented as attributes or variables.

Because of

the expense involved and due to the fact that this effort was to be an
exploratory. study, only one occasion of testing was to ,be attempted
after the questionnaire was developed:
The remainder of this chapter describes the method employed
in obtaining ,items ultimately used in the research, instrument.

An

introduction to social psychological measures of values is developed
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first to be followed by a systematic statement of how family diagnostic variables were selected.

/

Finally, there is a resume of actual

data gathering process preparatory to Chapters IV and V which desc ribe the finding s.
The hypothesis being set-up for this study is at best to be very
generally conceived and it has been admitted that no conclusive findingsare being sought.

We have set out five vahle orientation vari-

abIes and twenty-six family diagnostic

criteriajter:p.s>~_Statistical
a nd

factorial analysis proceeds in Chapter V to assess the degree of covariation.

Pos sible results suggested by the method of obtaining

variable s are: (l) that each of the value orientation variable s tends
to correlate in positive or negative directions with certainfamily
diagnostic criterion variables and not with others; (2) that value
orientation constructs will tend to be the basis for the formation of
a reduced.factor matrix; (3) that factor analysis of all thirty-one
variables will result in a reduction of these to a number of primary
independent factors in which value orientations and family, diagnostic
variable s are to be blended.
Because a study of this kind has to obtain inferential findings
amidst a whole host of other relevant factors, the possibilities of
correlations showing anything at levels sufficiently high to be significant would be slim.

At best, this study will seek no more than to

suggest that value orientation takes its place alongside knowledge,
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experience, personality, education and other factors in determining
emphasis in the diagnostic process.

The design of this study was

such that control of all factors would not be possible.

Use of addi-

tional multivariate techniques would be necessary to interpret the
data in a way. that might exploit its potential most fully.

II.

VALUE ORIENTATION DIMENSIONS INT RODUCED
AS LATENT SCHEMA

A basicpropostion in this research effort is that social
workers vary in their value orientation.

To test this statement, it

is necessary to determine respondents' preferences for certain
philosophical positions.

The goal has been first to estimate these

preferences among various social workerspreparat.ory to consider ing how such preferences might be reflected in the emphasis a given
social worker places upon the possible variables involved in diagnosis of a family at time of crisis.
This resea.rch project attempts the difficult task of measuring
attitude about subject matter that is extremely prone to individualized
interpretation by any single respondent.

In attempting to analyze

value orientation, scientists have tended to conceive of it as a dimension of the human personality.

Gioseffi (1957) proposed that values

are uniquely incorporated by each person from roots sprouting frorn
the total culture.

A quote from his article points out how a person's
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constellation of values will emerge in the developmental process:
Values are transmitted mainly through the attitudes of the
adults who are close to the child. As he integrates his various experiences in the light of and within the patterns of his
already developing pe r sonality, the child make s of hi s own
unique interpretation of the values his group tries to teach
him, which will be similar to those of his mentors yet will
be experienced differently by him according to his own
particular situation. They.thus become a unique part of him,
a true ingredient of his personality (p. 117).
Florence Kluckhohn (1951) has demonstrated that in a large,
heterogeneous society such as we have in the United States, whole
groups within the total culture will be found embracing variant value
orientations.

Therefore, the value orientation profile for any indi-

vidual may be derived from a combination of sub-group and total
cultural influenc e s.
The job of measurement first necessitated an assessment of
the range of possibilities.

The attitudes of the sample were to be

measured by opinions of the respondents relative to a set of contrasting value orientations represented in the questionnaire.

The

work ofaxiologists has been directed to the study of value by the use
of well-tested constructs.
of value quite reliable.

The goal is to make categorical analysis

One of the pioneers among these philosophers

is Morris of the University of Chicago;

It has ultimately been

deemed feasible to utilize the value dimensions obtained by Morris
(1956) as measures.

This particular classification of value appeared

to be the best hypothetical schema for this study situation.
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In reviewing the work of researchers who have attempted to
study value orientation, several alternative modes have been considered as possible measuring devices for the present research project.

Brief mention of the principal methods is being put forward

here together with discussion of their relative appropriateness for
the categorization necessary for this analysis.

Reasons for discard-

ing each of the tests as inadequate for the measure of values in the
case of social worker respondents are stated.
The oldest of the tests designed to measure relative adherence
to certain value systems is to be found in Allport and Vernon's important book, A Study of Values, published in 1931.

These authors

drew upon ideas set out by E. Spranger (1928) which categorized
value orientations into six dimensions:

Theoretical, Economic,

Aesthetic, Social, Political and Religious.

Short written descriptions

were developed to represent each of these constructs.

The inventors

of the scale developed it into a standardized test for measuring the
dominant interests of personality in 1951 and subsequently it was
used as an empirical device in many studies.

Costin (1964) used it

to investigate the opinions of social workers about the relative importance of certain values to social work education and to ascertain
the degree of expression of these values by social work students.
Hayes and Varley (1965) used it to distinguish value orientation preferences of students likely to choose social work as a career.
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A major drawback to the use of the Spranger categories in this
research was that the basis of clas sification seemed to be in terms
of institutionalized social roles.

As was demonstrated by the studies

cited above, social workers as professionals identified with a certain ethic would tend to align themselves with the "social" dimension.
The formulation seemed too close to a description of actual activity
of the social worker and reminiscent of ethical statements as enunciatedby. the profes sional organization (Bartlett, 1958, p. 5 -8) and
(Gordon, 1962, p. 3-13).

The value congeries in this study needed

to be at a higher level of abstraction.

Needed was a measuring de-

vice that would have few institutional connotations.
AnthropQlogi sts Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) introduced an
extremely complicated measuring instrument which they used in a
comprehensive cross -cultural survey.

They proceeded after form-

ulating three as sumptions which seem to focus basically upon the
premise that man. functions to meet his needs:
. First, it is assumed that there is a limited number of
common human problems for which all peoples at all times
must find some solution. This is the universal aspect of
value orientation.s because the common human problems to
be treated ar.ise inevitably out of human situation. The
second assumption.is that while there is variability in solutions of all the problems, it is neither limitless nor random
but is definitely variable within a range of possible solutions.
The third assumption . . . is that all alternatives of all
solutions are present in all societie.s 'at all times but
are differentially preferred (p. I 0').
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An instrument was developed by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck
which posed situations representing five possible orientations:
human nature orientation, man-nature orientation, time orientation,
activity orientation and relational orientation.

The research was

done with great care and there appear to be good reasons why the
items on their interview schedule would be representative of value
orientations as Kluckhohn has chosen to define them.

In her defini-

tion, value orientations are:
definitely patterned principles, resulting from the transactional interplay of three analytically distinguishable elements of the evaluative process--the cognitive, the affective,
and directive elements - -which give order and direction to
the, ever-flowing stream of human acts and thoughts as these
relate to the solution of "common human" problems (p. 4).
The procedure used in Kluckhohn!s research infers from particularized situations the existence of the value orientations.

Schneiderman

(1964) used this method to test whether or not chronically impoverished persons in this society share a distinctive life style.
Turner (1964) sought to ascertain if those clients tending toward the
relational orientation should be exposed to specific kinds of treatment
procedures in casework.
No studies were found in which social worker respondents
evaluated the orientations as formulated by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck.
Their -questionnaire is long and involved.

It might easily be contami-

natedby the kind of knowledge and awareness characteristic of the
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typical social worker.

The instrument seemed inappropriate for this

research project partly due to its unwieldy construction.

The central

focus upon operational values also has made it unsuitable as an instrurnent to measure the attitudes about the abstractions themselves
where the goal has been to relate the general to the particular.
Other ways have been devised to test value orientation where
the focus has been upon a single determinant.

Harold and Gladys

Anderson developed the Incomplete Stories Test (1962) to show qualities in human relating which persons regarded as necessary, important or traditional.

Some studies (Kidneigh and Lundberg, 1958,

p. 57 -61; Koepp, 1963, p. 37 -43) have picked authoritarianism as a
central value to be measured, using personality scales to infer this
attribute.

These latter two studies sought to show that social

workers were significantly different from other professions in attitudes that would suggest a greater inclination toward liberalism or
permissiveness as contrasted with authorit"arianism..
Still another mechanism to measure values was developed by
Torrence and Meadows (1952) who used foreign observers to describe
"American Culture Themes" and uncovered five total culture preferences in this society.

They concluded that, in general,

Americans love practicality; mechanization, organization,
and efficiency; Americans insi st on standardization; Americans prefer individualism and freedom from authority; and
Americans are fond of bigness and quantity.
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The study failed, of course, to identify significant sub--groups
which could be at variance with these general preferences.

So en-

compassing ,are these generalizations that individual values which
might form these attitudes have been lost.

This approach was not

designed to reveal individual differences in values within our culture.
Rogers (1964) contended that man might well find an "organismic valuing base within himself, " and he hypothesized that it would
be "characteristic of the human organism to prefer actualizing and
socialized goals when exposed to a growth promoting climate"
(p. 166).

He postulated that values of human beings would not run a

full gamut of possibilities, and, rather, man would tend "to value
those objects, experiences, and goals which make for his own survival, growth and development, and for the survival and development
of others" (p. 167).

Even if the argument that Rogers sets forth is

valid, it still remains a reality that pres ent dayindi viduals do think
differeJ1.tly about the nature of

things~

A,scale designed to measure

degree of adherence to formulations set out by Rogers would fail to
account for the existing divergent points of view except to consider
them superficial differences of opinion about meaning.
An acceptable scheme for clas slfying value was developed in
the work of Charles Morris (1956) and reported in his book,
Varieties of Human Value.

This scheme has proved adaptable for

purposes of the present research study. Morris asked respondents to
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rate "conceptions of the good life" which he was eventually able to
incorporate into thirteen distinguishable descriptions.

He admin-

istered a questionnaire to a widely scattered sample of many thousands of people, including :many respondents from other cultures
outside the United States.

Most of those who did complete the ques-

tionnaire were college students or persons of comparable educational
level.

He obtained ratings and rankings of each of the thirteen "Ways

to Live" which he subsequently subjected to a factor analysis.

The

thirteen Ways may-be considered fragments or aspects of what are
variously_ called "world views, " "philosophies of life, " or "value
orientations. " Morrisbelieves that this list is quite comprehensive
and thus the derived factors are representative of substance.
WAYS TO LIVE
WAY 1: In this "design for living" the individual actively
participates in the social life of his community, not to change
it primarily, but to understand, appreciate, and preserve the
best that man has attained. Excessive desires should be
avoided and moderation sought. One wants the good thing s
of life but in an orderly way. Life is to have clarity, balance,
refinement, control. Vulgarity, great enthusiasm, irrational
behavior, impatience, indulgence are to be avoided. Friendship is to be esteemed but not easy intimacy with many people.
Life is to have discipline, intelligibility, good manners, predictability. Social changes are to be made slowly and carefully, so that what has been achieved in human culture is not
10 st. The individual should be active physically and socially,
but not in a hectic or radical way. Restraint and intelligence
should give order to an active life.
WAY 2: The individual should for the most part "go it alone, "
assuring himself of privacy in living quarters, having much
time to himself, attempting to control his own life. One
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should stress self-sufficiency, reflection and meditation,
knowledge of himself. The direction of interest should be
away from. intimate associations with social groups, and away
from the physical m.anipulation of objects or attempts at control of the physical environment. One should aim to simplify
one's external life, to moderate those desires whose satisfaction is dependent upon physical and social forces outside of
oneself, and to concentrate attention upon the refinement,
clarification, and self-direction of oneself. Not much can be
done or is to be gained by "living outwardly." One must avoid
dependence upon persons or things; the center of life should
be found within oneself.
WAY 3: This way of life makes central the sym.pathetic concern for other persons. Affection should be the main thing in
. life, affection that is free from. all traces of the im.position of
oneself upon others or of using others for one's own purposes.
Greed in possessions, emphasis on sexual passion, the search
.for power over persons and things, excessive emphasis on
intellect, and undue concern for oneself are to be avoided'-'
For these things hinder the sympathetic love among persons
which alone gives significance to life. If we are aggressive
we block our receptivity to the personal forces upon which we
are dependent for genuine per sonal growth. One should accordinglypurifyoneself, restrain one's self-assertiveness,
and becom.e receptive, appreciative, and helpful with respect
to other persons.
WAY 4: Life is something to be enjoyed- -sensuously enjoyed,
enjoyed with relish and abandonment. The aim in :life should
not be to control the course of the world or society or the lives
of others, but to' be open and receptive to, things and persons,
and to delight in them.. Life is more a festival than a workshop ,or a school for moral discipline. To let oneself go, to
let things and persons affect oneself, is more important than
to do - -or to do good. Such enjoyment, however, requires
that one be self -centered enough to be keenly aware of what
is happening. and free for new happening s. So one should
avoid entanglements, should not be too dependent on particular
people or things, should not be self-sacrificing; one should be
alone a lot, should have time for meditation and awareness of
oneself. Solitude and sociality together are both neces sary
in the good life.
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WAY 5: A person should not hold on to him.self, withdraw
from. people, keep aloof and self-centered. Rather merge oneself with a social group, enjoy cooperation and com.panionship,
join.with others in resolute activity for the realization of common goals. Persons are social and persons are active; life
should m.erge energetic group activity and cooperative group
.enjoyment. Meditation, restraint, concern for one's selfsufficiency, abstract intellectuality, solitude, stress on one's
possessions all cut the rQots which bind persons together.
One should live outwardly with gusto, enjoying the good things
of life, ,working with others to secure the things which make
possible a pleasant and energetic social life. Those who oppose this ideal are not to· be dealt with too tenderly. Life
can't be too fastidious.
WAY 6: Life continuously tends to stagnate, to become "comfortable, " to' become sicklied 0' er with the pale cast of
thought. Against these'tendencies, a person must stress the
need of constant activity- -physical action, adventure, the
realistic solution of specific problems as they appear, the
im:provement of techniques for controlling the world and
society. Man's future depends primarily on what he does,
not on what he feels or on his speculations. New problems
constantly arise and always will arise. Improvements must
always be made if man is to progress. We can't just follow
the past or dream of what the future might be. We have to
work resolutely and continually ,if control is to be gained over
the ·forces which threaten us. Man should rely on technical
advances made possible by scientific knowledge. He should
find his goal in the solution to his problems. The good is
the enemy of the better.
WAY 7: We should at various times and in various ways accept something from all other paths of life, but give no one
our exclusive allegiance. At one moment one of them is the
mQre appropriate; at another moment another is the most
appropriate. Life should contain enjoyment and action and
contemplation in about equal amounts. When either is carried to extremes we lose something important for our life.
So we must cultivate flexibility, admit diversity in ourselves,
accept the tension which this diversity produces, find a place
for detachment in the midst of enjoyment and activity. The
goal of life is found in the; dynami c integration of enjoyment,
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action, and conteIllplation, and so in the dynaIllic interaction
of the various paths of life. One should use all of them in
building a life, and no one alone.
WAY 8: Enjoyment should be the keynote of life. Not the
hectic search for intense and excitingple_asures, but the en~
joyment of the siIllple and easily obtainable pleasures; the
pleasures of just existing, of savory food, of comfortable
surroundings, of talking with friends, of rest and relaxation.
A home that is warm and comfortable, chairs and a bed that
are soft, a kitchen well stocked with food, a door open to the
entrance of friends--this is the place to live. Body at ease,
relaxed, calm in its Illovements, not hurried, breath slow,
willing to nod and to rest, grateful to the world that is its
food--so should the body be. Driving ambition and the fanaticism of ascetic ideals are the signs of discontented people
who have lost the capacity to float in the stream of simple,
carefree, wholesome enjoyment.
WAY 9 : Receptivity should be the keynote of life. The good
things of life corne of their own accord, and corne unsought.
They cannot be found by resolute action. They cannot be
found in the indulgence of the sensuous desires of the body.
They cannot be gathered by participation in the turmoil of
social life. They cannot be given to others by attempts to
,be helpful. They cannot be garnered by hard thinking. Rather
do they corne unsought when the bars of the self are down.
When the self has ceased to-make demands and waits in quiet
receptivity, it becomes open to the powers which nourish it
and work through it; and sustained by these powers it knows
joy and peace. To sit alone under the three and the sky,
open. to nature's voices, calm and receptive, then can the
wisdom from without corne within.
WAY 10: _Self -control should be the keynote of life. Not the
easy self -control which retreats from the world, but the
vigilant, stern, manly control of a self which lives in the
world, and knows the strength of the world and the limits of
human power. The good life is rafionally directed and holds
firm to high ideals. It doe s not expect social utopias. It is
distrustful of final victories. Too much cannot be expected.
Yet one can with vigilance hold firm the reins to his self,
control his unruly impulses, understand his place in the world,
guide his actions by reason, maintain his self -reliant independence. And in this way, though he finally perish, rnan can keep
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his hum.an dignity and respect, and die with cosm.ic good
m.anners.
WAY 11: The contem.plative life is the good life. The external
world is no fit habitat for man. It is too big, too cold, too
pressing. Rather it is the life turned inward that is rewarding. The rich internal world of ideals, of sensitive feelings,
of reverie, of self-knowledge is man's true horne. By the
cultivation of the self within, man alone becomes human.
Only then does there arise deep sympathy with all that lives,
an understanding of the suffering inherent in life, a realization
of the futility of aggressive action, the attainment of contemplativejoy. Conceit then falls away and austerity is dissolved.
In giving up the world one finds the larger and finer sea of the
inner self.
WAY 1 Z: The use of the body's energy is the secret of a
rewarding. life. The hands need material to make into something; lumber and stone for building, food to harvest, clay to
mold. The muscles are alive to joy only in action, in climbing, running, skiing and the like. Life finds it zest in overcoming, dominating, conquering. some obstacle. It is the
active deed which is satisfying, the deed adequate for the
present, the .daring and adventuresome deed. Not in cautious
foresight, not in relaxed ease does .life attain completion.
Outward energetic action, the excitement of power in the
tangible present- -this is the way to live.
WAY 13: A person should let himself be used. Used by other
persons in their growth, used by. the great objective purposes
in the universe which silently and .irresistibly achieve their
goal. For persons and the world's purposes are dependable
at heart, and can be trusted. One should be humble, constant,
faithful, uninsistent. Grateful for the affection and protection
which one needs, but undemandJng. Close to persons and to
nature, and secure because close. Nourishing the good by devotionand sustained by the good because of devotion. One
should be a serene, confident, quiet vessel and instrument of
the great dependable powers which'move to their fulfillment.
It was believed that some of the ways had common attributes.
Consequently, Morris obtained the collaboration of a mathematician,
Lyle V. Jones, and between them a factor analysis was run with the
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idea of condensing the original thirteen variables into a smaller
number of factors (1955, p. 254).

The resu,.lt was to reduce the

thirteen ways to five independent dimensions - -both orthogonal and
oblique rotations were used to obtain these dimensions.

These final

five factors were believed by Morris to represent a domain which
could be interpreted as value space.

They were not mutally exclu-

sive nor were they entirely consistent, but one could classify them
as independent.

This has proved to be the kind of representation of

"conceived values" (p.

7 of this report) that was needed for the

purposes of the present research project.

The written formulations

of these factors were incorporated in full for inclusion in the present
study questionnaire and the only changes to their wording were to
eliminate some ambiguity.

(See appendix for the questionnaire

items. )
Various of the "Ways to Live" were found to be associated with
one or the other of the five dimensions of value as produced in this
factor analysis by Morris and Jones.

Below listed are the five

factors and their related Ways with appropriate reference to the
written description included in the appendix.
FACTOR A - Social Restraint and Self-Control
Ways: 10, 1, 3, and 4 (Construct I in appendix)
FACTOR B - Enjoyment in Action
Ways: 5, 12, 8, 10, 2, and 11 (Construct II in
appendix)
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FACTOR C - Withdrawal and Self-Sufficiency
Ways: 9, 2, 11, and 6 (Construct IV in appendix)
FACTOR D - Receptivity and Sympathetic Concern
Ways: 13, 3,· 10, 5, 2, and 4 (Construct V in
appendix)
FACTOR E - Self-indulgence (or Sensuous Enjoyment)
Ways: 4, 12, and 3 (Construct III in appendix)
It was in the book, Varieties of Human Value, that Morris fully
, described the process used to derive the five value dimensions.

The

book appeared in 1956 and subsequently.reviews of it were published
in six scientific and professional journals.

Writing in Social Forces,

Kolaja (1957) said,
This is an amazing study. It is amazing because it is the
result of research carried out over a decade by a professional
philosopher. It is amazinR because of the notion that values
are something. almost tangible, something .which cannot only
. be measured by also constructed as a three dimensional model
(p. 88).
Goldsen (1957) in

the·~merican Sociological

Review expressed ad-

miration for the statistical sophistication and skill which. went into
the body of the factor analysis, but she ql1estionedthe appropriateness of factor analysis for non"'metric materials.

She concluded

however that the five factors were properly obtained.

A review in

the American Anthropologist by Ladd(1957) granted the reliability of
the results, but he tended to seriously question the validity.

He felt

that it would be particularly risky to use these value constructs to
predict some feature of behavior.

He referred to the apparently
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abortive atte:m.pts of Morris to relate these "conceived values" to
behavioral :m.anifestations.

One theme seems to run through the re-

views - -that all seemed to express confidence in the factor analytic
procedures utilized.

The five factors do indeed appear to be an

appropriate representation of the original thirteen "Ways to Live. "
In summary, bymeans of a review of available literature, it
has beenpos sible to identify a set of independent value orientation
factors that could be used to tneasure conceptual attitudes of the
social worker respondents.

Value along these dimensions will be

scaled and quantified with the ulti:mate goal of relating it to the "set"
of the social worker preparatory to diagnosis of a fa:mily in state of
crisis.

It will be the goal of the research to deter:mine whether the

pre -encou:qter state of :mind is related to or thus dependent upon the
conceived values tneasured in this study.
The abstractions utilized as constructs employ terminology
which :maylend.itself to so:me variation of interpretation.
the principal risk in this fo:rm of research.

This is

They are constructs

deliberately chosen because they do not directly suggest the more
prag:matic orientations that might be manifestly aligned with social
work ethical standards.

It is assumed that by and large these

formulations will measure what Morris has suggested that they
measure.
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III.

DEVELOPING A SET OF DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
RELEVANT TO THE FAMILY IN CRISIS

The theoretical position for conceivinR the model diagnostic
situation was set forth in Chapter II so this section will be limIted to
a desc ription of the procedure utilized in developing a m.easuring device to obtain relevant information from the social worker respondents.

It has been assumed that our inquiry of the social workers in

question would be directed to them in that psychological state which
would be preparatory to an encounter with a family.

The probability

that respondents might be guided by a background of experience in
diagnosis of families in crisis was to be expected, but it was likewise
possible that some respondents might have no mo re than a theoretical
understanding of the problem of family crisis.

The stance of our

respondent would be that of the person in the pre -encounter stage of
the act of diagnosis. This is to conceive of diagnosis as an act in itself
and of the act structured in the terms of Mead (1938).

He has seen

the human being as becoming aware of possibilities internally and
subsequently developing a relation with the environment through perception.

There is a mental state before the actual encounter in

. Mead r s system which is influential even though interaction and modi.fication are to take place after.

It is the "before" perspective which

is being considered at this time.
In review of research where attempts have been make to Ii st
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variables relevant to family diagnosis, one becomes impressed with
the magnitude of such an undertaking.
seem.s to have em.ergedin the findings.

No recognizable consistency
Parsons and Bales (1961)

set forth some ninety-eight variables relevant to family diagnosis
when seen from the perspective of the theory of marriage roles.
Tharp (1963) reduced these to twenty-two factors through factor
analytic techniques.

Mitchell (1963) applied the Kaiser Interpersonal

Check list to m.arital pairs and ultimately reduced the 128 item.s on
that inventory to sixteen independent dimensions.

Ehrenwald (1963)

described thirty traits and attitudes observed in the fam.ily, and it
was hLs conclusion that these were rather discrete diagnostic variabIes.

These research efforts (along with others reviewed) seem.ed

to ,represent expansion of perspective only within a theoretical
fram.ework espoused by the respective authors.
It has seemed that a value judgment has already been made by
the researchers in, most cases and they have sought to integrate criteria within a certain kind of operational system.

Geismar and

LaSorte (1964) have been am.ong the leading advocates of theoretical
and conceptual clarity in family, diagnosis, but they clearly have a
value base underlying the approach they espouse.

In their work

relative to the multi-problem family, they have viewed disorganiza.tion of the family as primarily social in nature and, indeed, such
that background factors are also seen as primarily emanating from
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social interaction.

Their conceptual analysis and subsequent re-

search has set the entire problem of fam.ily diagnosi s into a functional perspective.

Haley (1962) has been frank in admitting to

holding basic as sumptions which he considers es sential to family
study.

He conceives of patterns unique to the family which them-

selves influence and are in turn influenced by all me:mbers of the
family group.
Representations of the attributes of fa:mily situations as variabIes in this study were evolved through a process that began with a
list of ite:ms developed and reported by Brim, Fairchild, and Borgatta (-1963 ).

Individuals repre senting so:me 448 familie s were called

upon as respondents in their research project and each was to
specify proble:ms that were present in their respective fa:milies.

No

effort was :made by the researchers to distinguish the relative i:mportance of these stated proble:ms as to generalized fa:mily pathology
except to deter:mine correlation of ite:ms·with multiple problem
families.

There were so:me twenty-five problems specified as items

in the study and it was u1timately possible to merge some of these in
light of the results of the factor analysis performed on the data.
An adaptation of the original list which appeared in the Brim, et al.
research was developed as a preliminary set of variables for the
pre sent study.

The se consi sted of some twenty items which effec-

tively can be taken to represent problem areas or stress points as
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identified by actual families.
One must recognize that what families list as problem areas
in their own perception may_ differ from what social workers deem
important from a diagnostic point-of-view.

The list as derived from.

the research by Brim and his colleagues does provide a beginning
basis for identifying parts of the family system which apparently
become vulnerable to stress and manifest some dysfunction.

The

original list of items was collected into a questionnaire which was
administered to ten respondents who com.pleted the questionnaire and
subsequently served as judges in evaluation of the item.s.

Each of

those Who were among this group,was interviewed to obtain his subjective impression of the list of items.

The portion of the prelimi:-

nary questionnaire subjected to this evaluatory process is shown
below:
HYPOTHETICAL - The ,Jones fam.ily consists of a husband and
wife, both 36 years old. They have two children, ages 4 and
13, who live with these parents in a suburban home. This
husband and wife are now contem.plating divorce after a fifteenyear-old m.arriage, but they are first seeking counseling from
you who are serving as their marriage counselor. The crisis
in the family has grown to the point that there is constant argument between Mr. and Mrs. Jones. The children are showing
considerable nervousne s s.
Of the following, which would be most important to know about
thi s family?
A

Character of peer group affiliations entered into by both
parents and children.
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B

Relationship of family to religious faith or other such
organization.

C

Recreation and leisure time patterns of members of the
family.

D Possible impact of physical health problems of any membe r s of the family.
E

Patterns of family time schedule as it affects amount of
interaction.

F

Standards of housing and housekeeping usual for the family.

G Discipline of the children as carried into practice by each
parent.
H

Character of and meaning of father's employment to the
family.

I ,Extent of tenseness and low morale in the family.
J

Income available to the family in relation to need.

K

Possibility of use of drugs or intoxicants by either or both
parents.

L

Character of the emotional bond between husband and wife.

M

Pattern of distribution of family responsibilities among
members of the family.

N

Character of and meaning of mother's outside activities or
employment.

o

Ad,justment to school or nursery school by either or both of
the children.

P

Character of affectional relationships between each parent
and each child.

Q

Character of and meaning of aesthetic things in relation to
the family members.
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R

Extent of participation in community affairs by members
of the family.

S

Character of and meaning of extended family influence on the
basic family unit.

T

Individual adjustment and developmental influence s of each
family member.
Part of the orderly approach to developing a measure of each

item's importance was to obtain an evaluation of the above Ii sted
items from a group of people who could judge each's relative adequacy as constructs in the final questionnaire.

It was thus possible

to use one operation to gauge the relative effectiveness of the questionnaire as

a~

measuring instrument while at the same time using

the respondents as aides in the modification of the diagnostic criteria items.

There was a very deliberate process of selection in-

volvedin choosing those who would as·sist in this process.

It was be-

lieved necessary to find persons of varying backgrounds who could
represent the widest range one might find among a cross -section of
social workers.

The aim of the procedure for assessment of these

i terns would be to develop them into comprehensible diagnostic variabIes that would be understood by social workers regardless of their
level of sophistication.

After each respondent had completed the

questionnaire, an interview was arranged to allow each of these persons to provide a critique of the instrument as a measuring device.
Table I is a profile of the respondent group which participated in the
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process of developing the final measuring instrument.

TABLE I
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS IN QUESTIONNAIRE
EVALUATION PROCESS

Present
Area of
Social Work
Practice

Age Sex

Years of
Social
Work.
Marital
Status Experience

31

F

Married

7

Casework

Po rtland State

28

M

Married

5

. Casework

Po rtland State

31

M

Married

6

Casework and
Group Work

Portland State

32

M

Married

6

Casework

Portland State

30

F

Married

0

31

M

Married

4

Casework

Portland State

37

M

Married

9

Admini stration

Portland State

29

F

Single

0

34

M

. Married

8

39

F

Married

16

School of
Social Work
Attended

No Social Work
Training

No Soctal Work
Training
Administration

Universi ty of
Washington

Casework and
Group Work

Portland State

From the responses received in interviews with the above
described respondents, it was possible to modify the format and
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scaling in the questionnaire and this will be described in Section IV
of this chapter.

Perhaps more important was the contribution these

individuals provided in helping to produce some comprehensive
changes in the list of diagnostic items.
The Qriginal list of items was introduced to respondents in connection with a hypothetical situation.

This seemed to structure the

stimulus situation too much for those responding and it was believed
best that the diagnostic problem be described simply as a time of
crisis for a family.

It was thought probable that all social workers

would have some concept of what this might mean, and diffe rences
in perspective would be a diffuse function of variant conceptualization
rather than confusion over the fine points as of a hypothetical situation.

Error should tend to balance out.
It was deemed feasible after the evaluation by the judge s to

keep the following.items with only slight modifications: A, B, C, E, G,
L, and T.
were:

Eliminated or incorporated into more general variables

D, I, J, K, and P.

Two items proved to be divisible for more

effecti ve analysis of family problems - -F and S were broken down
into qualities that were at once parts of their original problem area
but having wider significance.

M was 'incorporated with F in one

item desgined to represent the character of cooperative functioning in
the family.

Hand N were combined into a single item which was

more effective as a single representation of activity.

Rand 0
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likewise were best combined into a broader item which could concern
the activity of any individual in the family group.
Besides providing the rationale for changing the above items,
respondents in the evaluation inquiry were instrumental in sugge sting
. some dimensions of family diagnosis that had been omitted by the
original listing.

These would be in the realm of subjective or im-

pressionistic perspective that would prove to be indispensable in
practice.

Basic to this was the general criticism that the original

items had a totally negative focus and thus failed to provide a means
for recognizing the strengths of a family.

The ideas for these addi-

tional items came from discussion with the respondents, but this
study is indebted to the work of Otto (1963) for an enunciation of
some of these in a more meaninful way.

Added to the list of diagnos-

tic factors were the following items which seem to provide a range
of criteria in a positive dimension to balance the predominance of
problem-centered criteria as found in the original listing.

The

items listed below were added to the original revised group.
Degree to which the family, and its members are capable of
self-help, and are able to make effective use of help when
appropriate.
Level of insight manifest by family ,members as to the genesis
and development of the disequilibrium of the family.
Character of communication pattern between members of the
family.
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Extent of mutual sensitivity to needs of others in the family.
Extent of family involvement in group activities that lead to
satisfying experiences for individuals in the family.
Degree to which family members provide support, security,
and encouragement to one another.
Level of intellectual ability and educational attainments of
membe r s of the family.
Degree to which family members share in mutual gratification
including. sex, play, etc.
Degree to which family maintains mutual respect for individuality
of familymembe r s.
Extent of conflict characterizing family at time of as ses sment.
As can be seen by the discussion above, the development of
this latter section of the study was an evolutionary process.

There

was a starting point with the family problem areas specified by actual
family groups.

Modification of this was aided by a knowledgeable

group of respondents who were called upon to evaluate this listing of
stres s points as diagnostic phenomena.

Refinement was the product

of the investigator's interpretation of the commentary received so it
was in fact a three-way interplay (original items
ents

~

<

:>

test

respond~

.. evaluatory interview.) The re sult is a wide range of

factors applicable to the procedure of diagnosing of a family in
crisis.

The respondents in the final study sample would be presented

a list of items likely to be widely representative if not entirely comprehensive.
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IV.

PROCEDURE IN SECURING DATA
FROM THE SELECTED SAMPLE

Having developed sets of ite:ms that see:med suitable for secur ~
ing the kind of attitudinal infor:mation needed in this exploratory
study, it was next necessary to secure responses fro:m a sa:mple
population which would be likely to provide :meaningful infor:mation.
It was concluded that the us.e of a questionnaire ad:ministered to a
representative seg:ment of the social work population would be the
:most feasible :means of data gathering.
The idea of selecting out a gro:up of respondents from a partic-q.lar social agency was rejected because it was felt that responses
:might be tailored to the stated philosophy of the agency itself.

The

study was designed to allow a range of choice in value di:mensions
that :might be limited if it were believed that agency administration
could have access to the results.

Members of the pre-test group

.pointed out that there was a tendency to look for socially: desirable
responses in rating the value orientation dimensions because the
raters were not anonymous.

It was believed necessary that respond-

ents consider themselves effectively anonymous in their response to
this inquiry.
It was decided that this study would use a mail-out questionnaire directed nationwide to a random sample of social workers.
This data gathering procedure would necessarily limit the study to a
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consideration of overt responses as manifested by choices elicited
by the research instrument.

Lost would be the information one

might derive by observing the behavior of the respondents and it
would not be possible to clarify the instructions on the questionnaire
when there would be misunderstanding.

McDonagh (1965) contends

that the interview is only necessary when researchers are looking for
reasons beyond the responses.

His study compared the results of

mail-out questionnaire and subsequent structured interviews - -he
found no significant difference between-those who responded to the
mail-out questionnaire and those who did not.

Where, as in the

present study, the overt attitudinal responses are the maximum that
is being sought, it is not necessary to conduct an inquiry that goes
beyond the outward response.
In comparing the portions of a sample that "did" and "did not"
respond to a questionnaire to ascertain the character of mail-back
bias, Kivlin (1965) found that mail-back bias "appears to be a broad,
fairly uniform factor that cuts acros s socio -economic and other research variables and may not disturb the relationship among the
variables being investigated" (p. 323).

Ellis (1947) attempted to test

the difference between mailed questionnaires and the interview procedure.

In general, he found no difference, but he noted some ad-

vantage to the questionnaire as a general procedure because of the
constancy of its stimulus.

The effect of these studies is to suggest
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that a properly developed questionnaire can be effective as a data
gathering. device.

It is neutral, has little coercive effect and can be

an inoffensive collector of information.

As Morgan ,(1959) suggests,

the questionnaire must be carefully worked out so that unconscious
distortion of data does not occur.

If its potential as an objective

measuring. device is to be achieved, great heed must be given to the
semantic s of questionnaire construction.

It is easy for the re-

searcher, even in themail-outquestionnaire.toimpose his own
values on the respondents - -but perhaps it is easier to avoid contamination by using such an instrument, rather than the interview.
~ffective

use of the que stionnaire method will depend upon the

degree that the sample population can understandably respond to it.
Mark ( 1958) has enunciated the assumptions that are made when a
mail-out questionnaire is utilized to collect data:
First of all, every respondent is presumed acquainted with
all the facts desired. Then his competence as a source of
dClrta is assumed; and this implies integrity, general intelligence, ability to catch the import of the questions and to
answer them in the form required. His willingness to reply
in writing and his possession of the requisite initiative are
also assumptions of the request. Finally, since all projects
have time limits, some reasonable degree of promptness in
replying is expected of him (p. 233).
One must indeed be sure to establish the ability of the sample
population to understand the items in the study.

The general stand-

ards of the National Association of Social Workers (1965) stipulate
specific educational requirements and this was the population from

III

which the sample was drawn.

Full members are defined by the by-

laws as follows:
Any person who has completed before 1950 the prescribed
course of study in, or after 1950 received a master's degree
or a doctor's (degree from, a graduate school of social work
accredited by the Council on Social Work Education or, prior
to June 30, 1952, by the American Association of Schools of
Social Work, shall be eligible for memhership in the
As sociation (p. 7).
One could legitimately anticipate that a group thus qualified would be
able to comprehend the meanings suggested by the written descriptions in the questionnaire.

There is no guarantee of a uniform

capacity for comprehending the language and the degree of error to
be intr,oduced through the ambiguity of the constructs must be

con~

sidereda matter for speculation.
It has been made clear in earlier sections of thi s research report that social workers were selected to be the respondent

popula~

tion because social work is a profession whose members are
believed capable of engaging in clinical practice with families (Satir,
1964).

A random sample of respondents selected from the list of

members of the profes sional organization might well fail to produce
persons all of whom have equal exposure to families, but the fact
that there is a common background of training in schools of social
work or commensurate equivalent education by experience would
seem to provide a common identity.

All members are expected to

subscribe to a Code of Ethics, and a Working Definition of Social
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W orkPractice (Bartlett, 19 58) has been developed which sets forth
knowledge and values that are believed to guide the profession.

It

is suggested in the working definition that a social worker is expected
to have some relevant knowledge concerning the individual and his
social environment.

And, specifically, it can be said that the family

,has long been regarded as a social institution particularly within the
province of the social work practitioner (Briar, 1966).

The random

sample of NASW members would then include much diversity as well
as the degree of homogeneity that has been described above.

There

should be sufficient variety of setting and orientation that a fairly
comprehensive indicator of attitudes in the total profession should
.be measured.
A random sample was obtained by reference to the 1966
Directory of Professional Social Workers which is a publication of
the National Association of Social Workers.

There are 992 pages

in the directory and each page lists alphabetically between fortyfive and seventy names.

The procedure adopted for obtaining a list

of names that would constitute a completely random sample was to
utilize a table of random digits.

A book by Mosteller, Rourke, and

Thomas (1961) had a table with some 500 sets of five digit random
numbers (p., 430).

Selection of 300 of these was made by the very

simple method suggested by the authors, "Merely start at the beginning of the table and continue systematically until you have used as
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:many digits as your problem requires" (p. 106).

The first three

digits of each five digit number was used to designate the page in the
directory from which a name was to be taken.,

The other two digits

were to indicate the number showing how far down the list of names
on the page one should go to select the name of the person to be
asked to respond.
Included in the directory along with names and addresses is
some relevant information about the social workers listed.

The

kind of degree that they have (M. S. ,W., M. S. S., Ph. D., etc.) together with the year in which it was awarded to them are included.
So is the name of the school from which they graduated.
of employment is shown for most of the names listed.

The place

Of course,

since this was a national directory, the sample group carne from
allover the United States.

So that some information could be ob-

tained about tho se who would fail to respond as well as about thos e
who would render their cooperation, the investigator proceeded to
list all information shown about each person whose name was se:lected out to receive a questionnaire.

The envelopes included for

return of the questionnaire were then coded so that when they we re
sent back by the re spondents, they could be identified and comparisons could be made between the group who completed the questionnaire as opposed to those who for some reason did not respond.
(See Chapter IV for the co:mparative infor:mation).
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The questionnaire itself was designed to obtain information
about the respondent as well as about his attitudes.

(The text of the

questionnaire may be found in the appendix.) One might anticipate
that some relationship could well exist between factors suggested by
the personal information requested in Section I and various of the
value orientation dimensions.

The study is not committed to any

exhaustive analysis of these possibilities, but distributions of value
preferences have been shown as they correspond to personal characteristics.

Tables showing this descriptive material are included

in Chapter IV and commentary regarding the identifiable trends
supplexnents the statistical information.
In reque sting re spondents to rate value orientations in Section
II of the questionnaire, the items have been labelled as "philosophi-

cal constructs.

rl

This is to suggest that these are more than a con-

glomerate of values arbitrarily put together, but rather that they
are systematically derived traits of personal philosophy forming a
basis for adherence to certain values.

The model of Morris (1956)

has been. followed for the scaling of the philosophical constructs,
but there has been a change in the way the respondent is asked to
look upon the trait in question.

In the' original questionnaire where

Morris sets out the thirteen ways to live, his instructions are as
follows:
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Below are described thirteen ways to live which various
persons at various times have advocated and followed.
Indicate by numbers which you are to write in the margin
how rnuch you yourself like or dislike each of them. Do
thern in order. Do not read ahead.
Rernernber that it is not a question of what kind of life you
now lead, or the kind of life you think it produent to live in
our society, but sirnply the kind of life you personally would
like to live (p. IS).
In the present study, respondents have not been asked to rate
or rank the original thirteen "Ways to Live" and thus sorne change
in the way of conceiving the iterns has seerned appropriate.

These

five iterns are traits or qualities that could exist in cornbination to
forrn a systern of personal philosophy.

Instructions have rnodified

frorn that asked for by Morris to include the followingwor.ding:
"Encircle the letter to the irnrnediate right of each itern to indicate
how rnuch you personally wouldlike the trait described to characterize the kind of life you would like to live." (See appendix)

The

traitsbecorne descriptive in appropriately varying degrees of any
uniquely incorporated philosophical systern.
In the studies by Morris, scales of frorn I to 7 were used consistently to represent the degree that the respondent could say that
he liked the "Way to Live" being rated.

After the rating had been

assigned to each of the thirteen. items, the respondents were asked
to rank them in consecutive order - -again according to how much or
how little they were liked.

A procedure very much like that
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utilized by Morris has been employed in this research study.

The

scale runs along the same 1 to 7 continuum except that letters are
used for the scale rather than numbers.

The respondents in this

study were also asked to rank the five items in consecutive order.
Part Three of the questionnaire lists the various diagnostic
factors and provides a means of rating them along a continuuITl of
iITlportance.

Scaling of these twenty-six variables employed an ap-

proach that proved to be successful in application.

The pre -test had

shown that it was practically impossible for the respondents to effectively 'rank items when the number ran up to twe:qty or ITlore.

A

comparison of one to the other had proved to be tiITle consuITling and
almost iITlpossible to perform accurately.

The spatial procedure in

the final questionnaire provided for ordering the iteITls into both a
rating and ranking along a continuuITl ranging in degrees from extremely iITlportant to extreITlely uniITlportant.

The advantages of

scores according to general preference for aniteITl were cOITlbined
with a ITlethodof obtaining forced choices between items.
would be

No ties

possible~

The respondents were being asked to scale iteITls along a diffe rent dimension in Part Three than in' Part Two - -instead of the
degree of liking for the iteITls, it was to be the degree of iITlportance.
W"ebster's New Collegiate Dictionary (1960) says "iITlportance"
ITleans, "Quality or state of being iITlportant; consequence; ITloITlent;
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weight; significance.

(Also import or meaning)" It is taken to mean

the quality or character of that which impresses one as of great
worth, influence, or the like.

Importance implies a judgm.ent of the

m.ind which ascribes superiority of this sort to a person or thing.
The importance or unimportance was to be attached to an abstract
object in relation to an entity yet not individualized from a class of
such entities.
It was deem.ed feasible that a quality judgm.ent be made of
every diagnostic variable - -whether it would be infact considered
important or unim.portant.

The spatial scale was divided into two

distincJ parts so that the scale would perm.it this distinct choice.
This is where the assessm.ent differs rather m.arkedly from. the
valuation of philosophical constructs in Part Two.

In the case where

one specifies between like and dislike, there can be the m.iddle
neutral ground.

To distinguish between im.portant and unim.portant

allows for no such m.iddle ground, but it is still conceivable that one
m.ight find an item. that would fit between such categories as slightly
important and slightly unim.portant.

It is not conceivable that a per-

son could, identify a variable as being both im.portant and unim.portant
for a specific purpose.

Therefore, in setting up a m.iddle area be -

tween those variables not considered either slightly important or
slightly unim.portant, the area within that m.iddle sector is positive
or negative--to indicate whether the variable leans either in the
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direction of being. important or unimportant in the mind of the re ~
spondent.
There were four degrees of importance and four comparable
degrees of unimportance.

These separate areas along the scale

were capable of being represented by the numbers from one to
seven- .;.and even finer numerical representation was ultimately possible.

Thus, a rating of an item as extremely important would

merit the ordinal numerical representation of 6, and the space the
item occupied within the area would be represented by a decimal
from. 1 to .9.

A placing of an item midway within the area desig-

nated as representing extremely important would be numerically
characterized as 6. 5.
In working out a conceptual representation of the verbal meanings that the spatial areas were intended to designate, the investigator developed a rationale for use of each term used as guides along
the scale.

Following are the definitions.which were assigned to

these categories before the questionnaire was mailed out:
Extremely -important signifies the area in which the person
places the items considered of top importance and which
without doubt are deemed important in his mind.
Moderately important signifies the area in which the person
places the items of a degree of importance not quite as extreme or high as the top category.
Slightly important signifies the items which are just barely
considered important.
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Middle area - includes all items which cannot rank as slightly
important or slightly unimportant. The items within this area
are divided into two sub-areas in which the quality of importance or unimportance is distinguished, but in general it must
be said of the items in this section that they are neither slightly
important or slightly unimportant. They are simply not both
important and unimportant.
Extremely, moderate and slightly unimportant would follow
the designating features described of the'upper three categorie s - -but would be negative to co rre spond to unimportanc,e.
Unimportance is on the continuum in the sense that where a
choice must be made between points of emphasis, some items
can be more clearly seen as valueless than others.
One can see that the procedure for rating these items by arranging them spatially along the scale automatically provides for a
discrete ranking of the variables.

It is a ranking that avoids the

confusion that would be ,attendant with other forms of comparing
which would call for item by item comparison.

It would seem that

there would be no difference in the results.
The questionnaire was sent to 300 social workers selected according to the procedure outlined earlier in this section.

The cover

letter accompanying the questionnaire is reproduced in the appendix.
The materials were mailed out on February 9, 1967 and a deadline
date was set at March 1, 1967.
attention to the questionnaire.

This was to encourage immediate
As it turned out, 146 of the question-

naires were received back on or before March 1.

Tabte:~I

the"rate of return in successive weeks after the mail-out.

shows
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TABLE II
QUESTIONNAIRE RETURN BY SUCCESSIVE WEEKS

February 10, 1967

All questionnaires in the mail

February 17, 1967

4 questionnaires returned

February 24, 1967

80 questionnaires returned

Ma rc hI, 1967

62 que stionnai re s returned

.March 8, 1967

21 questionnaires returned

March 15, 1967

10 questionnaires returned
8 questionnaires returned

After March 15, 1967
Total

185 Questionnaires returned

As has been suggested in review of the methodology, the approach to inquiry has been to utilize an empirically and logically
derived research .instrument to obtain certain limited information
from a special group of respondents.

The following chapter de-

scribes the respondents and makes some comparison with those who
did not send back the questionnaire.

In Chapter V, the scores

derived from the subjective appraisals of the respondents have been
reduced to quantified terms and the results of the statistical
analysi s are pre sented.

CHAPTER IV

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOCIAL WORKER RESPONDENTS

As has been suggested earlier in this research report, the construct validity of the re suIts of thi s study is dependent in part on
demonstrating the relevance of certain constructs.

The construct

validi'tyof the results is also dependent on the kinds of persons who
filled out the questionnaires.

The characteristics of respondents in-

dependent of their responses to Part Two and Part Three of the questionnaire should provide some evidence in support of the construct
validity of Part Two and Part Three.
The samplei s drawn from a population of some 64, 000 social
workers in this country.

Within the limits of random sampling,

those sampled reflect the characteristics ,and attitudes of social
workers as a total group.

The principal value of the enumeration of

the personal data of the sample group as presented in this chapter is
to help reveal the existence of any trends that might suggest where
characteristic value configurations might be associated.

It was

planned that respondents would give information about qualities that
might produce ethical or ideological patterns.
The data were collected together and reported as absolute
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quantities.

Where significant percentages .should be taken note of,

these are identified in the accompanying text.

1.

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THOSE WHO COMPLETED THE
QUESTIONNAIRE AND THOSE WHO FAILED TO RESPOND

Total mail-out of this questionnaire was to a sample of 300
social workers drawn randomly from the 1966 directory of NASW.
The mailing of the questionnaire was by regular first class mail, but
the return envelope enclosed was marked Air Mail to encourage early
response.

The task set out for the respondents was not an easy one

since the questionnaire woulddemarid:much thoughtfulness and introspection.

An early deadline giving only three weeks for return was

also a pressure put upon the sample population.

Consequently, there

were some impediments to the most full and complete response.from
those social workers being sampled.
Of the total number of questionnaires mailed out, 174 were
returned completed in someway, although out of that number only
158 were ultimately useable in this study.

Eleven questionnaires

failed to reach the addressees because of insufficient address .. These
had evidently moved and no forwarding ,address was listed with the
post office.

Of the total mail-out only 115 questionnaires were un-

accounted for (or evidently not returned out of some failure on the
part of the respondent).

This would amount to no more than 380/0 of
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the total m.ail out.

Of all questionnaires that actually reached re-

spondents' a fairly healthy 620/0 return was obtained.
Table III presents a statistical description of the pattern of
questionnaire

responses by areas of social work practice in which

the addressees were apparently engaged.

Those involved in direct

service as caseworkers constituted 127 of the sam.ple and 97 of them
returned their questionnaire for 750/0.

When taken as a proportion of

the total number returning their questionnaire, casework practitioners engaged in direct service were again a relatively high 56%
in spite of the fact that they were no m.ore than 420/0 of the total mail
out.

Contrast this with the but 27 casework practitioners who did

not return the questionnaire and who only constituted 23% of the nonparticipating group.

This is a significant diffe rence leading to the

tentative, conclusion that those involved in direct service to clients
were the most willing to engage in thi s research- -the project did
deal in subject matter much more directly related to the kind of work
.that caseworkers regular encounter.
Those engaged in Casework Supervision had a return rate of
68% which is less than that of those involved in direct service, but
not markedly so.

Contrast the percentage of response by casework

practitioner and his supervisor with the rate of return from the social worker much more detached from direct service to families.
Sixty-three per cent of the social workers engaged in administration

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF RESPONDENTS AND NON-RESPONDENTS BY EMPLOYMENT SETTING
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who received the questionnaire failed to respond.

One IIlight assume

that they were pressed by other duties, but an equally plausible explanation might well be that research relating to practice problems
has less appeal and that the questionnaire might be more likely to be
taken seriously by the social worker actually engaged with family or
client situations.
The advantage to this study that is suggested by Table III is
that the problem posed most appealed to the person who can identify
with the practitioner about to diagnose in a family situation.

The

study· also becomes more relevant as it approaches a test of a "real
life" situation.
Described by the statistics in Table IV is a comparison between
those who returned the questionnaire and tho se who did not in terms
of geographical distribution of the persons who were on the mailing
li st.

The sample was nationwide and an international flavor was

added by the inclusion of one Canadian addressee.

Random selection

from the NASW Directory did seem to provide an appropriate distribution of social workers to whom the questionnaire could be directed, but response from the various locales was not uniform.
Return of the questionnaire inde'ed seemed to vary from region
to region, and sometimes the contrast was quite dramatic.

Addres-

sees living in the Far West states' Were mostlikely to have returned
the questionnaire.

The percentage of return from Oregon,
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF RESPONDENTS AND NON -RESPONDENTS
BY GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Canada
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Di strict of Colum.bia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisana
Maine
Maryland
Mas sachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mis sis sippi
. Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Returned
Completed
and Usable
0
0
1
32
0

5
1
1
1
0
2
11
5
5
1
0
0
0
4
5
5
3
0

6
1
.2
7
20
1
3
1
2

9
.2

Returned
Incomplete 0 r
otherwise
unusable
0
1
0
4
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
1
0

Not
Returned
1
0
0

9
1
3
1
0
1
1
3

9
2
0
0
0
7
1

2

5
1
4
1
3
1
0
4
26
0
11
0
0
7
1
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TABLE IV (continued)

Returned
Completed
and usuable

State

Returned
Incomplete or
otherwise
unusable

o

South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

2

6
I
3
4
I

6

Not
Returned

I
I

I
2

1
1

5
1

o

4
1

2

o
o

o
1

California, Washington~ and Montana reached 79% (none went to
Idaho or- Nevada).

By way of

comparison~

the return from the states

of the "deep South" was only 5 out of 24 for a me re 21 % rate of response.

This constitutes virtually an inverse relationship between

the two areas.
The rate of return seemed to drop, as the distance grew greater
from

Portland~

and this gave rise to a speculation that the early

deadline date might have been unrealistic for those who lived so far
away.

Some may have received the questionnaire too late to give it

sufficient consideration before the date that they would have to send
it back.

In the two largest states in the nation, California and New

York, social workers tended to have many points of similarity except that the former are in a neighboring, state and the latter are
across the continent.

Despite the similarity of character, 78% of the
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California social workers returned the questionnaire as opposed to a
much more moderate 440/0 from the state of New York.
As a final comparison between the group returning the questionnaire and those from whom no response was received, there is
information as to the date on which each of the addres sees received
a graduate degree

(M. S. W., M. S. S., Ph. D., etc.).

Of those

members that were included in the sample" 97% had a qualifying
graduate degree and the remainder were presumably admitted because of some special equivalent experience.

While various other

master's degree designations were represented, the M. S. W. was
overwhelmingly the most frequently listed professional degree (207
of the addressees in the sample were so qualified).

The sample ap-

pearedgenerally at about the same high educational level throughout,
but the respo:(lsiveness to the present research study varied according to how long ago the graduate degree was received.
Of tho se social worker s who had been awarded thei r profe ssional degree sometime in the last fifteen years (1950-1965), 63%
returned the questionnaire.

The total number of this latter category

was 183 as compared with 96 whose degree date was listed in the
thirty years previous (1920-49).

Of the older group, only 45% re-

turned the questionnaire which constitutes a substantial drop in percentage and this could . suggest that those who received their degree
more than twenty-five years ago may be less inclined to participate
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in this kind of research.

These may also be the group who are em-

ployed in administrative work.
Seven out of the ten who had been accepted into membership
without a qualifying graduate degree also failed to respond.

Because

of the small numbers involved, no conclusions even of a speculative
nature are appropriate in this connection.

Table V does run on a

continuum with more recent graduates being more responsive as a
group through the years with fewer and fewer of the addressees. responding in older groups.

Attaching the "non-degree" group on the

end of this continuum seems appropriate.

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF RESPONDENTS AND NON -RESPONDENTS
BY YEAR OF GRADUATION

Graduated

Returned
Completed
and usable

1960 - 1965
1955 - 1959
1950 - 1954
1945 - 1949
1940 - 1944
1935 - 1939
1930 - 1934
1925 - 1929
1920 - 1924
No Degree

40
35
29
26
14
4
0
1
1
2

Returned
Incomplete 0 r
otherwise
unusable

5
8
6
6
0
3
0
0
0
1

Not
Returned

26
17
24
19
10
7
5
3
1
7
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II.

RANKINGS OF PHILOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCTS ACCORDING
TO RELEVANT PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

The questionnaire was designed to provide respondents with an
opportunity to rate each item listed according to the attitudinal favor
or disfavor that the construct might generate.

After the respondents'·

had indicated their relative degree of liking for each of the philosophical constructs, they were then requested to make a forced
choice between the five items by ranking them in relative order of
preference.

It was assumed that such a ranking of items would pro-

vide an indicator of preference that could be utilized in connection
with qualitative information about the respondents.

Personal factors

would be set into context with value data to determine how the distribution of the sample across such statistical dimensionsl?ight relate
to the choice along value or philosophical dimensions.

Tables VI

through X show the hierarchy of choice according to age group, sex
and marital status, religious identification? kind of social work experience, and nature of present work setting.
One might well speculate that "conceived value s" would playa
part in the choice of the kind of work one ultimately prefers to do.
It is also possible to conjecture that value orientation would be somewhat variable according to the age of a person.

The life commit-

ments such as one considers implicit in the marriage relationship
might well be another factor that could be guided to some extent by
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philosophical stance about life.

The following tables should reveal

any gross relationships that exist between some simple descriptive
aspects of the respondents and the relative adherence to value orientations.

The reporting of data abo-ut the respondents also provides

information about the character of the sample which will be useful in
evaluating the significance of the inferential findings.
The reader will find the five philosophical constructs reproduced in the appendix and so they will be numbered I, II, III, IV, and
V in the tables to follow.

Numbers of persons ranking each construct

at a particular level have been tallied and totaled.

Groupings at

various, levels in the distributions can be identified by inspection
and appropriate comm.entary made.
Ranking of the philosophical constructs seem.ed to adhere to a
fairly cansi stent pattern throughout regardle s s of the qualitative variable that was brought into focus in conjunction with it.

One tended to

find ,Philo sophy, Construct I to be m.o st highly ranked with II just behind, and IV was generally in a close third place.
ranked som.ewhat further down the list and V was
~hoice

of respondents.

III tended to be

a definite

last

This latter' 'item. was consistently

ranked last by large num.bers of the people com.pleting the questionnaire.

The affirm.ati ve choice of -Philosophical Construct V m.ight

sim.ply suggest an adherence to an orientation out of step, with the bulk
of social workers in this sam.ple.

Any m.ore general conclusion
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would need further testing if we were to seek to relate it to social
work as a whole.
In Table VI two measures of the relative popularity of the five
philosophy constructs are shown.

One is the mean of the scores

given on the ratings by the 158 respondents whose questionnaires

TABLE VI
RATINGS AND RANKINGS OF PHILOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCTS

Philosophical Construct
I

Mean Rating

Social Restraint and Self-Control

5.1297

Enjoyment in Action

5.316

III

Self-Indulgence or Sensuous Enjoyment

3:,,880

IV

Wi thdrawal and Self -Sufficiency

50' 051

Receptivity and Sym.pathetic Concern

3,.285

II

V

Tallied Totals of Rankings

1

2

3

4

5

I

49

53

25

23

8

II

47

40

41

22

8

III

9

15

41

48

46

IV

43

33

38

36

9

V

10

17

12

40

87

Rank:
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were included.

A second :m.easure is the totals of rankings taken

consecutively for each of the constructs.

The for:m.er is on a scale

with the lowest possible being_l and the highest possible being 7.
The totals of rankings for:m. a :m.atrix in which the highest each nu:m.ber could possibly have attained would be 1 58--column or row totals
will be this number which is the count of the nu:m.ber of respondent
questionnaires counted.in the sam.ple.
All :m.e:m.bers of the sa:m.ple were twenty-five years of age or
older, and the largest single group was in the thirty-five to fortyfour age range.

So:m.e of the respondents were over sixty-five, al-

though Jhree of these were no longer engaged in active practice.
Gross differences between age groups in ter:m.s of philosophical preference did not see:m. to exist.

There appeared to be a fairly con-

sistent pattern of ran.king in each age group with a few mild exceptions which will be mentioned.
The youngest age group (25-34) seemed to place slight emphasis upon the Philosophical Construct IV where stress is on the rich
inner life of heightened self-awareness.

The tendency to rank IV

orientation high dropped with increasing age.
Somewhat less dramatic, but recognizable, was the trend in
the thirty-five to forty-four age range to emphasize Philosophy Construct II.

In this quality, stress is upon delight in vigorous action

for the overcoming of obstacles.

It was also in this thirty-five to
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forty-four age range that the m.ost strongly negative ranking was
given to Philosophical Construct V. Upon inspection, in fact, one can
see that between Philosophical Construct II and Philosophical Construct
V, the orientation is som.ewhat antitheticaL The latter tends to endorse

a responsiveness to outside influences while the form.er em.phasizes
affirm.ative action in com.bat with obstacles.
Strong em.phasis upon Philosophical Construct I was found
am.ong those forty-five or older.

This construct tends to em.phasize

m.oral and conservative attitude.

Seventy per cent of the persons in

the over forty-five age range ranked! either first or second.

This

was generally the m.o st popular construct.
There proved to be very distinct differences between m.en and
wom.en respondents in term.s of m.arital status.
sixty-thre~

women.

'There were

men among those who responded and a total of ninety-five

With the men, 940/0 were married and there were none in the

divorced or widowed category.

In fact, there were a few priests to

account for the few single men .included in the sample.

Among the

women, on the other hand, there were only 45% who were married,
with 320/0 single, 17% divorced, and 4% widowed.

The marital pat-

terns of the social workers in this sample were contrasted along
lines of sex--but relative valuation of philosophical constructs again
showed only some moderate differences.

(See Table VIII. )

Between single and married females, there was some
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TABLE VII
PHILOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCT RANKINGS BY AGE GROUP

Age
Group
25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54,

55 - 64

65 - 74

Philosophical Construct
III
IV
II

Rank

I

1
2
3
4
5

7
10
5
8
2

9
10
5
5
3

2
4
14
8
4

12
5
5
8
2

2
3
3
3
21

32

1
2
3
4
5

14
18
8
6
4

19
12
15
3
1

3
5
13
16
13

10
14
11
12
3

4
1
3
13
29

50

1
2
3.
4
5

17
16
4
7
2

14
8
17
6
1

1
3
11
15
16

11
12
10
10
3

3
7
4
8
24

46

1
2
3
4
5

9
8
7
1
0

4
8
2
8
3

3
2
3
5
12.

6
1
11
6
1

3
6
2
5

2
1
1
1
0

1
2
2
0
0

0
1
0
3
1

r
2
3
4
5

9

2
1
2
0
0
To'fa1r)
/

=

V

0
0
0
1
4
J~)

Totals

25

5
-I5~/
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TABLE VIII
PIllLOS0 PI-llCAL CONSTRUCT RANKINGS BY
SEX AND MARITAL STATUS

Sex and
Marital Status Rank
Male
(Single)

Male
(Married)

female
(Married)

Female
(Divorced or
Widowed)

V

Totals

1
2
3
4
5

2
1
0
0
1

1
2
1
0
0

0
0
3
1
0

1
1
0
0
2

0
0
0
3
1

4

1
2
3
4
5

19

21
11
18
5
4

4
6
13
20
16

11
17
16
12
3

4
4
5
14
33

59

, Male
(Divorced or
Widowed)
Fem.ale
(Single)

I

Philosophical Construct
II
III
IV

21
7
8
3

0
(None of the male respondents so listed)
.~.\.

1
2
3
.4
,5

8
13
3
3
4

8
11
6
6
0

2
2
8
8
10

11
2
8

1
2
3
4
5

16
13
8
7
0

11
10
14
6
3

1
2
3
4
5

4

6
8
0
5
1

5
7
4
0

1

2
3
5
5
16

31

0
5
13
13
13

14
12
7
11
0

/3
5
1
7
28

44

3
1
2
4
10

6
2
7
4
1
Total

9

1
4
4
3
8

20
158

difference in relative adherence to Philosophical Construct 11- -65%
of the single, divorced and widowed women ranked the "action
oriented" dimension among their first two choices while only 470/0 of
the married women did the same.

Slightly higher emphasis upon

Philosophical Construct IV was suggested by the choices of rnarried
women which might somewhat elevate the self-awareness component
as a value dimension preferred by that sub-group.

Married women

and single women ranked Philosophical Construct I (Social Restaint
and Self-Control) higher than did divorced or widowed respondents.
Choices by men tended to be much like those of the married
women, except for a slightly stronger orientation toward Philosophical
Construct II, emphasizing action for the overcoming of obstacles.
One might tend to expect this latter result on the grounds that our
society has a cultural expectation that its men will be "doer s" and
generally more aggressive than women.

The study leaves a question

unanswered as to the general profile that men in this society might
register in ranking this group of philosophical constructs.

One

con~

ceivably could find even more extreme distinctions between the sexes.
One might expect that religious identification could suggest
some basis for preferring a particular philosophical orientation.
The role of the church as a formulator of ethical standards and value
guidelines is a popular conception.

The common hypothesis is that

man gains a sense of life direction from his ideological identification
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with a religious belief and consequently adheres to a certain explicit
code of conduct.
Am.ong the social workers in this sam.ple, the largest single
religious grouping was that of Jewish.

They constituted 180/0 of the

total sam.ple and the second-place Catholics accounted for another
Of course, as one m.ight expect, Protestants as a general

140/0.

group were the most numerous - -am.ounting to som.e 570/0 of the sample population.

Those who claim.ed no religion constituted II % of

those who responded.
It is usef\.l1 to distribute the choice of Philosophical Constructs
along categorical line s of church affiliation to see if the se clas sifications m.ight, in fact, be measuring some dimension of religious
belief.

The results as shown in Table IX dC? not suggest that this

latter possibility is manifested in the findings.

Distributions vary

moderately between religious affiliation, according to these figures.
An exhaustive comparison of Protestant groupings was not
possible because a large percentage of the sample listed themselves
only as "Prate stants" and thus gave no indication of the sub -grouping
that might have been a precise designation of religious belief.

Where

a significant number have indicated the'mselves as being among tho se
affiliated with a certain religious denomination, corresponding
figure s have been shown.
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,TABLE IX
PfllLOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCT RANKINGS BY
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION

Religion

Philosophical Constructs
II
III
IV

V

11
12
4
2
0

3
2
11
8
5

0
1
1
5
22

29

2
4
-0

8
1
1

2
1
5

5

7

6
6

6
8

2
3

0
2
1
9
10

22

5

2
1
0
1
0

2
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1
2

0
1
3
0
0

0
1
0
1
2

4

1
2
3
4
5

3
4
0
1
0

1
1
2
3
1

0
0
1
2

1
3
3
1

5

P

3
0
2
1
2

8

1
2
3
4
5

2
3
1
0
0

1
2
3
0
0

0
0
2
1
3

0
0
0

3
1
0
0
2

6

Rank

Jewish

Catholic

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

5

I
7

9
7

5
1
9

8
5

6
9
1

6
6

Totals

Protestant
Denominations
Baptist

Epi scopalian

Lutheran

1
2
3
4

5
1
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TABLE IX (Continued)

Religion

Rank

I

Philosophical Constructs
III
IV
II

V

Totals

Protestant
Denominations
Continued
Methodist

Presbyterian

Quaket s

Unitarians

Protestant
(No denomination was
specified. )

No Religion

1
2
3
4
5

0
4
0
0
0

4
0
0
0
0

0
0
3
0
1

0
0
1
3
0

3

4

1
2
3
4
5

2
2
1
2
0

·1
2
3
0
1

1
1
0
3
2

3
1
3
0
0

0
1
0
2
4

7

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
1

2

1
2
3
4
5

4
4
0
1
0

2
2
2
3
0

1
0
3
2
3.

2
1
3
3
0

0
2
1
0
6

9

1
2
3
4
5

17
13
9
6
4

12
11
15
9
2

2
7
10
16
14

15
12
10
9
3

3
6
5
9
26

49

1
2
3
4
5

2
4
5
3
5

4
5
5
4
1

1
2
6
7
3

11
3
0
3
2
Total

0
0
0
1

1
5
3
2

8

19
158
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Respondents had been asked to list upon the questionnaire the
social work settings where they had acquired their experience.

This

information seemed important so that the qualifications of the social
worker respondents as persons involved with. family therapy could be
determined.

Table X shows how many of the respondents in the sam-

ple have any. experience in each of the practice settings indicated.
This would suggest relative access to family problem situations as a
helping agent and thus could perhaps indicate familiarity with the
practice problem posed in this research situation.
the collective response to the question:
service is your present position?

Table XI shows

"In which form or forms of

(Encircle all applicable.)" This

was to produce a tabulation of the kinds of social work practice the
respondents engage in at the present time, recognizing that many
. jobs call for more than one form of social work technique.
Multiple responses to each of the two above described questions had been encouraged and many . wer.e obtained.

With respect to

the seventeen possible practice settings shown in Table X, only
eight respondents in. the entire sample had been employed in only one
agency setting throughout their career.

Fifty of the respondents had

been in five or more, and several circled as many as eight kinds of
service experience setting s.

As furthe r explanation of the data

shown in Table X, it should be noted that 107 of the respondent s believed that they were currently practicing as a social worker
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TABLE X
PffiLOSOPffiCAL CONSTRUCT RANKINGS BY
EXPERIENCE SETTINGS

Setting

. Rank

Child Welfare
Service

Public
Assistance

Corrections

Private
Practice

Totals

32
23
8
17
4

25
22
25
9
3

5
7
24
23
25

19
24
20
18
,3

3
9
7
17
48

84

1
2
3
4
5

14
20
9
8
1

12
11
14
10
5

3
6
11
16
16

17
8
14
10
3

6
7
4
8
27

52

1

9
3
4:
4
3

5
10
7
1
0

2
2
7
8
4

6
8
5
3
1

1
0
0
7
15

23

17
17
16
9
5

3
16
21
17

22
11
17
13
1

5
8
5
10
36

64

1
4
3
4

5
3
6
5

7

0

1
2
3
2
11

19

2
2

10
5
8
5
0

0
3
3
,3
19

28

3
4
5

Settlement
House

V

1
2
3
4
5

2

Mental Health
or Hygiene

I

Philosophical Constructs
III
IV
II

1
2
3
4
5

17
21
10
11
5

1
2
3
4
-5

5
6
3
5
0

4
4
3
1

1
2
3
4
5

6
13
2
5
2

10
5
8
4
1

7

7

7

11
6
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TABLE X .(Continued)
Philosophical Constructs
III
IV
II

V

19
21
17
14
3

4
9
17
19
25

19
14
21
16
4

6
9
7
15
37

74

10
20
8
7
3

13
12
8
11
4

4
8
10
12
14

19
3
13
11
2

2
5
9
7
25

48

4
8
4
0

3

3
4
8
2
2

0
2
6
8
3

11
3
0
4
1

1
2
1
5
10

19

5

4
8
5
5
1

9
5
4
4
1

3
3
6
7
4

7
5
5
5
1

0
2
3
2
16

23

1
2
3
4
5

6
6
1
2
0

6
4
4
1
0

2
0
3
5
5

0
3
5
5
2

1
2
2
2
8

15

1
2
3
4
5

8
8
8
3
0

9
8
7
1
2

2
2
6
8
9

6
6
5
8
2

2
3
1
7
14

27

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
2
1
0

3
2
0
0
1

1
1
2
1
1

1
0
2
3
0

0
1
0
1
4

6

Setting

Rank

I

Family
Counseling

1
2
3
4
5

26
21
12
10
5

1
2
3
4
5
-I

Medical
Social Work

School
Social Work

. Child
Guidance
Clinic

Social Work
Research

Community
Organization

Disaster
Relief

2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

Totals
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TABLE X (Continued)

Setting
Federal
Poverty
Programs

Teaching
Social Work

. Rank

I

Philosophical Constructs
IV
II
III

V

Totals

1
2
3
4
5

3
2
2
2
0

5
1
3
0
0

1
4
2
1
1

0
2
2
3
2

0
0
0
3
6

9

1
2
3
4
5

13
17
5
7
·1

15
11
10
5
2

.3
5
11
13
11

9
.5
14
12
3

3
5
3
6
26

43

1
5
2
4
14

16

Other:
Office Manager, Pediatrician I s Office
Ma,rital Counseling
. Public HealthAlcoholism Program
Unwed Mothers Counseling
Bi"g Brothers Program
Teaching.Medical Students
Residential Treatment
Public Rec reation
United Service Organizations
Children I s Horne
Child Study Clinic
Adoptions
Emigre Resettlement
Retarded Institution and Community Help
,Travelers Aid
1
2

3
4
5

11
7
3
4

1

7
7

9
1
2

5

2
1
7

6

9

6

7

2

7
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TABLE XI
PHILOSOPlllCAL CONSTRUCT RANKINGS BY FORMS
OF SERVICE EMPLOYED AT PRESENT

Philosophical Constructs
IV
III
II

V

27
17
22
23
3

6
5
11
16
54

92

Totals

Form

Rank

I

Direct Service
in Casework

1
2
3
4
5

28
33
17
10
4

28
27
16
16
5

3
10 .
.26
27
26

1
2
3
4
5

3
9
2
4
0

8
4
4
1
1

2
1
6
3
6

4
4
4
5
1

1
0
2
5
10

18

1
2
3
4
5

28
28
12
11
4

30
17
22
12
2

4
9
19
28
23

19
21
24
15
4

2
8
6
17
48

83

1
2
3
4
5

10
12
7
3
2

16
6
6
4
2

2
2
8
13
9-

6
7
12
6
3

'0
7
1
8
18

34

Administration :1

27
20
' 16
10
5

27
23
16
9
3

5
9
17
,23
24

16
17
23
18
4

3
9
6
18
42

78

Direct Service
in Group
Work

Supervi sian

Community
Organization

2
3
.4
5
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TABLE XI (Continued)
Philosophical Constructs
III
IV
II

Form

Rank

I

Teaching
Social Work

1
.2
3

14
9
2

4
5

7
2

1
2

12
14

3

7

4
5

5
0

Other

10
9

3
8

7
7

4
8

4
16
5

1

11

2

11
10
11
4

4
4
5
10
15

8
8

2

7

12
9
1

employing more than one form 0,£ professional practice.

V

Totals

0
4
5
7
18

34

3

2
3
10
20

38

Some

tw:enty-one of the respondents said that they engaged in four or more
identifiable dimensions of social work intervention at the present
time.
No differences emerged that would suggest philosophical differences according to whether or not a person had been employed in
various kinds of social work jobs or particular forms of practice.
There was, in fact, great similarity between the various di stribu ~
tions by kind of experience and present form of service rendered.
One finds no significant emphases to set off any of the categories
from the others as a relationship with a particular career orientation
within the social welfare field.
As a means of qualifying this sample group of social workers
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as respondents in this study, probably Tables X and XI are the most
useful.

A total of ninety-three are presently engaged in direct case ~

work:services to some extent, whether or not this is their principal
assignment.

Large numbers were found who had experience in the

following settings where "family-wide" diagnosis is a regular practiceof social workers: Child Welfare (85); Mental Health (65);
Family COWlseling. (74); Public Assistance (52); Private Practice
(28); Corrections (23); and Child Guidance Clinic (23).

Family cen-

tered problems are encoWlteredas a matter of course by the representatives of agencies under the above designations.

Social workers

involved in these settings could be expected to have some knowledge
of the basic methodology involved in undertaking a diagnosis of a
family ,in state of crisis.
Philosophical dimensions do not seem to represent various
kinds of social work jobs, according to the data shown here.

But,

some slight leanings do exist.
The social worker who has worked in such direct service casework settings as family counseling services, child guidance clinics,
mental health clinics or school social work seems to differ slightly
from the social work research person.' The former emphasized the
Philosophical Construct IV (self -interest primary) while the latter
tended to prefer Philosophical Construct I (group interest primary).
Social workers who were currently engaged in direct service to
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clients showed an even :more :marked difference in the preference for
the orientation e:mphasizing self-awareness and insight.

Those

operating as administrative or co:m:munity organization workers
tended to value less the i:mportance of individual awareness.

An e:m-

phasis on the social group's i:mportance and a valuing of vigorous
action for the overco:ming of obstacles were the orientations :most
often preferred by respondents in these categories.
Trends as e:merged between those engaged in various of the
for:ms of social work practice were not striking and only very
guarded conclusions could be drawn fro:m the se data.

Thepracti ..

tioner Who does presently work with people in trouble looks to have

a unique orientation as opposed to the other .groupings.

More study

would be necessary for anymore concrete conclusions to be drawn.

III.

REACTIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SAMPLE
POPULATION TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The beginning section of this chapter made reference to some
material that compared those who completed and returned the questionnaire with the 115 social workers who received the questionnaire
but did not participate.

It was possible in the course of the review

of these quantitative results to suggest some possible reasons for the
failure of some people to re spond.· O;newould hope to e stabli sh that
a significant sub -group was not excluded because of some
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imperfection in the design of the questionnaire or of some deficiency
in the procedure.

Another way of getting at the question of how the

research instrument was responded to by members of the sample
population is to evaluate the commentary received from those who
wrote on or about the questionnaire.
The present section utilizes the commentaryrecei ved from
various of the re spondents to form an indi vidualized c ri tique of the
questionnaire.

The criticisms-tended to be divided into three general

areas: (1) some found the di rections confusing, which led to frustration; (2) some found the items themselves to be rather unclear making
them ha,rd to evaluate; (3) some question:ed their own competence to
respond to this questionnaire in that it seemed to be directed solely
.to persons actually engaged in casework practice; and (4) some questioned the theoretical bias of the research project itself.
A male re spondent who is employed in staff teaching with the
federal poverty programs expressed the following .general reaction
in regard to the questionnaire's total format and wording.

He said:

I have just completed the questionnaire and feel that I have
a professional responsibility to pass on some advice to you.
First of all--the wor~dingof this questionnaire is not clear-it's too damn theoretical. At first I was tempted to tos s it
aside, but I can understand how you must feel about this
subject so I completed it.
Your instructions are confusingto the reader--especially
if he is busy with other matters. A k~y to our profession
is the ability to easily communicate with our clients. Talking
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over their head- -and utilizing theoretical terms just isn It
the answer. Be concise--right to the point-~and sincere
with him.
One 41-year old respondent with experience in seven distinctive
social work settings, and who presently teaches child development,
commented, "I started to fill this out and found .the instructions too
confusing.

II

Another reacted to the second page with the simple

comment, "Whoever dreamed this up is out of his mind! !" A reac

=

tion to Part III of the questionnaire also in the same vein went like
this, "The questions take more than 20 minutes! . . . the directions
for the second page made me so mad I gave up! !" The task which
was represented to the respondent was said to be simple when it
seems that it actually did take an expediture of time and energy beyond what had been anticipated.

Some serious contemplation might

well have been demanded by the questionnaire and negative reaction
could be expected to this kind of imposition.
Some respondents tended to feel that Part III would take a great
deal of time to complete or would be inordinately complex.
were consequently_ dismayed at the prospect.

They

Those who actually

tried did very well which led the investigator to the notion that those
who went so far as to make an earnest 'effort found their fears to be
unfounded.

In the final analysis, fewer mistakes were made on

Part III than there were on the first sections among those who
actually completed the questionnaire.
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A few of those cotnpleting the questionnaire seetned to have
trouble detertnining what kind of judgtnent was expected of them in
cOIIl;pleting Part III of the questionnaire.

One person summed up the

problem in. this way, "I cannot £ill this part in because I don't understand your criteria for making a judgment." Those who found themselves in this quandry might have been more comfortable if they had
been able to work from factual data.

However, as has been noted,

then the problem would have been more complicated in final interpretation because transference feelings related to prior situations
could color respondent reaction to hypothetical situations.

Respond-

ents wl\o felt as the above person did were asking for a fact pattern
sufficiently developed that little recognizable of themselves would be
manifest.

Legitimately they were focusing on the case situation and

wanting to make diagnosis from the recognizable criteria.

It would

appear that they did not understand themselves as being in a "precognitive" state as has been defined.
As a relative judgment of each item with each other item, the
problem presented in Part III was also somewhat troublesome.
one re spondent commented,
It was very difficult to show the relative importance of
each item. To do this extremely well, one should compare
each item with each of the additional 25 to make a value
judgment. My time did not permit me to do this as I would
have wished.

As
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It is possible that many did precisely what another respondent did,
I made some quick comparisons to judge relative importance,
but for the most part rated each item according to the importance it plays for me in making a diagnosis. For the most
part, all items are important considerations - -therefore, I
did not place any in the "unimportant" section of the scale.
The goal of Part III was to get re spondents to evaluate their
own psychological set before the actual diagnositic encounter.
Through such introspection, a valuation of potentially important criteria is possible.

Judgment would be primarily related to values of

the diagnostician and would have much less to do with the situation to
be diagnosed.

More respondents must have conceived of it in this

way in order to respond.
There were some who balked at Part III because they could not
identify themselves in the role of the family diagnostician.
"I am an incompetent respondent.

One said,

I have never done casework!

I

have had no training in family diagnosis or treatment." Another
person who had actually had some experience working with families
declined to respond to the second page, saying, "I have no professional basis for judgment in evaluating these (diagnosis of a family
in c ri si s). "
Two retired social workers returned their questionnaires unanswered with the explanation that they believed I was directing the
inquiry to social workers actually engaged in clinical practice at the
present time.

They felt that "completion of the questionnaire would
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not be pertinent to the study.

II

A person employed as an associate Director of a county welfare council com.mended this study as an undertaking in innovative
research, but discounted the research instrument for being relatively
unsuitable to the purpose for which it was intended.

Quoting from

her letter of response, which must be given in its entirety, her reactions to the language problems in this study were important considerations.

She wrote:

As a respondent, I felt forced to compare items that were,
in my opinion, often inter -related. On the first page, use of
language could very well have hidden meanings, or definitions
could change the implication. The statements were intangible
anq extremely complex, and·! had the feeling of possibly getting. "trapped" into making a decision that was not an honest
one.
The second page used an alphabet of statements that became meaningl~ss out of context; each one, in other words,
was incomplete without other statements!
Perhaps a practicing caseworker would take a different
view .. My fields are Community Organization and group work,
and I believe that the situation determines the values.
The fact that the abovementioned re spondent was not a practicing
. family caseworker p.robably would change her perspective of Part III.
She would likely be ranking everything according to concepts only
loosely related to any theoretical model.
respondingly reduced.

Its meaning would be cor-

It is assumed that the social worker being

polled in this case is being asked how he feels just before an encounter that presumably resembles those with which he has
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experience, or could conceive of himself experiencing.

Undoubtedly

sOITle of the respondents were not in this category.
A question that had not been conteITlplated in this research design was whether or not values in the forITlation of this study would
tend to establish principles contradictory to established theoretical
fraITleworks.

It had seemed that a social psychological analysis of

value dimensions would be feasible regardle s s of the frame of reference.

A medical director of a psychiatric clinic suggested that this

was not a correct assumption.

In a letter written on behalf of the

respondent to whom the questionnaire had been addressed, he explained, why they had decided to return the questionnaire unanswered.
The response is negative but not specific:
Recently one of our psychiatric social workers . . . received a questionnaire from you at the Glendale Guidance
Clinic here in California. Your instruction sheets indicated
that this was part of a research project hoping to establish a
place of basic philosophic factors in social work.
In reviewing the accompanying questionnaire, it became
apparent to me that you were, at least in certain areas, attempting to establish a frame of reference with which we
were in substantial disagreement. Accordingly, I feel that
it is much more appropriate to your survey for us not to complete this questionnaire, inasmuch as some of the interpretations given might well. lead to further misunderstanding.
He goes on to suggest that the problem may be largely semantic
and that he might have been somewhat picky.

Nonetheless, he makes

the point with some eloquence that there is a problem in describing
life in abstract terms - -then applying concrete methods of
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Several respondents noted that they were quite interested in
the potentials of this kind of approach to abstract dimensions.
said that they too were doing research in this area.

A few

It was gratifying

that positive reactions to the questionnaire far outnumbered the
negative responses.

One tends to feel that at least a sizable number

of social workers are not frightened by the prospect of quantification
of the value dimension if it will lead to the development of usable
theory. ,

CHAPTER V

A MULTIPLE FACTORIAL APPROACH TO
THE DATA IN THIS STUDY

1.

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE VALUE
ORIENTATION DIMENSIONS

As a beginning to the evaluation of these data, attention is
called to the five variables that were chosen to represent different
value orientations.

The well-founded postulate was put forward that

the five were independent value dimensions which would form a basis
for rating one's relative adherence to value conceptions prevalent in
: Western cultures.

A process of inference would connect these value

conceptions with action consequences.

Before that aspect is dis-

cussed, it was thought proper to present results of a factor analysis
of the original five dimensions.

And surprisingly, these were found

to be reducible to three more general factors in the data taken from
. this particular sample.
The data show that there is only a three-factor configuration
,present, but perhaps that is because only three dimensions have
operated significantly in this particular study.

This would suggest

something significant about the social worker sample only if there
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was a similar group to com.pare them. against.

The rather im.portant

grouping of these factors into a three-dim.ensional fram.e of reference
only suggests such a conclusion.

The total picture is som.ewhat dif-

ferent when one reviews the results of the full scale factorial analysis involving all of the data from. Part II and Part III of the questionnare.
Table XII shows the results of the factor analysis of the five
philosophical constructs after rotation.

TABLE XII
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF FIVE PHILOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCTS

Self -fulfillm.ent
through an
Enhancing. of
the Social
Order

Enjoym.ent
through .Active
Experiencing
of
Life

Re sponsi ve as
Instrument
of
World
Forces

0.996

0 .. 030

O. 078

II

0.192

0.633

0.749

III

-0.196

0.963

O. 180

IV

0.374

0.858

-0. 349

-0. 036

0.953

Final
Varimax
Factor
Loading
Matrix
Philo sophical
Construct
I

V

o.

299

The final varimax factor loading matrix emerged as above.
from IBM Program 774 (1450) of April 29, 1968.

It carne
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The evaluation of this preliminary factor analysis develops
along subjective lines as would be expected, but the results are extremely interesting since loadings on some variables were particularly high.

The results suggest that the original variables were not

discrete as was our beginning proposition.

Of course, the pas sibility

that this final factor loading matrix was the result of chance and low
frequencies is to be considered a very real liability to the present
formulations.
On~Jinds th~! Philosophical

first factor.

ConstructI emerges quite high on the

A loading of 0.996 was recorded.

was nearly as high in its loading on this factor.

No other construct
The orientation is

primarily conservative, and therefore, it is essentially amoral attitude that is being expressed.

The moderate positive loading of

Philosophical Construct IV on Factor I suggests that the mergence of
self-interest with social responsibility comes through introspective
processes.

The orientation of the first factor would t.end to suggest

that a conservation of the best interests of society naturally emerges
along with the goal of greater personal insight.

This loading pattern

tends to emphasize a genuine appreciation for the world of living
things and especially man' s achievements.

The important blending

that is seen .here is that self and society seem to be construed as
having compatible, if not precisely the same, interests.

One can be

confident that as he permits himself to grow in the quite responsive
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environm.ent of the society, a good life will be lived.

Let this factor

be called "Self -fulfillm.ent through an Enhancing of the Social Order.
It is principally found in

Philos~phical Construct

II

I and to relatively

lesser degree in Philosophical Constructs IV andV.
On the second derived factor, Philosophical Construct III has a

loading of O. 963 followed closely by IV and II with O. 858 andO. 633,
respectively.

The rem.aining two constructs have near zero loadings

on this factor.

There is a decided self -interest them.e in this factor

and it suggests heightened

c~njidencein

one's personal power s in<,:,

problem solving.
The centerm.ost construct in this configuration of loadings tends
to em.phasize appreciation of pleasure or the capacity to experience
happiness.

There is a high relative valuing of introspection as a

means to this end.

One gets the impression that this factor repre-

sentsa philosophical stance that endorses active experiencing of life
for the rich inner gratification it will bring.

Let this factor be called

"Enjoyment through Active Internal Experiencing of Life. "
The third factor registered high on Philosophical Construct V
with a 0.953 loading and also fairly high on Philosophical Construct II
with a 0.749.

The reader will notice that II has been high both on

this factor and on the last described factor.

Its composition tends to

suggest that II's relatedness may be for procedural structural qualities while the high loading on V may be more indicative of substantive
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content in the factor.

The e:mphasis in this third factor is certainly

on responsiveness to outside influences and there is a flexibility
quality.

As suggested by the high loading for Philosophical Construct

II that it is an active and engaging.kind of responsiveness.

It is a

flexibility and an appreciation for the potentials, of change.

The

:moderate negative loading for Philosophical Construct IV suggests
some repudiation of internal power or strength and rather endorses
a "drinking-in" of outside stimuli for its richness.
remain in a state of flux.

The self would

This factor has been entitled "Responsive

as Instru:ment of World Forces. "

II.

REDUCING A MIXED MATRIX TO COMMON FACTORS

A factor structure of all thirty-one of the variable items in this
study, the five philosophical constructs and the twenty-six family
. diagnostic criterion variables, was also obtained through multiple
factor analysis.

Through the utilization of a high speed computer

and a complete prefabricated computing package, the reduction of the
thirty-one items to a nine factor matrix was accomplished.
One important goal of this method of data analysis was to explore the feasibility of using two distinct classes of social objects for
joint inclusion along common dimensions.

A parsimonious basis

conceivably may be provided for the understanding of the integrated
relationships of these two forms of attitude constructs in terms of a
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single set of mediating processes.
Cattell has written,
Factor analysis differs . . . in a wider, experimental,
strategic sense, from, for example, both multiple correlation
and discriminant functions, in not arbitrarily choosing .acriterion variable or criterion group, but in arriving. at a reduced
number of abstract variables and a :weighting of observed variables according to structural indications of the data itself.
Our study deliberately employs constructs to obtain measurable reactions from. people for the purpose of collecting these diverse elements into a coherent clas sification system.

Again from Cattell,

"It is a means of creating concepts, not merely of employing them or
checking their fit to new data" (1966, p. 174).
In applying factor analytic methodology, it became neces sary
to choose between the orthogonal and the oblique m.odels.

It might

have ·been best if both forms of rotation had been employed, but
financial resources were limited and a choice between the two was
indicated.

The rotation used was the orthogonal procedure.

The chief advantage of the orthogonal rotation lies in the easy
availability of techniques for translating data into results.

Standard

techniques acceptable to the general population of multi -variate
scientists are available when use of a computer of reasonable size
and speed can be obtained.

In the present instance, Bimed 03M

(Version of January, 1966) proved to be a package ideally suited for
our purposes.
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Not unimportant as criterion for choosing the method of rotation is the sheer labor in producing an oblique solution.
deterrent to its use.

This is a

A manageable computer package was not avail-

able to the researcher for an oblique rotation.

In any event, the

orthogonal rotation is preferrable over the oblique model as being
the more replicable of the two.
The oblique rotation would tend in the direction of seeking out a
"general factor" rather than several dimensions of relatively equal
i:rp.portance such as are sought in this study.

When the oblique rota-

tion is used, the first factor accounts for such a large amount of
variance that one tends to find relatively smaller loadings on succeeding factors as they are later derived.

The orthogonal model, on

the other hand, tends to equalize the variance.

Our nine distinguish-

able factors are shown in fullest perspective where the variance is
more equitably distributed.

Loadings can more itdequately show the

presence of the factor in related variables',
Finally, some multivariate scientists conclude that in the interest of simplicity, multidimensional scaling results do not lend themselves to an oblique rotation.

The basic assumptions about the

psychology of response processes in the judged data become unpleasantly cumbersome if dimensions are made oblique;

Therefore,

dimensions for the same set of stimuli are most reasonably matched
by an orthogonal rotation procedure (Cliff, 1966).
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This brings us to the substance of this study.

Horst has noted,

The formal rules of matrix algebra . . . do not concern
themselves with the other possible categorical sets in a data
model. The rules and principles of operation and computation specified by the formal system of matrix algebra recognize only the existence of one or more categorical sets. They
have noway of indicating. what the different categorical sets
are (30).
Much is left to the interpretation of the mathematical results in making sense 'out of the classifications that emerge.

Horst notes,

"This is a scientific problem, and the specification

of the categori-

cal sets by the investigator is part of his model and is relevant to
the interpretations issuing from the analyses of the data" (p. 30).
,After the thirty-one items were represented by loadings on
the nine dimensions, it was possible to look for the character of
these obtained factors.

The limits of our statistical tool have been

reached at this point and a rational proces s of interpretation necessarily follows.

The variables with significantly high loadings have

been listed except that, with the Philosophical Constructs, only the
titles being shown in the interest of conserving space.

FACTOR (1) EXTERNAL AS OPPOSED TO INTERNAL INFLUENCES
ON FAMILY FUNCTIONING
Quality of family relationship to religious faith or
other supernatural ideology relating to eternity
and cosmic entity

.580

Character of peer group affiliations entered into
by members of the family

.523
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Degree to which family rnernbers share in rnutual
gratification including sex, play, etc.

-.498

Philosophical Construct III - -Self -indulgence
(or Sensuous Enjoyment)

-.412

-Character of the developmental history of the
individual family members

-.376

Capacity of the family to cope with the demands
of routine housekeeping

-.333

Degree to which the family members provide
support, security, and encouragement to
one another

-.236

Philosephical Construct I -Social Restraint
and Self ~ Control

.234

Two of the philosophical constructs made an appearance in this
factor, but the family.diagnostic criterion variables seem to provide
a basis for discriminating between positive and neg:ative loadings.
The positive loadings involve forces acting upon the family group
.from the outside.

The highe st single loading was that relating to re-

ligious faith or the church which has long had the reputation for being
,a promulgator of moral standards.

The peer group, is another stand-

-ard setting force in the world outside the family, which could have influence on behavior.

A much lower loading on this factor was shown

opposite Philosophical Construct I, but it is felt that this is a construct quite consistent with the two diagnostic criterion items.

The

emphasis is on responsibility to the society as reflected by such wox.ds
as- lIre sponsible, conscientious, intelligent participation in human
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affairs." The person is looking outside his intirnatealliances for
direction and for a notion of his place in the world.
Contrasting :starkly with the irnplications suggested by the
positive loadings are the five fairly substantial negative loadings.
Thefarnily. diagnostic criterion ve:triables seern concerned with laws
regulating the internal functioning of the farnily.

This seerns to be

the central unifying .therne although subject-rnatter areas covered
are quite diverse.

There is a reference to the way the farnily rnan-

ages to cope with routine housekeeping chores and also an item concerned with the extent to which the members share in Inutal gratification., The focus clearly in both items is on interaction within the
family unit as opposed to external exchange.

The place of the Philo-

-sophical Construct III along with the negative loadings is m.uchless
clear.

In the description of this value orientation dimension, it

says, "The antithesis of the trait is responsible submission of one's
self to social and cosmic purposes.

II

It then is directly negative to

standards set by the religious dogma or the cultural setting in which
.the person or his family operates.

It is possible that the philosophi-

cal construct ties in on a piecemeal basis and that it fits only in a
negative sense.

Perhaps the family. is seen as a unit in which self-

indulgence is permitted by its members, but such self-indulgence
within a familyrnay be seen by the caseworker as indecent andimmoral.
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FACTOR (2) FOCUS ON COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MEMBERS
IN THE FAMILY
Character of the communication pattern between
membe r s of the family

.833

Extent of mutual sensitivity to needs of others
in the family

.798

Degree ·to which family members provide support,
security, and encouragement to one another

.575

Deg.reeto which the family and its members are
capable of self-help ,and are able to make effective use of help whenapp.ropriate

.537

Character of peer group affiliations entered
into by family members

.437

Pattern of time allocation by individual family
meplbers as it affects amount of interac ti on in the horne

.410

Degree to which family maintains mutual respect
for individuality of family members

.412

Extent of family involvement in group activities
that lead to satisying experiences for individualsin the family (P)

.291

Level of insight manifest by family memb,ers
as to the genesis and development of the
disequilibrium of the family

.270

. Extent of familyinvolvement in group acti vi ti e s
that lead to satisfying .experiences for indi vidualsinthe family (N)

.264

Capacity of the family to cope with the' demands
of routine housekeeping

-.208

This appears to be a dimension largely concerned with how
well the family members are able to respond to one another.

The
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highest. loading is on the character of the cOllununication pattern between fam.ily members and this would essentially be equivalent to a
capacity to being able to send and receive messages with some accuracy.

A part of communication would be the degree of mutual

accessibility am.ong family members for messages needing to be
communicated.
be a component.

The matter of openness and responsiveness would
Inherent is the aspect suggested by the second high-

est loading - -that extent of mutual sensiti vity to needs of other s in
the family would gauge the extent of responsiveness.
Accent in this dimension seems to be on feeling between family
members and to some extent even as would be characterized by outside affiliations such as with peers.

It tends to have emotional con-

tent with awareness of the frailties and strengths of individuals in
the family.

The human being .as a need-meeting creature seems

quite general all through the vq.riables listed as having sizable loadings under this factor.
Diagnostically, one might be prone to use many ways of getting
at this rather esoteric dimension so it is not surprising that time
allocation as it affects amount of interaction would carry fairly high
loading on this factor.

Such words as 'support, security, encourage-

ment, sensitivity, or satisfying experiences would most effectively
characterize this factor.
The only contrastingnegati ve loading of any size related to the
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demands of routine housekeeping which evidently would suggest an
aspect that would be entirely too devoid of emotional ramifications to
appeal to adherents of this diagnostic dimension.

Structural aspects

of the family are rather negJected in favor of an appreciation for man
as a living and breathing creature of much emotional lability.

The

keynote seems to be on mutallysatisfying experiences of living by
family members.
No Philosophical Construct was particularly high on this
factor--only.Philosophical Construct I with a loading of .142.

The

abstract contemplative measures of living seem to be less important
than those qualities more related to fundamental human feelings.
The fact that Factor (2) is missing from the value orientations
may well suggest a void in construct content making them an in-

-----

complete representation of possible value orientations.

There seems

to be no allowance among the five for a value orientation which
stresses

soc~al-emotional aspects

of interpersonal relationships.

FACTOR (3) FOCUS ON OVERT DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
Qualities of the family that determine its
stage in the life cycle

.675

Pattern of time allocation by individual family
members as it affects amount of interaction
in the home

. 611

Level of intellectual ability and educational
attainments of family members

.397
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Extent of fam.ily,involvement in g roupacti vi ties that
lead to satisfying experiences for individuals
in the family,(P)

-.354

Capacity of thefam.ily to cope with the demands
of routine housekeeping
Extent of family involvement in group activities that
lead to satisfying experiences for individuals
in the family (N)

.302

-.281

Character of and m.eaning of art, music, and
things of heauty to the fam.ily members

.281

Patterns of distributing household tasks and
other chores among members of the family

.279

Character of developmental history of individual
family members

.224

Level of insight manifest by family members as
to the genesis and development of the disequilihrium of the family

.224

Degree to which family members share in mutual
gratification including. sex, . play, etc.

-. 207

The variable items that seem to emerge with higher loading s in
this factor are those which could suggest rather concrete measurable
items or qualities readily observable upon inspection.

One might

speculate that social workers whose ratings of these factors were
high mig,htbe very cautious in appraisal of subjective elements.

On

the other hand, they would likely tend to be quite careful to learn as
much about the age, sex, occupation, income level, educational
background, etc., as would be possible.
Throughout the listing of variables, negative loadings or very
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low positive loadings seemed to be attached to more nebulous items.
The characteristic of this factor seems to be its penchant for the concrete.

Included in this dimension are all those items which could be

listed on the face sheet of a case record or entered easily. by checking.a box on a questionnaire.

Little in the way of interpretation

would be required of the diagnostician.for criteria in this dimension.
The evidence of an interpretation of the meaning of the items in
a very constricted way is seen in Factor (3).

The format of the study

and the wording of the constructs might have tended to minimize the
importance of items reflecting this factor.

Subjects might have in-

ferred,that it was undesirable to scale these items high.
The 'loadings here might also have been somewhat higher if the
con,structs themselves had been somewhat less prone to multiple interpretation.

An example is the item, "Character of and meaning of

art, music, and things of beauty to the family members, " which
could be s·een, as an opportunity for precise delineation of tastes almost to the point of subjecting it to quantification.

It could, on the

other hand, be seen as an extremely subjective kind of assessment
referring to the aesthetic qualities characterizing the family- -perhaps so relative that only an individualized description of its place
within the family could be considered helpful.
There is clearly a time and space orientation ,in this dimension
that runs through all of the variables related to this factor.

Concepts
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are derived from constellations of facts that are gathered together
through actual observations or docum.entations as specifiable.
One would speculate that diagnosis in this view is ITluch like gathering evidence in legal proceedings.
FACTOR (4) FOCUS ON FAMILY UNITY Al\TD LOYALTY
Extent to which faITlily meITlbers show a concern
fo r family unity and loyalty

.773

Extent to which the family is able to use
seemingly injurious experiences as a
ITleans for further growth

.675

Character of affectional bond between husband
and wife

.472

Pattern's of distributing household tasks and other
chores among ITlembers of the family

.399

,Capacity of the faITlily to cope with the demands
of routine housekeeping

.249

Level of insight manifest by family.members as
to the genesis and,development of the disequilibriuITl of the family

.232

Character of developmental history of individual
family members

.215

Philosophical Construct I - Social Restraint and
Self - Control

.208

As is suggested by the content of the variable exhibiting the
highest loading on this factor, family unity and loyalty would appear
to be the central theme.

The variables all reflect SOITle degree of

homogeneity of the family as being relevant to the assessment process in diagnosis.

The three highest loadings quite clearly suggest
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this aspect as being central.

Its presence is less clear in the re-

maining variables, but it see:rns to be consistent with these ite:rns.
A mode.rate positive loading on Philosophical Construct I
emerged which was not taken as being. a significant indication of
thing.

any~

The theme in this philosophical construct is loyalty, to be

sure, but it had been seen as being more directed toward the total
society.
The extent to which the family is able to use see:mingly injurious experiences as a means for further growth is listed by some
crisis theorists as one test of its u,ltimate strength (Hill, 1949).

It

is tested for its ability to survive as a homogeneous unit- -failure to
weather the test of a crisis usually means. dismemberment or total
di s solution of the aggregate family unit-.
Certainly the affectional bond between husband and wife is an
important m.easure of the unitary character of the family.

These

two principal characters set the em.otional tone for the fam.ily and it
is their affection for one another which is decisive.

The use of the
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different implications in this particular context.

The willingness of

family member s to care for the home and the implementation of an
effective plan without major hitches might be said to be a function of
the pride the family members have in their house as a physical representation of the family itself.

It is pos sible that this would be the

connection which brought about the relativelylarge loadings on these
two variable s.
There seems to be little to tie the diagnostic variable, "Character of developm:ental history of individual family members, " to
this series of items except that this is essentially an historical variable.

The tradition: of a family may be said to be the sentimental

embodiment of the products of its history.
FACTOR (5) FOCUS ON SELF...;AWARENESS AND INTROSPECTION
Philosophical Construct IV - Withdrawal and
Self - sufficiency

.851

Philosophical Construct III - -Self -indulgence
(or Sensuous Enjoyment)

.468

Level of insight manifest by family members
as to the genesis and development of the
disequilibrium of the fa:mily

.421

Degree to which the family and its members are
capable of self-help and are able to 'make
effective use of help when appropriate

.328

Character of developmental history of
individual family members

.258

Philosophical Construct V - Receptivity and
Sympathetic Concern

.227
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With the very clear dominance of Philosophical Construct IV in
this factor, one can certainly recognize the emphasis on the self in
this dimension.

Philosophical Construct III is consistent in that the

s-elf is the center of attention.

Activity is oriented toward greater

enhancement of the person himself.
Inspection reveals that the two family.diagnostic variables
m.entioning such words as insight and self -help have a connection
with the Philosophical Construct that dominates in this dimension.
The respondents appear to be conceiving the family unit as itself an
organism capable of having an ind:ependent being and of enhancing its
own image.

Whatever the level of the system, the focus upon ino-

ternal maintenance function seems to be favored by devotees of this
dimension.
The developmental history of familY,members obviously has a
connection with the growth of self and capacity for internal appreciationa .The loading appropriately suggests the degree to which one
might consider this an important aspect of this dimension.
FACTOR (6) FOCUS ON GROUP ACTIVITY
Character of recreation and leisure time
activity by mem.bers of the family

.729

Extent of family involvement in group activities
that lead to satisfying experiences for individuals in the family (N)

.697

Cha,racter of and meaning of art, music, and
things of beauty to the family ,members

.687
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Extent of family involvement in group activities
that lead to satisfying experiences for the
individuals in the family (P)

.657

Patterns of di stributing household tasks and
other chores among members of the family

.628

Level of capacity to create and m.aintain constructive and responsible com.munity relationships in the neighborhood, the school,
town, local and state governm.ents

.603

Capacity of the family to cope with the dem.ands
of routine housekeeping

.526

Character of the occupation of the father or
mother including its meaning to the family
. in relation to the comm.unity

.455

Level of intellectual ability and educational
attainm·ents of the family members

.430

Quality of family relationship to religious faith
or other supernatural ideology relating to
eternity and cosmic entity

.423

Characte-r of peer g.roup·affiliations entered into
by family members

.350

Degree to 'which family members shareinmutal
gratification including ,sex, play, etc.

.323

Philosophical Construct III - Self -indulgence
'(or Sensuous Enjoyment)

.225

No neg,ati ve loadings were at sufficiently high levels to introduce.
For this factor, there were some thirteen variables having
loadings sufficiently high that they could be mentioned as significantly
related to the factor here described.

Many of the variables had been

identified in other senses with other factors.

It seems that the
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variables hang together in this instance out of variously conceived
ali gn:rnent s with group activity.

The source of the association might

conceivably be variously constituted.
It is clear that this is activity that gives at least a modicum of
pleasure to the participants.
nistic tendency.

The activity seems to reflect a hedo-

Philosophical Construct III has a small loading on

this factor which ties the dimension to this value orientation in a
minor way.

Seeking pleasure in a group atmosphere is found in this

dimension.
One is certainly engaging in an interaction with other people in
this, factor.

The external exchange contemplated by participating in

religious exercises is also included aswe consider this dimension.
There is ,some sacrifice of individuality for the sake of the benefits
to be derived from the group' activity.
There is an element of appreciation for the cooperative nature
of man's need meeting in this and every society.

Both in the family

and outside of it, depending upon the particular variables, the theme
of cooperation for effective functioning to meet individual needs
seems to be central.

Maximum cooperation might well constitute

the ideal of the diagno stic c ri teria suhsumed under thi s gene ral
factor.
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FACTOR (7) FOCUS UPON STATIC AS OPPOSED TO DYNAMIC
ATTRIBUTES
Philosophical Construct II - EnjoYlllent in Action

-.833

Philosophical Construct I - -Social Restraint
and Self - Control

-.434

Philosophical Construct III - Self-Indulgence
(or Sensuous Enjoyment)

-.431

Character of the occupation of the father or
lllotherinciuding its meaning to the family
in relation to the community

.323

Degree to which family members share in mutual
gratification including sex, play, etc.

.283

Character of developmental history of individual
falllilymembers

.257

Level of intellectual ability and educational
attainments of family me:mbers

.255

If anything is distinctive about this dimension, it is the alInost
total absence of action.

No heed is paid to the more dynamic ways

that things got where they were at the time of diagnosis, rather the
task of diagnosis with respect to the variables named herein,was
simply .theidentification of the status quo.
the data

g~ined

One gets the feeling that

in connection with the aspects being represented here

would have little to do with any active problem-solving effort.

The

information would be derived more for intellectual exercise than
anything else.
The positive loadings in this instance are not very high so any
absolute comment about the figures derived would seem to be
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premature.

It would be valuable to explore further to see if there

really is any significance to the neg:ative association that seems to
.be existing. here and thus im.plied between the variables shown.

The

conspicuous lack of action wording in the diagnostic item.s m.ay
-' simply,be responsible for this dim.ension.

It is only by negative as ~

sociation that any meaning can be given to this factor.
FACTOR (8) FOCUS UPON RESPONSIVENESS TO ENVIRONMENT
Philosophical Construct V - Receptivity
and Sympathetic Concern

.724

Level of insight manifest by family members
as to the genesis and development of the
disequ,ilibrium of the family

-. 555

Degree to which the family and its members
are capable of ~elf -help 'and axe able to
make effective use of help ,when appropriate

-.493

Philosophical Construct I - Social Restraint
and Self -·Control

.372

Capacity of the family to cope with the demands
of routine housekeeping

.263

Cha.racter of developmental histo.ry of individual
family.·members

.

-. 25.2

.~

. A vel!y st:t;.Ong, loading on the Philosophical Construct V is evi" .,

.dent as the reader scanS the figures shown above.

This is the philo-

sophical orientation which tends to prefer a passive willingness to be
led by .sources outside the self.

To some degree, Philosophical

Construct'! also tends to value the submission of self for the greater
wisdom and accomplishment of the society as a.whole.

Individual
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initiative and innovation in problem solving is not encouraged in
either of these philosophical variables.
Rather in contrast with the philosophical position manifest in
this dimension, are the diagnostic criteria that are negatively loaded
in this listing.

Both are highly valued diagnostic criteria according

to the averages taken on the entire sample.

Philosophical Construct

V, on the other hand, tends to be unpopular with the sample popula/

tion.

Social workers whose value orientation tends in the direction

of this dimension would be likely to minimize the importance to
diagnostic variables (C) and (D) which the majority of the respondent
group would no doubt consider quite unfortunate.
FACTOR (9)

FOCUS~ON

CURRENT CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE
CRISIS SITUATION

~xtent of conflict characterizing family at

time of assessment

.766

Patterns of the parents in relation to
discipline or control of the children

.700

Degree to which family maintains mutual
respect for individuality of family members

.691

Degree to which family members provide support,
security, and encouragement to one another

.640

Character of affectional bond between husband
and wife

.565

Character of the occupation of the father or
:mother inpluding lit~meaningt~the
family in relation to the community

.462
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Character of the developmental history of
individual family members

.435

-Level of intellectual ability and educational
attainments of the family

.421

Extent of family involvement in group activities
that lead to satisfying experiences for
individuals in the family(P)

.394

Degree to which family members share in mutual
gratification including sex, play, etc.

.373

Extent of family -involvement in group, activities
that lead to satisfying experiences for
individuals in the family (N)

.285

Level of capacity to create and maintain constructive and responsible community relationships in the neighborhood, the school,
town, local and state government

.263

Character of recreation and leisure time activity
by members of the family

-.169

On top of the list of variables having high .loadings on Factor
(9) is "Extent of conflict characterizing family at time of assess-

ment, " and indeed this would seem to be a good beginning for calling
together a notion of the factor composition itself.

This factor seems

to be an intangihle measuring of the disorganization characterizing
·the conflict as well as an enumeration of the situational aspects that
would be correspondingly relevant.
The respondents in this study are seeing diagnosis of a crisis
situation involving a family as being something more than anexploration of the overt circumstances.

There are evidently aspects of
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family functioning that are seen as peculiarly _significant at these
times.

One might be con_cerned with how the parents handle such

perennial occasions of conflict as call for discipline of children.
Another component is suggested by a variable which is concerned
with internal mechanisms by which the emotional balance of the
familyis restored at times when the equilibrium is disturbed.

The

high loadings for variables which reflect such aspects suggests the
extent to which these variables are strongly identified with defining
the crisis situation.
It is clear that the theme which runs through these loadings is
a focus' upon the current situation as an instance of crisis.

The sig-

nificance of etiological possibilities as are implied by the presence
of some of the variables affiliated with family structure is an indication that some internal familial aspects are more involved than are
others.

The theoretical orientation seeming to underlie the central

theme of this dimension would be that families function as a group of
individuals interacting.

The crisis brings about a peculiar set of

circumstances that areman.ifested by changes in the pattern of the
family, or group functioning.
The focus on "the here and now" virtually excludes the value
dimensions proposed in this study.

It may be that homogeneity of

the system is a value orientation and its antithesis is disequiliQrium.
O:r, one might ask if personal values are suspended in the face of a
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family in crisis.

III.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PHILOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCTS

The significance of the philosophical constructs can be appraised in the context of the nine factors.

Some of the philosophical

constructs do seem to reflect a tendencY,to orient along certain lines
in the diagnostic process.

The factor analysis does not provide us

with information as to likely patterns of the factors except for a few
contrasts that are introduced by the relatively rare negative loadings.
A philosophical construct which emphasizes self-awareness and
the mode of introspection in attaining it is Construct IV and the

ex~

tremelY,high loading of this construct on Factor (5) has some implications.

The accent on self-help of one of the diagnostic variables

and the appreciation for insight as manifest by the others are quite
important if values can be conceived as a part of conceptions of
clients.

Variable (C) "Degree to which the family and its members

are capable of self-help and are able to make effective use of help
when app,rop;riate, " is the mO,st highly regarded of the diagnostic criterion variables with a mean of 6.03 on a 7 point scale.

Philosophy

Construct IV seems to be favorably alfgned with one of the most
highly valued diagnostic considerations of social workers, because
its loading on Factor (5) is very, high at .851.

Interestingly, both

this Philosophical Construct and the diagnostic variables (C) and (D)
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had significantly high loadings and high means of ratings.
Philosophical Construct III was high as

well~in

But, the

its loadings although

it was not rated high generally by the sample.
On the other hand, Philosophical Construct V has a very high
loading on Factor (8) with Variable (C) having. a high negative loading.
The 'identification with an emphasis on "Receptivity and Sympathetic
Concern" will correspondingly discourage appreciation for the variable so highly prized by the majority of our sample populat ion.
Heavy negative loading of Philosophical Construct II (-.833) on
.Factor (7) tends to suggest this value orientation might point

its ad-

herents, dramatically. away from whatever might be suggested by the
factor itself.

Relatively less prientation to four variables--(X), (V),

(T), and (R) are in line with what one might expect.

The basis for

this is not very clear and one would have to test this m.uch further,
with more conclusive results before becoming convinced of any actual
relationship.

Philosophical Construct II has the highest mean rating

with 5. 316 while the four variables composing ,Factor (7) are seen as
either unimportant or only slightly important.

The average social

worker might tend to de -emphasize a focus on static as oppo sed to
dynamicattributes--under the conditions set forth in this study.
Philosophical Construct I, a highly rated construct, loads
moderately high on two factors, (1) and (4).

The attention to exter-

nal influences is very likely the crucial connection.

This is the value
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that emphasizes a conscientious participation in human affairs.

Its

connection with Factor (4) probably. would relate to the focus upon
loyalty to the group goals - -the notion of submitting one I s will for the
sake of the larger whole.

Man as an individual then takes a second-

ary place in relation to the welfare of the group.

Philosophical Con-

struct III with its accent on self and sensuous enjoyment loads negativelyon Variable (T).

This orientation is described as being

antithetical to Philosophical Construct 1. Presumably, the negative
loading emphasizes their difference.

This must neces sarily be

speculative since the -loadings are not high for any of the philosophical constructs.
It must become quite clear that the considerations persuasive
to social workers in diagnosis of families relate to quite a large
number of motivations.

Value considerations seem, for the most

part, rather less conspicuous than other epistemological and theoretical considerations.

The experience of this study does not

show "values" as here characterized to control all diagnostic behavior.
Of nine factors which emerged as the total correlati on matrix
was rotated only four factors were ··"value dominated." Five factors
were either "value free" or ·only. "value-tinged." The absence of
value orientation influence in respect to factors in diagnosis could
be a characteristic of the professional orientation, i. e., that the
profe s sional should achieve relatively value free behavior in certain
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TABLE XIII
MEANS OF RATINGS FOR PIllLOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCTS
AND DIAGNOSTIC VARIABLES

Variable
Philosophical Constructs
I
II
III
IV
V

Mean

Standard
Deviation

5,297
5.316
3.880
5.051
3.285

1.343
1.369
1.757
1.563
1.965

4.170
4.215
6. 027
5.296
4. 061
5.989
5.899
4. 504
3.894
5.945
5.390
5.149
3. 797
4. 366
4. 201
4.337
5. 550
3.713
5. 227
4.558
2.828
4. 544
5.426
3. 870
5.347
3.485

1. 656

Diagnostic Variables
A
B

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
'K
.L

M
N
0
p
Q

R
S

T
U
V
W
X

y

Z

Num.ber of Cases

~

158

1.437
.948
1.254
1. 272
1. 006
1. 017
1. 237
1.604
1. 013
1. 155
1. 151
1. 377
1. 325
1. 489
1.384
1. 418
1.534
1. 342
1. 583
1.535
1.558
1.428
1. 506
1.526
1. 580
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aspects of his activity.
Note in Table XIV that the following :mentioned three factors
show no significant loadings fro:m among the value orientation variabIes.

Factor (9) "Focus-on Current Circu:mstances of the Crisis

Situation" emphasizes interaction of rne:mbers of a fa:mily.

It is an

objective appraisal apparently not related to ethical or philosophical
considerations.
bad" aspects.

There is no judgment in relation to the "good or
The sa:me is so with Factor (2) Focus on Co:m:munica-

tion betwe:enMe:mbers of the Fa:mily.

E:mphasis on the extent to

which fa:mily :me:mbers are able to relate with one another see:ms tied
to no particular value orientation.

Factor (3) recognizes the i:m-

portance of descriptive .characteristics in diagnosis, which is likely
a standard of the professional approach itself.

Scientific :method

emphasizes objective gathering of facts.
Factors (4) and (6) each have loadings on a single value orientation construct, but neither loading is sufficiently high to suggest
that the value orientation pervades throughout the dimension. . Each
can be described, however, as being "value tinged." Factor (4)
seems tinged by the construct emphasizing Social Restraint and SelfControl (I) while Factor (6) has a moderate affiliation wi th Philosophical Construct III Self-indulgence (or Sensuous Enjoyment).

The

value orientation in both instance s tends to support the orientation
generally prominent in the factor.
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The four value laden .factors seem to represent dimensions
where value orientations are significant.
emerge.

Important value questions

The Factor {I ) emphasis on external versus internal influ-

·ences on family functioning introduces a value question.

Philosophi-

cal Construct III with a negative loading and I with a moderate positive loading are opposing forces.

Does the family emphasize its own

gratification or submerge its interests to the larger society?

The

Factor (5) focus on self-awareness and introspection is distinctly an
ego -centric dimension.
clearly are dominant.

Value orientations favoring the focus on self
Adherents of this dimension might say:

"To

thine own self be true!" Factor (7) is significant for its negative
loading.s on value orientation variables.

It is a dimension conceived

to be antithetical to certain value orientations.

Action, social func-

tioning and need fulfillment are more dynamic.

This factor I s focus

on the static is clearly antithetical.

Facto,r (8) with its emphasis on

the central place of environment upon family functioning introduces
a value laden concept.

Philosophical Construct V is dominant--

emphasizing Receptivity and Sympathetic Concern.

Also relatively

strong in this factor is Philosophical Construct I representing Social
Restraint and Self-Control The value question must be stated: Is
behavior of a person or family determined by constitutional or
vironmental factors?
prefer the latter.

en~

Adherents to criteria of this factor would
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The findings are anything but conclusive indication of the influenceof value orientation in diagnosis.

Value questions do appear

to be important in relation to certain dimensions and they seem to be
absent in others.

TABLE XIV
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIGNIFICANT PIllLOSOPIllCALCONSTRUCT LOADINGS ON FACTORS
FACTOR

(1) . External as opposed
to inte rnal influenc e s on
family functioning.

VALUE DOMINANT VALUE TINGED FACTOR VALUE FREE FACF AGTOR(High loading (Low 0 r minimal loading TOR (No loading fo r
on the construct)
on the construct)
any of the constructs)
X
I
III
-.41
.23

(2) Focus on communication between members
of the family.

X

(3) Focus on overt "descriptive characteristics.

X

(4) Focus on f?-mily
uni ty and loyalty.
(5)

Focus on self-awarene s sand intro spection.

IV
.85

X
"III
.47

activity.

(8)

Focus on responsiveness to environment.
(9 ) Focus on current circum-

stances of the crisis situation.

X

III
.23

X

V
.23

(6) Focus on group
(7) Focus on static as opposed to dynamic attributes.

I
.21

A.

II
-.83
V
72

I
-.43
X

III
-.43

I

.37

X

I-'

00

""
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter sets forth interpretations of the findings together
with implications for the practice of social work and for future research effort.

The foregoing exploratory study is summarized and

a critique of the research technique is presented.

1.

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

This was a project in which an experimental procedure was
developed to test for divergent value orientations among a sample of
social worker respondents.

A group of five constructs developed by

Charles Morris was utilized as a test.

The variation was found to

spread principally over three rather than the five dimensions proposed by the research instrument used in the study.

Some variation

among social workers' choice of value orientation by personal factors
evidenced itself.

There also tended to be some differences in choice

of value orientation according to the sphere of social practice.

This

would give some indication of the factor predisposing a person to
adopt value orientations of the kind offered by the options of the questionnaire.
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Social workers in this sample were apparently able to distinguish between the philosophical constructs that were borrowed from
the work of Morris for utilization in this test.

They were able to as-

sign different ratings and to categorically rank the five items along a
continuum from best to least liked.

The constructs apparently had

meaning to these people although it is conceivable that they were
uniquely understood in each instance.

The individual deviations pre-

sumably have balanced out over a sample as large as 158 respondents ..
The measure of the philosophical constructs did seem to give
a good representation of something which probably. could be regarded
as a sy,stematized "value orientation." A single dominant profile did
not seem to characterize the social worker population except for a
rather decisive rejection of Philosophical Construct V.

The hedonis-

tic orientation suggested by Philosophical Construct III seemed to
fare slightly better although it too tended to be rated rather low on
the whole.

The social work group sampled seemed to divide between

three distinct ways of conceiving of the good life in our society.

The

reverance for society as an end was manifest in one orientation while
a more inner directed contemplative orientation was implied by the
second.

The third major combination 'was largely emphasizing

flexibility and receptivity as a predominant mode.
The study sought to determine if variation in value orientation
among practicing social workers was a possible factor in their
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judgment process.

A specific judgment circumstance was selected

to test this hypothesis.

The criteria. commonly considered in diag-

nosis of the family in state of crisis was arrayed and ratings were
elicited from the respondents in the sample as to the relative importance of each item.

The connection between preferred value

orientation and array of items in order of importance was believed
likely to emerge as the data were organized by the statistical manipulation of a factor analysis.

Some slight ordering along the lines of

value orientation was found, but the data did seem to produce factors
principally organized upon different bases.

The values operating to

produce the factor dimensions among the diagnostic criteria seemed
to come from concepts more relevant to the operational level of
social work practice.

The philosophical constructs showed relatively

small loadings with but few exceptions.

While the findings of this

study provide no conclusive results as to the place of basic philosophical .concepts in social work, the study did succeed in an attempt
to point out some possible dimensions where values might be a consideration.

It would be necessary that additional research studies

be devised to test out the emerging hypotheses.
The social worker who stressed the inner life of heightened
self-awareness as opposed to a mergence of self with the social
group alsp tended to favor diagnostic criteria emphasizing insight
into 'the genesis of the problem and also criteria showing a capacity
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for self -help.

The high value generally accorded such diagnostic

criteria suggests that the aforementioned philosophical orientation
is consistent with the preferred social work approach in the diagnostic problem proposed in this research.

The philosophical construct

favoring self-indulgence and enjoyment also links with this pair of
diagnostic criteria.

It likely relates from the standpoint of the em-

phasis on self and the willingness to receive gratification.

The con-

clusion one might draw from this alignment of items is that social
workers tend to seek areas of family strength associated with their
own capacity for managing the problem.

The goal of becoming free

to enjoy happiness through indulgence and satisfaction of desires is
consistent.

Philosophical positions emphasizing the self and the

goodness of self-fulfillment of needs are evidently preferred in the
field of social work.
The direct antithesis of the focus upon gaining insight and the
central concern with self is a value constellation which enlphasizes
the submergence of self to the interests of the group.

The factor

dimension iSGIated in Factor (8) represents this concept and

signifi~

cant negative loadings on diagnostic criteria provide interesting
implications.

The aforementioned highly valued diagnostic factors

(C) and (D) load negatively on this factor and there were no positive
loadings on variables having high ratings by the sample as a whole.
It might suggest the hypothesis that social workers tenc;l. to reject
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the concept of submerging individual interest to those of the group.
Thi s would tend to contradict SOllle popular notions that social work
is "socialistic" or "communistic, " or that it discourages the uniqueness of the individual.
Factor (1) shows relatively high loading where the matter of
external moral or social influence on the family tends to be a consideration.

As diagnostic criteria, these items are not rated as

being particularly important. Thus, where Philosophical Construct I
tends to affiliate moderately with these less valued aspects of the
diagnosis, it becomes value likely to bias the social worker in less
favorahle directions.

Of note is the fact that the philosophical posi-

tion emphasizing enjoyment and self-indulgence has a negative load-ing in .this dimension, and, although not a highly rated philosophical
dimension, this is a dimension showing .an appreciation for needmeeting that links favorably with generally important diagnostic
criteria.
From the analysis of these data, one might speculate that the
preferred philosophical position for the social worker might be a
blending of the quality emphasizing a rich inner life of heightened
self-awareness.

The focus on self rather than society would be in

line with the social worker pre-encounter percept rather than the
antithesis.

A stress upon enjoying life and experiencing pleasure

would also be consistent with a diagnostic approach most likely to fit
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with the behavior highly valued by the respondents in this sample.
It turned out in the factor analysis that a num.ber of factors
em.erged that appeared quite independent of the philosophical constructs.

These rnaywell relate to m.any other influences likely to

predispose the diagnostician.

Such aspects as training, experience,

or personality could be among these.

This tends to suggest that

values are form.ed by social workers in dimensions not related to
conceptions of "good or bad." In factor s where high ratings had been
assigned to the variables, there seemed to be an em.phasis on functional adequacy of the fam.ily.

Notions of what the fam.ily "ought to

be" were scored as less relevant than the interrelationship of certain
functional aspects.
Very highly valued was Factor (2) which looked for the extent
of m.utual sensitivity between faInily IneInbers.
on any

No significant loading

philosophical construct showed up on this factor, but several

diagnostic variables seeIned to be relevant.

The capacity of faInily

IneInbers to COInInunicate with each other and to be re sponsi ve to
each other was paraInount.
A high value was also given to the factor eInphasizing faInily
unity and loyalty.

A Inoderate loading 'of Philosophical Construct I

on this factor suggests a particular affiliation aInong those social
workers who value interests of the group over those of the individual.
It does tend to be a diInension in this area of diagnostic evaluation
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that is believed by social workers to have importance.
In Factor (9), there is emphasis upon the current situation confronting the family in crisis.

Nine variables from among the diag-

nostic criteria seem to have shared at least moderately in this common dimension.

The degrees shown by the quantity of each loading

suggest how :much.

The social workers of the sample felt it was

very important to consider the degree and character of the conflict
situation.

There are some indications of diversity of content among

the items .in this factor.

This may suggest different emphases as to

the dimensions of family life most likely to reflect the character of
the crisis situation.

There is importance to the here and now deter-

minants for the social worker as he ascertains the problem and appropriate treatment in the crisis situation.

The use of the term

"crisis" as a delimiting aspect to the diagnostic situation may have
given rise to this dimension.

II,

CRITIQUE OF THE TECHNIQUES

'. As this study developed and the problem was defined, it became
clear that the results of this .study would have to be interpreted with
caution.

The goals would necessarily be limited ones for the 1ll0st

that could be hoped for would be the generation of a few new hypotheses.

So:me of the lilllitations to a too literal interpretation of these

find.ing s are detailed· below.
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In developing this research inquiry, the way of developing the
experimental conditions could be open to criticism.

The situation

posed for the respondent must be considered extremely artificial.
One could hardly maintain that the social worker respondents actually
became psychologically set as they would immediately prior to the
diagnostic encounter.
nothing more.

They were responding to a questionnaire and

The measure of their relative preference for certain

specified diagnostic criteria must be considered a conjecture on their
part as to how they might be thinking at such a time.

The definition

of the diagnostic situation left much to the imagination.
The respondents may have cast themselves in the role of
diagnostician, but their hypothetical circumstances may have differed markedly.

Crisis for a family,'might mean one thing to a child

welfare worker and something else entirely for the worker involved
in disaster relief.

Factor (9) showed some of the ways that specific

aspects of crisis might emerge among areas of interaction in the
family.

Because different practice areas were representedalllong

the .sample, loadings could have emerged on these variables as discrete respondent groups related to a specific variable particularly
relevant in a sphere of practice.
One problem in the study was the sample population itself.
Consideration had been given to the idea of selecting the sample
from a single agency or from a particular social work group.

This
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would have made the sample more homogeneous, but it also would
have given no information about differences between social work
groups.

As a consequence, the social workers in this sample are

alike principally in the sense that they share a professional identification.

They differ markedly in many respects.

Many have had no

experience with the kind of practice problem. being posed in this
study.

Geographical, situational and educational differences also

tend to introduce variables not easily accounted for in the interpretation of the data.

The low correlations possibly resulted from. the

impurities of this form of inquiry.
The questionnaire itself attempted to describe abstract concepts
in terminology that could be prone to other interpretations.

The

philosophical constructs used in this study had never really been in a
questionnaire before since they were the descriptions Morris developed after reducing his original thirteen variables to these five
central dimensions.

The condensations could be so exclusive as

written that one might find it impossible to identify with them without
the me.diating influence of other dimensions.

The five dimensions

reproduced in this questionnaire were composites in varying amounts
of the original thirteen "Ways to Live.'" Measuring the ratings and
. rankings of these constructs may have been,less reliable than would
have been a measure of the thirteen ways from which they were
derived.
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The study would have been TIlore rigorous if the value orientations could have been stated in behavioral terTIls.

The abstractions

TIlake interpretations hazardous because express representation
could have any nUTIlber of subjective bases.

The study risked pre-

cisionby using generalizations.
EleTIlents of one philosophical construct are not inconsistent
with others, so that any individual is likely to have his own philosophy
with a unique cOTIlbination.

Two"or TIlore positions can be held si-

TIlultaneouslyandwith about equal value.

Different positions can be

valued highly at different times, according to situations, or psychologically as in becoming satiated with one and turning to another.
This is a problem to the extent that the study assumes that a person
holds to a general, persistent philosophy in contrast to a dynamic,
relative and continuously changing one.
A factor analysis of the ratings on five philosophical constructs
made possible a further condensation down to three factors.

This

would apply for this sample of social workers only, it is true, but a
preliminary study in which these three factors were identified might
have been advisable.

The final questionnaire would have had the

three principle dimensions to test in relation to diagnostic criteria.
Less cumbersome analysis and fewer variables would have made
the study more efficient.
It is quite possible that value orientation could influence such
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behavior as "mailing back a questionnaire." As a consequence,
those who failed to return the questionnaire might have tended to
rank particular constructs higher.

One might speculate, for instance,

that these might include a disproportionately large nUITlber of persons
who would score high 0"D,. the pleasure factor.
Although the diagnostic criteria were apparently relevant in
the judgment of the social workers, the list of items can by no ITleans
be assuITled to be exhaustive.

To the extent that the researcher's

bias operated to, introduce a limited range of variables, the respondents would have been limited in their choices.

The extent to which

the results are affected by this factor is undetermined.
No ,attempt was made to derive diagnostic criteria to match
philosophical constructs.
pendently derived.

Items of these two categories were inde-

A measure of researcher bias may have operated

to select criteria in some relationship between the two sets of items.
The potential for such bias is to be recognized, but again the actual
degree of effect is undetermined.
The technique of using factor analysis for assessing the data is
useful only in a limited way.
sivefindings.

It develops hypotheses and not conclu-

The very low correlations in much of the original

rnatrixmust necessarily limit the confidence to be placed in these
results.

A different form of stati stical analysis might have been

used profitably to check these results.

The ultimate test of the
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findings of this factor analysis will be determined by its replicability.
Multiple-factor analysis is a procedure which locates statistically independent factors which combine additively.

As Coleman

(1964) has suggested, factor analysi s has some logical defects which
limit its usefulness in the development of social and psychological
theory.

Once factors are isolated, the attempt to give factors mean-

ingful independence by assigning names is superficial.

The factors

as isolated may not be statistically independent and therefore not
separated by factor analysis, even though they are meaningfully
quite independent.

Statistical independence and meaningful independ-

ence do not necessarily coincide.

III.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORK

The significance of this study may well become clear only as
additional research tests out some of the possible ramifications.
Value orientation does seem to be an aspect of the social worker's
judgment process, but the degree of its effect is still uncertain.
This study would tend to suggest that other considerations are more
intrinsicallyinvolved.
This study is somewhat unique in its attention to abstract or
"conceived" values as opposed to the more concrete or "operational"
values.

Establishing the connection of the very subjective dimen-

sions with potential clinical behavior is a difficult research problem.,
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but it is an exercise needed in social work research.

The compo-

nents of the decision process for the social worker are made up of
his personal value orientations as well as the aspects of the situation
encountered.

Greater objectivity would seem possible as the

in~

fluential dimensions are made more explicit.
It might be found at some future time that one's values could
conceivably. be a reliable yardstick in diagnosis.

The social worker

might find that once he can identify and conceptualize a value orien'- .
tation of his own, appreciating his own contrast with the client
could be a starting point for mutual understanding.
a

gra~~

One can obtain

of one's own philosophy or value orientation as a model, and

then the conceptualization of alternative subjective modes can be
composed along the same lines.

This is a potential technique for

perception.
The concept of the anchoring effect has already received much
attention although as Bieri, et al. (1966) have noted, research of it
has deficiencies in every facet,

from the

materials presented for

judgment to the way pre sence of an anchor is defined to the way its
effect upon judgment is measured.

The value of innovative research

such as the present study is the development of an alternative prototype for evaluating the influence of the anchoring effect.

Value ori-

entation can be considered one of the many possible anchors, but it
probably represents the most .,obvious case.
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If some relevant values are identified as factors influencing
diagnosis, then the question needs to be answered as to whether the
effect is positive or negative.

Some value orientations could con-

ceivably enhance perceptivity and thus these values could be aids in
the caseworker process.

Knowing which predisposition best aids a

social worker could aid administrators and educators in the selection
of people for the field.
At the very·least, it is important to identify those dimensions
in which value orientations may be important.

This study has

separated out four factors in diagnosis that are quite dominated by
value c,onsiderations.

Social work can benefit by knowing the kind of

value question likely to be raised in a given diagnostic situation.

IV.

FUTURE RESEARCH

This is a study that posed an imperfect experimental situation.
The results could be open to attack from a number of perspectives
except that the study is clearly labeled as an exploratory effort.

Its

experimental procedures were adequate enough to suggest the presence of value orientations among the personal characteri stic s of
judges.

These appeared along certain' of the dimensions formed

among criteria in the actual judgment situation.

Additional research

in this direction might tell more about potential cause and effect
relationships.

2-04
The value orientations considered in this study were of a sort
quite abstract as compared with operative values.

The influences of

internal predispositions at such level of abstraction as it is translatedinto more operative situations conceivably follows in a recognizable pattern.

The structure of such causal connections needs to

be identified and additional research may well take this task.
This condensation of a larger number of variables into a matrix
having nine dimensions introduced considerations other than value
orientations as shown in the questionnaire.

It is conceivable that the

classification system proposed by Morris was incomplete.

His

studies ,of value were more than a decade before the present research
was c_onducted.

Such rapidly changing times may well haveintro-

duced orientations of value congeries not contemplated when Morris
obtained his "comprehensive" listing.

There may be utility in some

future study which takes a factor from among the nine and traces it
to its ultimate abstraction.
Studies of diagnostic patterns of clinicians might develop from
the beginnings introduced by this research.

Categorization of cri-

teriaalong the lines developed here might be checked against other
inventories.

This might lead to an evaluation of the diagnostic pro-

ce s s i tsel£.

The structure of diagno si s as sugge sted in thi s re search

was taken as an assumption.

Additional study might well test the

validity of such an assumption.
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The criteria considered in diagnosis needs to be evaluated in
relationship to outcome of the social work intervention.

Studies

might be developed which test out som.e of the dim.ensions of diagnosis
as relative em.phasis tends to

be a predictor of greater success.

The corollary would be the possibility that em.phasis on certain of the
dimensions m.ight lim.it the effectiveness of the services rendered.
Some of the variations among sub -groups within the social work
profession suggest that the profession m.aybe much less hom.ogeneous than is commonly supposed.

The variation of value orientation

between jobs may lead to a recognition of ceortain values as desirable
in vario,us

social work employment.

A complex of personality dif-

ferences might be important, however, and future research might
assess the relative importance of value orientation among a number
of characteristics.

It might ultimately be possible to develop value

profiles for community action practitioners, groups workers, or
caseworkers which differentiate these sUh-groups.

It would be an-

ticipated that several varying combinations by sex, marital status,
age, etc., plus value orientation might be blended.
The difficulties of assessing value orientation will no doubt
plague future research as ithas this effort.

Some methods more

likely to limit the researcher's subjective involvement would be
recommended.

Factor analysis has allowed this researcher to iden-

tify trends which were isolated, but the interpretations were along
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lines that made sense to the investigator himself.

Methods less

likely to allow subjective attachment by the researcher himself might
profitably be employed.
It might pay those conducting additional studies to analyze behavior to determine value orientation by constrast with the present
study where abstract constructs were used.

The potentially shifting

nature of values could conceivably be better assessed by attention to
what people do rather than to what they think they do.

The pre sent

study might well have suggested some of the spheres of behavior to
be observed.

Since it was an exploratory effort, it has succeeded in

its objectives if some new possibilities have been brought into view.
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COLLEGE
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BRADFORD ~. EVERSON, SECOND YEAR STUDENT
PROJECT: VALUE DIMENSIONS IN DIAGNOSIS

Mr ••.Tohn Smith
5000 Main Street
Anywhere, U.S.A.
Dear Mr. Smith:
The enclosed material is sent to you in anticipation of your cooperation
with a research project regarding the place of basic philosophical fac- .
tors in social work. The attached questionnair.e should require no more
than twenty minu~es of .your time, but you can be sure that it is of vital importance as the very substance of this study.
In forming the research plaIa, there has been an effort to explore the
relationship of value constructs to the emphasis of the caseworker in
the process of family diagnosis. I have drawn heavi1y~from the work
of Professor Charles Morris of the University of Chicago in bringing
this dimension to social work research.
I feel that you will find that the few minutes required to complete
this questionnaire will be an interesting and stimulating experience.
You are among a relatively small number of social workers to whom this
questionnaire has been sent on a nationwide basis so I am very hopeful
that you will accommodate me by taking the time.
Because of time schedule limitations, it is important that the questionnaires be returned promptly -- I should have them by March 1, 1967.
Thank you very much for your help.
Very truly yours,

Bradford L. Everson
Second Year Student
PSC School of Social Work
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QUESTIONNAIRE
PART ONE - PERTINENT PERSONAL INFORMATION
Age

- - -Sex---Marital
Religion
---

Status

----Number

of Children

----

Years of Social Work Experience: Before master's degree
....----After master's degree
In what settings has your social work experience been obtained?
(Enci rcle all applicable. )
Child welfare services
Public assistance
Corrections
Mental health or hygiene
Settlement house
Private practice
Family counseling
Youth organizations
Medical social work

School social work
Child guidance clinic
Social work research
Community organizatioh
Disaster relief
Federal poverty programs
Teaching social work
Other

---------------

In which form or forms of service is your present position?
(Encir~le all applicable. )
Direct service in casework
Direct service in group work
Supervi sion
Community organization

Administration
Teaching social work
Other

PART TWO - VALUATION OF PHILOSOPHICAL CONSTRUCTS
INSTRUCTIONS: In this section of the questionnaire you are asked
to indicate your relative liking for five basic elements of personal
philosophy. These five items are factors representing the aspects
of ways of living as preferred by people in ours and other cultures.
FIRST -Read each item in its p,roper order. Do not read
ahead. Encircle the letter to the immediate right of each item to
indicate how much yOll personally would like the trait described to
characterize the kind of life you would like to live. The following
scale shows the degree of liking that each letter is intended to
represent:
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{A}
(B)
(C)
(D)

I
I
I
I

like it very much
like it quite a lot
like it slightly
am neutral to it

(E) I dislike it slightly
(F) I dislike it quite a lot
(G) I dislike it very much

SECOND ... After you have gone through rating each item by
circling a letter, then go over the five items again, giving a numeri,cal rank to each one in the order of your relative liking for it. It is
important that no two items be given the same ranking - the five
items must be ranked consecutively as follows: 1 is best liked, 2
next best liked, 3 next best liked, etc. There can be no ties - -each
iteITl included extending 1 through 5.
The emphasis in this quality is upon responsible,
conscientious intelligent participation in human affairs.
The orientation is primarily moral. There is awareness of the larger human and cosmic setting in which the
individual lives and an ac<;eptan,ce of the restraints which
responsibility to this larger whole requires. The accent
is upon the appreciation and conservation of what man
has attained rather than upon the initiation of change .
. The antithesis of the trait is unrestrained and socially
i rresponsibleenj oyment.

A D E
B
F
C
G

RANK
In this quality, one sees the stress upon delight
in vigorous action for the overcoming of obstacles. The
emphasis is upon the initiation of change rather than
upon the preservation of what has already been attained.
The teITlper is one of confidence in man's powers
rather than one of caution and restraint. . The orientation is outward to society and to nature. The antithesis
of the trait is a life focused upon the development of
the inner self.

A

D

B
C

E

F
G

RANK
In this quality description, consider that the
stress is upon. enjoyment, whether this enjoyment be
found in the simple pleasures of life
in abandonment
to the mOITlent. One should have the capacity to float
in thestreaITl of simple, carefree, wholesoITle enjoyment. It includes appreciation of the pleasures of
existing and it stresses sensuous enjoyment of one's
life. The antithesis of the trait is responsible submission of one's self to social and cosmic purposes.

or

A D E
B
F
C

RANK

G
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This quality stresses a rich inner life of
heightened self-awareness~ The self rather than
society is the focus of attention. The emphasis is
not one of self indulgence, however, but is rather
upon the simplification and purification of the self
in order to attain a high level of insight and~aware
ness. Control over persons and things is repudiated,
but not deep sympathy for all living things. The
antithesis of the trait is mergence of the self with
the social group for group achievement and
enjoyment.

A D E
B
F
C

G

RANK
This final quality stresses receptivity to persons and to nature. The source of inspiration comes
from outside the self, and the person lives and
develops in devoted responsiveness to this source.
The self ceases to make demands and it becomes
open to the powers which nourish it and work
through it. A person should humbly let himself be
used by the great objective purposes in the universe
which silently and irresistably achieve their goal.

A D E
B
F
G
C

RANK
PART THREE - VALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC FACTOR
IMPORTANCE
In your experience as a professional social worker, many diverse problems of family crisis have no doubt come to your attention,
either directly or indirectly. You are asked to reflect upon your
knowledge and understanding of families in cris.isas you read over
the twenty-six items to follow. Then indicate your estimate of the
relative importance of each of the factors shown as they would be
likely to emerge in the process of diagnosis of a family in crisis.
Show your rating by writing in .the letter designating each factor on
any of the short lines to the left or right of the scale. Place your
letters on any convenient short line, but then be sure to draw a line
from each letter to an appropriate point on the scale. Note that ~
two lines should intersect the scale at the same point for it is only at
the point of intersection that the value and ranking are to be determined of any single factor. (See example). Look to the capitalized
words bordering on the left of the scale for degrees of importance or
unimportance that positions on the scale are to represent.
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+

Example
of
Procedure

+
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U)

-

+

1
SCALE FOR PART III
(Halved for format)
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(A) Qualities of the family that determine its stage in the life cycle.
(B) Pattern of time allocation by individual family lllernbers as it
affects amount of interaction in the hOllIe.
(C) Degree to which the fallIily and its llIelubers are capable of 8el£help and are able to make effective use of help when appropriate.
(D) Level of insight manifest by family members as to the genesis
and developrnent of the disequilibrium of the family.
(E) Character of recreation and leisure tirne activity by m.embers of
family.
(F) Character of communication pattern between rnembers of the
family,

(G) Extent of mutual sensitivity to needs of others in the family.
(H) Character of peer group affiliations entered into by family
mernbers.
(I) Quality of family relationship to religious faith or other supernatural ideology relating to eternity and cosmic entity.
(J)

Character of the affectional bond between husband and wife.

(K) Extent to which the family is p.ble to use seemingly injurious experiences as arneans for further growth.
(L) Extent to which family members show a concern for family unity·
and loyalty.
(M) Patterns of distributing household tasks and other chores am.ong
members of the family.
(N)Extent of family involvement in group activities that lead to
satisfying experiences for L1.dividuals ~n the family.
(0) Level of capacity to create and maintain constructive and responsible community relationships in the neighborhood, the school,
town, local and state governments.
(P) Extent of family involvement in group activities that lead to
satisfying experiences for individuals in the family.
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(Q) Degree to which family members provide support, security,
and encouragement to one another.

(R)

Level of intellectual ability and educational attainments of family.

(S) Patterns of the parents in relation to discipline or control of the
children.
(T)

Character of developmental history of individual family rnernbers.

(0') Character of and meaning of art t m.usic, and things of beauty
to the fanlily members.

(V) Degree to which family members share in rnutual gratification
including sex, play, etc.
(W) Degree to which family maintains mutual respect for individual-·
ity of family members.
(X) Character of the occupation of the father or mother including its
meaning to the fami.ly in relation to the community.
(Y) Extent of conflict characterizing family at time of assessrnent.
(Z)

Capacity of family to cope with demands of routine housekeeping.
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